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ABSTRACT 

 

While much research has been done on the role of family literacy in shaping the literacy 

experiences of learners, little has been done on the role of family literacy narratives in shaping 

the pedagogical practices of the teacher. This autoethnographic narrative inquiry explores how 

the narrative framing and re-framing of lived intergenerational literacy experiences has shaped 

educators’ identities in order to improve both classroom pedagogies and family literacy 

practices. The act of narrative reframing through autoethnographic vignettes in this study 

serves to strengthen the research methodology. The study constructs a definition of lived 

literacy experiences and how these experiences have shaped educators’ identities. It provides 

strategies for improving classroom pedagogies and family literacy practices through the framing 

and reframing of  lived literacy narratives. Finally, it addresses strategies for improving 

women’s lives through the construction of positive, beneficial lived literacy narratives. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

“Atticus was right. One time he said you never really know 

a man until you stand in his shoes and walk around in 

them. Just standing on the Radley porch was enough.”  

-Scout Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee, 1960).  

 

Background 

My leadership courses were a both life-affirming experience and a wake-up call 

to me. Because of the self-reflective nature of the courses, I began to explore the inner 

workings of my own experiences both inside and outside of the classroom. However, I 

realized through my educational leadership courses and internships that a wider world 

exists beyond the walls of my classroom. The educational leadership courses highlighted 

for me the numerous personnel and programs responsible for making sure those 

learners are literate both now and tomorrow. This journey of self discovery began in the 

internships with taking a look at the microcosm of the learning environment, or the 

island of myself. 

At this point in the exploration of my experiences, I have come to acknowledge 

that there are several stakeholders who play a role in the literacy development of 

learners. The first of these stakeholder roles is that of the parent and multiple 

generations that comprise the family unit. Also important to knowledge construction of 

the learner is the classroom teacher, the school culture, the larger society, and the 

experiences of all stakeholders in the literacy process. I have also become aware that 
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there appears to be a distinct disconnect between the definition of lived literacy within 

and outside of the walls of the classroom. Furthermore, mismatch seems to be present 

between the assessed literacy and the developmental nature of literacy. Literacy 

appears to be playing a role in the identity development of not only the learner, but also 

of other stakeholders as well. I find myself in the unique position of overlapping roles. 

However, my learning requires me to leave the comfort of my microcosmic island and 

look at the larger group of stakeholders. 

My administrative internships marked the first time that I really began to pay 

attention to events happening outside the realm of my classroom. A whole new group 

of stakeholders that contribute to the literacy learning process of students emerged 

through these experiences. For the first time, I became aware of what constituted 

effective instruction and how many stakeholders there were in the educational 

community. I noticed that I had been leaving educational leaders—administrators, 

educational researchers, and policy makers—out of my world-view. I also had not been 

considering myself as a classroom teacher to be an educational leader; and that I should 

be doing that.  

The voices of the stakeholders are intertwined with the voices of all of our 

influential teachers both within and outside of the classroom. These teachers are not 

constrained to living humans—they may be voices of past generations, literary 

traditions, oral traditions, cultural mores and ideals, and lived experiences. A paramount 

piece of knowledge which I garnered from the internship experience related to the 
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experiences of the learner. We cannot forget that the learner comes to us with 

experiences. Furthermore it is up to us as educators to create educative experiences for 

our students and part of doing so is through assisting our learners to build connections 

between the content being learned and their own lives. In doing so, we must recognize 

not only the validity of the experiences that learners bring to the table of learning, but 

also we must recognize the importance of the experiences that we as educational 

leaders bring to the table of learning. In recognizing the importance of the experiences 

of the learner, we must also take a look at the need for a pedagogical shift in literacy 

instruction. 

Statement of Problem 

 

Much ethnographic research has been conducted on family literacy (Auerbach, 

1989; Genisio, Bruneau, & Casbergue, 1999; McCarthey, 2001; Morrow, 1993; Morrow 

& Paratore, 1993; Paratore, 1992; Parker, 1989; Quintero & Velarde, 1990; Taylor, 1983; 

Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Brice Heath’s (1983) seminal piece entitled What Did I Write sets 

the foundational stone for this line of literature. While much research has been done on 

the role of family literacy in shaping the literacy experiences of learners, little has been 

done on the role of family literacy narratives in shaping the pedagogical practices of the 

teacher.  

Purpose 

The purpose of this multi-generational autoethnographic narrative inquiry is to 

explore how the narrative framing and re-framing of lived intergenerational literacy 
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experiences has shaped my identity as an educator in order to improve both my 

classroom pedagogies and family literacy practices (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Lincoln 

& Guba, 1985). Because the goal of autoethnography is to allow the reader to 

vicariously traverse upon a journey in someone else’s shoes to allow for a transfer of the 

unique contextualized experiences of the researcher—the I—with his or her larger 

culture, my study includes a close, multi-lensed, analytical study of myself in relation to 

the varied life roles that I bring to the chalkboard with each lesson I teach and learn 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ellis, 2005;2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Research Questions 

 

With these ends in mind, my three overarching research questions for this study are: 

1. How have my lived literacy experiences shaped my identity, and what does this 

imply about some of the ways in which lived literacy experiences inform 

knowledge construction and identity formation? 

2. How have my lived literacy experiences impacted my classroom pedagogies? 

3. How may we improve classroom pedagogies and family literacy practices 

through the framing and reframing of our lived literacy narratives? 

Participants 

Many personnel are involved in the teaching of literacy. As the literacy learner, 

our first teachers are our immediate family and home culture acquaintances which may 

include several generations of family as well as other socio-cultural influences (Vygotsky, 

1978). We learn from a variety of both formal and informal teachers and pedagogies. 
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These may range from the literature we read to oral histories we hear to the T. V. shows 

we watch. We are influenced by the researchers who perform educational research 

which influences the pedagogies we experience, as well as the policy making decisions 

which influence everything from educational funding to mandated assessments. Most of 

all, we are influenced by the day to day experiences that inform our daily lives. There 

are multiple layers of experiential influence when it comes to personnel related to 

literacy; there are multiple lenses which may be layered in multiple ways to 

metaphorically represent the varied shoes that we wear when it comes to literacy and 

instruction. In order to frame lived literacy experiences, we may combine the lenses, 

add lenses, subtract lenses, zoom in to the picture, zoom out of the picture, and 

examine experiences from an infinite possibility of perspectives.  

Olson (2004) notes that in the identity construction process, “language becomes 

the symbolic highway by which the interactive self is constructed in relationship to 

others (Kerby, 1997; Umberson & Terling, 1997). Therefore, we need to look to 

language, to communication, to understand how individuals co-construct their 

identities” (p. 4-5). One key component to such language is voice. Our voice is literally 

our internal construction of meaning portrayed in such a way that others may “hear” it; 

voice is not singular, rather it is plural, because there are many voices intertwined in the 

telling of our own stories (Olson, 2004; Pinar, 1997; Ellis, 1997; Lincoln, 1997). Clandinin 

& Connelly (1999) point out that as in literature, the most powerful way for voice to 

emerge is by placing the audience in medias res; in other words, the narrative should be 

illustrated through showing rather telling. I hope to allow myself to illuminate my tale 
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through both my words and the words of those literary mentors influential to the 

journey. 

I wear multiple pairs of metaphorical shoes: daughter, mother, wife, teacher, 

educational leader, educational researcher, and survivor. The multiple roles will allow 

me to closely examine various facets of identity that make up my lived literacy 

experiences in a way that will not only she light on my own literacy experiences, but will 

also potentially shed light on those of others. McCaslin and Scott (2003) note that 

designing a qualitative study is much like painting a mural with harmonious colors; much 

as a mural is painted with harmonious colors, multiple voices create a multifaceted, 

harmonious vocal composition. In this autoethnographic narrative inquiry I hope to 

weave the melody and the harmony into a narrative tale of how lived literacy 

experiences have shaped who I am, as both a professional and as a parent-teacher. As 

such, the primary participant of the study will be me and the mentors who have colored 

my life. While some of my mentors have been life characters, others have emerge from 

both fictional and non-fictional literary characters.  These literary characters will emerge 

from a critical study of women’s lived literacy narratives (The Diary of Arozina Perkins, 

Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, Stockett’s The Help, and so on) and will allow me to keep the 

lens of my autoethnographic and autoethnographic analysis from becoming too 

nearsighted. It will help me to build connections between my life and the greater social 

context, as well as contribute to the transferability of my experiences to other contexts. 

Furthermore, the rich shared experiences of other women will help me to combat 

loneliness on my own lived literacy journey. The incorporation of other women’s voices 
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with my own will allow me to weave a rich, multi-vocal literacy narrative which 

transcends both time and the limits of my own experiences. This study will provide a 

jumping off point for relevant points of comparison in analysis while keeping the study 

focused on a broader examination of self in relationship to the larger culture. In other 

words, this study and critical analysis will allow me to tack back and forth between the 

microcosm of my experience in relationship to the macrocosm of society. The critical 

study of literature and crossing of the boundary between literature and sociology will 

allow me to build narrative frames for my own (Ellis, 2005; 2009; Richardson & 

Lockridge, 2004; Stockett, 2009). The critical study of literature in relation to lived 

literacy narratives provides tools for creating metaphors for telling the tale while 

protecting the innocent, as well as creating a foundation for showing that 

autoethnography, although historically marginalized under this name, has actually been 

around in one form or another, under one name or another, for many, many years. 

Finally, and most importantly, the critical study of women’s lived literacy narratives 

provides for a critical reading of my own life.  

I have found that often times as a professional, I have to tell my stories in order 

for me to make sense of my own culture (Lincoln, 1997; Olson, 2004). The act of writing 

down the stories allows me to look at the events and analyze them in a way that I would 

be unable to do if I were not looking at the written story (Denzin, 2003). In order for me 

to learn from events, I must be able to step back and see the events in writing; only then 

may I see myself in the mirror to improve my practices as both a parent and an educator 

(Denzin, 2003). The process of reflexive writing acts much like a flashlight to illuminate 
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what is actually happening to us after the fact when it might be difficult to make sense 

of the experiences during their occurrences. While not able to be generalized, it is my 

hope that some of what I have experienced will be transferable to other contexts. It is 

from this standpoint that I choose to share my story with others (Denzin, 2003). 

Significance 

This study builds on the research base in that further qualitative exploration of 

the role of family literacy in shaping both the identities of teachers as professionals and 

the role of lived literacy experiences in developing rich instructional methodologies is 

needed. Furthermore, while historically there are narratives of women’s life experiences 

present in the literature (i.e. Friebert & White, 1998), further study and comparison of 

such narratives is needed to explore the ways in which women write and rewrite 

themselves in positive and beneficial ways in order to challenge firmly entrenched 

literary archetypes valuing the male experience over the female experience.   

As I have read the traditional canon of Western literature, many stories seem to 

value the male experience of the journey which has at its focus the destination. For 

example, in looking at The Odyssey, the focus is on Odysseus getting back home. In 

looking at Cormac McCarthy’s The Road, the focus is upon getting to the coast. I have 

found myself focusing more upon the journey itself than in getting to an endpoint. For 

example, I was more interested in the developing relationship between the father and 

the son in The Road, than in whether or not they got to the coast. In reflecting upon my 

own life experiences, I have been less concerned with the destination than in with the 

process of getting to the destination. Women’s narrative tales (Friebert & White, 1998) 
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seem to echo my own experiences. Autoethnography seems like the perfect tool to 

explore this phenomenon. 

Evocative ethnography allows the reader to learn vicariously through the 

experiences of another in order to help both the reader and the researcher to construct 

a meaningful lived experience (Ellis, 2004). This type of study is needed in that it may 

allow readers to learn from experience without actually undergoing the experience; it 

may allow them to avoid particularly painful situations or may support them through 

situations which may not be avoided. Stringent practices for conducting both 

autoethnography and autoethnography add to the credibility of this research 

methodology for future researchers (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

The major benefit to the participants of this study is learning something about 

teaching and parenting practices in order to improve upon them. The major benefit to 

the researcher of this study is learning something about teaching and parenting 

practices in order to facilitate improving upon them. 

Relevant Definitions 

 

As an aid to clarity of meaning, the following definitions are provided as they pertain to 

this proposed study: 

Literacy – Literacy, while defined by Dictionary.com as the act of being able to 

read and communicate, is in my lexicon an emergent process or journey which is 

not clearly defined. Instead, that definition comes from interactions between 

and within communities of learners both inside and outside of school settings 
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(Vygotsky, 1978; Rosenblatt, 1978). These interactions occur with the 

overarching goal of improving both self and society as a whole through the fabric 

of everyday life. Literacy is not a static state, but a dynamic process (Bruner, 

1986; Friedman, 2007; Gee, 1999, 2004; Janes & Kermani, 2001; Morrow, 1995; 

Pink, 2006; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). 

Lived Literacy – Gee (2004) argues that “a broad perspective on reading is 

essential if we are to speak to issues of access and equity in schools and 

workplaces…reading and writing cannot be separated from speaking, listening, 

and interacting on the one hand, or using language to think about and act on the 

world, on the other” (p. 117). According to Gee (2004), “Meaning in language is 

not some abstract propositional representation that resembles a verbal 

language. Rather, meaning in language is to people’s experiences of situated 

action in the material and social world…these experiences…are stored in the 

mind or the brain, not in terms of propositions or language but in something like 

dynamic images tied to perception both of the world and of our own bodies, 

internal states, and feelings” (p. 117). To extend this notion, Gee (2004) asserts 

that “Meanings of words, phrases, and sentences are always situated, that is, 

customized to our actual contexts (Gee, 1999)” (p. 118).  Finally, “the words and 

[oral and written] grammar of a human language exist to allow people to take 

and communicate alternate perspectives on experience” (Gee, 2004, p. 119). 

Lived literacy is the process of acquiring literacy through our life’s experiences 

(Purcell-Gates, 1996).  
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Family Literacy: Unwin (1995) notes "family literacy is not an end-state of being, 

an ideal toward which every family should strive in order to maximize their 

children's learning potential.  Rather, family literacy is characterized by motion; it 

is a process of becoming, not a product that emerges once certain criteria are 

met.  Learning is dynamic, not static, and the ways in which families use print 

while interacting with and responding to each other are constantly evolving.  

Family literacy, then, is the process by which family members incorporate the 

written word into their daily experiences and use it to receive and give 

information and pleasure both within the family unit and as members of larger 

communities" (p. 556). Family literacy is linked with love and the positive 

memories linked with that love may impact multiple generations (Auerbach, 

1989; Genisio, Bruneau, & Casbergue, 1999; McCarthey, 2001; Morrow, 1993; 

Morrow & Paratore, 1993; Paratore, 1992; Parker, 1989; Quintero & Velarde, 

1990; Taylor, 1983; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). 

Routes: The routes to literacy are varied and multiple. Home and literary routes 

to learning are both of value, but home learning routes and school learning 

routes are often mismatched with home learning routes being undervalued 

(Brice Heath, 1983; Cline & Necochea, 2003; Duke & Purcell-Gates, 2003; .  Janes 

& Kermani, 2001; Kirk, 2001; Marsh & Thompson, 2001; Morrow & Paratore, 

1993). 
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Meta-autoethnography: Meta-autoethnography takes the practice of 

autoethnography one step further. Carolyn Ellis (2009) defines meta-

autoethnography as the act of “re-present[ing], re-examin[ing], and re-

vision[ing] some of the stories [she has constructed] about the life [she has] lived 

and the autoethnographic projects [she has] conducted, which are integral parts 

of each other” (p. 12). 

Organization of the Study 

 

This chapter has presented the theoretical basis for this study, the purpose of 

the study, preliminary research questions, participants involved in the study, and 

relevant definitions for the study. 

 Chapter Two provides is a review of relevant literature. Chapter Three covers the 

methodology for conducting the study. Chapter Four presents the research findings of 

the study. Chapter Five is the findings of the study. 
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II.  REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

 

Until I feared I would lose it, I never loved to read. One 

does not love breathing.  

--Scout Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee, 1960)  

 

The Role of Experience in Education, or Lived Literacies 

Our path to forming an identity is littered with the voices of our experiences. 

Cline & Necochea (2003), assert that there are "many paths … to literacy, especially 

when the gifts and talents that diverse families bring to education are honored and 

respected by caring and trusting educators" (p. 122). Just as there are multiple paths to 

literacy, there are multiple paths to teaching. These paths help to forge the identity of 

the educator, and not all of them are the result of direction instruction. According to 

Gee (2004), “Both inside and outside school, most social languages and genres are 

clearly not acquired by direct instruction” (p. 123.) Instead, much as Jane Goodall’s 

chimpanzees learned to fish for ants through an apprenticeship model of instruction, 

young children learn through the examples garnered by their parents, while teachers 

learn through the apprenticeship examples of their mentors. Gee (2004) notes that 

“while some forms of (appropriately timed) scaffolding, modeling, and instructional 

guidance by mentors appear to be important, immersion in meaningful practice is 

essential” (p. 123). It is in the family and the school community where those meaningful 

practices take place. At the heart of these practices lies the concept of experience and 

the connectedness of these experiences to the explicit and implicit curriculum. 
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The sum total of all of these pieces serves to underscore the importance of the 

child’s experiences in learning. As educators, we cannot forget that the child comes to 

us with experiences. It is also up to us to create educative experiences. Dewey (1902) 

asserts that three “evils” result from the child v. the curriculum: (1) “the lack of any 

organic connection with what the child has already seen and felt and loved makes the 

material purely formal and symbolic” (p. 353); (2) the external presentation creates a 

“lack of motivation” with “no craving, no need, no demand” (p. 353); and (3) “the most 

scientific matter, arranged inmost logical fashion, loses this quality, when presented in 

external, ready-made fashion, by the time it gets to the child…the really though 

provoking character is obscured…*and+ is presented as stuff only for ‘memory’”(p.354).  

 Not only are the child’s experiences important to the teaching and learning 

relationship, but also may personnel are involved in the teaching-learning process. Each 

of those personal also bring unique experiences and perspectives to the table of 

learning. In the following section of this chapter, I will examine the influential personnel 

in the teaching and learning process. 

Personnel Involved in the Teaching of Literacy and Interview Selections 

 Many personnel are involved in the teaching of literacy. As the literacy learner, 

our first teachers are our immediate family and home culture acquaintances which may 

include previous and future generations of family as well as other socio-cultural 

influences (Vygotsky, 1978).  
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A Look at Family Literacy: Multiple Routes to Learning to Read and to Write 

To facilitate the academic success of students who are not from the mainstream 

culture, teachers need to come to realize that there are multiple routes to literacy and 

to nurture those routes. 

Cline & Necochea (2003), both came from homes where their parents did not 

speak English, and they were never read to regularly as children.  Despite this 

circumstance, both authors have achieved high levels of literacy and in fact are 

professors at California State University.  Cline & Necochea (2003), assert that there are 

"many paths … to literacy, especially when the gifts and talents that diverse families 

bring to education are honored and respected by caring and trusting educators" (p. 

122).  Cline (2003) notes that although both of her parents could read, she never saw 

them read. Instead, her family shared in a rich oral tradition that consisted of elaborate 

storytellings, complex sentences, and expansive vocabulary.  Much of this oral tradition 

included songs and dances.  Based upon her experiences, Cline (2003) asserts that "the 

oral tradition of storytelling that is so strong in many Latin and African cultures can be 

just as important as reading books to promote literacy and a love for reading and 

writing within the family.  It is unfortunate that such an important literacy tradition is 

not acknowledged or made a part of U.S. schools' instructional practices" (p. 123). 

Necochea (2003), had no preschool and elementary school until the age of eight, 

and had a fragmented schooling experience until middle school when he began 

attending school in Calexico, California.  Necochea (2003) became a reader of English 

overnight at the age of nine.  He asserts that he "went on to become bi-literate... not in 
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spite of [his] background but because of it" (p. 124).  Like Cline, his home was full of a 

passionate oral tradition rich in family stories and music.  A shaping force in his decision 

to become a reader was comic books.  If he wanted to read the comics, he had to 

purchase them himself.  Prior to becoming a reader, he had to pay one of his siblings to 

read to him.  It did not take him long to figure out that he could buy more comics if he 

could read them himself.  Both authors close the article by asserting that educators 

need to be aware of, and to embrace, the multiple paths to literacy.  Also, educators 

need to encourage children to keep their primary languages. 

Duke & Purcell-Gates (2003), conducted a study of the genres of literature young 

children encounter at home and at school.  In their rationale for the project Duke & 

Purcell-Gates (2003), cite the emergent literacy research conducted by Clay (1993) and 

Teale (1986).  They go on to discuss Heath's (1983) work that illustrates the mismatch 

between children's home literacy experiences and their schooled literacy experiences.  

Duke & Purcell-Gates (2003) note that genre is one lens through which literacy 

experiences may be examined, because children develop genre knowledge early on in 

life as seen through their play.  Two studies were part of the study for this project.  In 

the first study 20 low SES families were being studied for another research project; 

researchers simply used field notes and analyzed them for genre.  This study included 

the observation of the 20 families over one aggregated week during which researchers 

looked for any instance involving written language in which the child participated or was 

an observer.  The focus of this study was not revealed to the family.  Any literacy event 

initiated by the researcher's presence was not included as part of the study.  The 
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children involved in this study were in their first-grade year of schooling.  The second 

study was conducted in 10 first-grade classrooms also with low SES students.  The 

students were observed for four full days throughout the school year.  The genre of the 

text used by the children was recorded.  The two studies did include a different unit of 

analysis.  In the first study the unit of analysis was the literacy event and the second unit 

of analysis was the number of minutes spent.  Duke & Purcell-Gates (2003) justified this 

different unit of analysis because of the different setting in which the studies took place. 

In this study, 65 genres in the home settings emerged and 55 genres in the 

school settings emerged.  The frequency of the various genres did not extend across 

both settings, although there were some overlaps.  The genres seen in home settings 

were more "real life" than those seen in school settings.  The genres seen in school 

settings were more "literary." Genre choices in each setting were based upon culturally 

based conceptions of reading and writing process.  The researcher states that 

knowledge of home and school genres will allow teachers to emphasize texts that are 

new to students as well as motivate teachers to include home genres in their school 

curriculum.  Also, such knowledge will allow teachers to connect the known to the new. 

Genisio, Bruneau, & Casbergue (1999), conducted a study to determine links 

between love and literacy.  In a traditional sense, the idea of "drawing a child close in 

reading and sharing stories while turning the pages of the book strongly link love to 

literacy" (Morrow, 1993;Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Genisio, Bruneau, Casbergue, 1999, p. 

396).  In this article the term literacy is used to refer to any activity that deals with 
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reading, looking at, or handling books.  Researchers kept a written record of 

conversations with participants and gathered information about each child's literacy 

activity as defined by Clay (1985) and Morrow (1993).  The purpose of this study is to 

shed light upon the positive contributions parents made to the emerging literacy of their 

young children.  Genisio, et al.  (1999) note that "linking play, joy, and family to bill 

canceling books. . . in three-year-olds presents a strong and powerful link of love to 

literacy, a link that may provide a lifetime of positive memories and affect the next 

generation as well (Morrow, 1993; Teale & Sulzby, 1986)" (p. 397).   

In the first home, Mike and Noreen have four children.  Neither parent 

graduated from high school; neither is currently employed.  These parents do not read 

to their children; rather they state that that is what the children do with each other.  

Their next-door neighbor reads to the children.  They come to the library because it is 

free and because they want their children to love to read.  The literacy activities that the 

parents model at home are activities such as balancing a checkbook.  In the second 

home, Jacob has three children.  He did not finish high school and does not currently 

work.  Jacob looks over newspapers while the children are in the kids' section of the 

library.  His children check out 50 books every two weeks.  Jacob shows that he is happy 

with his children for returning all of the books and he watches them while the eldest son 

reads a Disney book to the younger child.  Dorothy has two children, she did not 

graduate high school, and is not currently employed.  Her children check out books 

every few days and participate in a book swap with her sister's children.  She does not 

read to her children at home.  She feels that reading is important, but does not do a lot 
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of it.  She states that she does the best that she can for her boys.  Genisio at al's (1999) 

findings were that "each family was pleased with their current link to literacy even 

though some believe that they were not 'doing reading at home,' and all believed they 

were not good at reading.  They were proud of the way they were handling things" (p. 

399). 

Janes & Kermani (2001), note "the phenomenon of literacy is found in a wide 

range of cultural practices.  In all cultures, caregivers find effective ways to teach 

children to make sense of their world to communicate with others" (p. 458).  Janes & 

Kermani (2001) note that while parents are considered to be an integral part of 

children's literacy experiences, educators have privileged a certain group of the 

dominant culture.  Janes & Kermani (2001) cite Ochs (1986) in asserting that "all 

societies employ effective adult-child scaffolding frames to raise and instruct their 

children, although these may take forms that reflect different cultural attitudes toward 

adult and child societal roles and different timetables for the socialization of children" 

(p. 459).  This assertion is further supported by Morrow (1995) when she asserts that 

"literacy does not have a clear definition but is a series of interactions that occur within 

'communities of learners' -- we all use literacy to gain valuable insights that can help us 

become better members of our community" (Janes & Kermani, 2001, p. 459). 

The focus of this article is a three-year family literacy tutorial project in southern 

California.  The study recounts the evolution of the project from a training response to 

literacy instruction to emphasizing respect for participants' own cultural practices and 
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traditions.  The program is based upon the emergent literacy research of Bruner (1986), 

Teale & Sulzby (1986), and Wells (1991).  At the outset the specific objective of the 

study was the construction of skill mastery and was offered to the immigrant 

community as a commodity, that once acquired, would 'help your children prepare for 

reading.'  This latter program goal, often publicly stated, was one that was readily 

understood by immigrant caregivers eager to give their children a good start in school" 

(Janes & Kermani, 2001, p. 460).  By the end of the first year of the study there was a 

70% dropout rate.  The dropout rate was attributed it to caregivers' attention to 

extracting factual information from the text by their students.  Further exploration 

revealed that literacy was viewed as a chore and a punishment.  A new research 

question emerged: what elements of the program are leading to negative outcomes?  

Researchers determined that deficiency-based responses to literacy programs create a 

mismatch between literacy cultures.  The hidden curriculum of such measures is that 

participants ' version of literacy does not measure up.  Researchers note that "what is 

currently recommended by increasing numbers of family literacy educators is a 

perspective that acknowledges that immigrant and minority culture is essentially 

flexible, and adaptable, and that all forms of literacy are equally viable, rich in linguistic 

inheritance, and full of positive and creative possibilities" (Janes & Kermani, 2001, p. 

461).  In the second year of the project with the new perspective in mind, new 

workshops were designed and implemented for caregivers.  The final product from the 

workshops was intended to be a set of storybooks created by the caregivers themselves 

for their children.  Rather than the castigo style of reading seen in the first year of the 
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study, a new style, a performance style of reading termed aficion emerged.  More pride 

in text emerged, as well as a shared positive-affect value.  Janes & Kermani (2001) cite 

Barton (1997) in asserting that "attempting to replicate in the home what children do in 

school may be a mistake, may not be effective, may lead to an impoverished notion of 

literacy as unidimensional, and will alienate some caregivers and children" (p. 464). 

Kirk (2001), details his journey to reading success.  Kirk was born in Appalachia to 

a low socioeconomic status family.  The spring of the year that he turned six his father 

died.  The following fall he started first grade.  As he looked at the readers with Dick and 

Jane and saw their shiny new clothes and shiny new shoes, he felt that they must be 

very rich.  He, on the other hand, was dressed in hand-me-down clothes and worn shoes 

and struggled against the elements during harsh Appalachia winters and hot summers.  

Kirk felt that the culture of school was not connected to his home culture.  He felt that 

he was a foreigner in a strange land with this strange code of language that he could not 

decipher.  After failing two grades in school, and feeling that he was "dumb" he taught 

himself to read and write at the age of 10.  Ironically, it was because his teacher of three 

years decided to use a hands-on mode of teaching him mathematics that he was finally 

able to figure out the symbols of writing.  It was only after escaping Appalachia that he 

was able to come to terms with his early literacy experiences.  Upon writing an 

autobiographical dissertation, through which he explored Freire's language of 

oppression that he figured out why it was so difficult for him to learn to read. He notes 

that for students of diverse cultures to experience success in school, educators should 

avoid stereotyping.   
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Kirk (2001), states that educators "should take a proactive stance with parenting 

caretakers through parent-teacher conferences, phone calls, notes, newsletters, and, if 

permissible, home visits, learning as much about the home culture as possible.  Such 

communication plans primarily become a teacher's responsibility, for often caretakers 

lack the ability, skill, or will to communicate in such a fashion.  In addition, educators 

should make a bold effort to celebrate cultural awareness through guest speakers, 

storytellers, foods, arts, crafts, traditional language, music, and dance" (p. 427).  Kirk 

(2001) further reiterates that biographical writing is a powerful tool for connecting 

students, their family history, cultural roots, and the culture of school.  Kirk (2001) notes 

that the integrated thematic units often used with gifted learners are particularly useful 

for learners that are part of the non-mainstream culture. 

Marsh & Thompson (2001) conducted a study which aimed to build upon 

existing family literacy practices of three and four-year-old children living in the United 

Kingdom.  The researchers note that the majority of family literacy practice initiatives in 

both the United Kingdom and Australia have imposed deficit views of home literacy 

practices.  Such initiatives have served the needs of the schools rather than the needs of 

learners.  Seventy-eight children from predominantly white working-class families were 

participants in the study.  All were monolingual.  One of the aims of the study was the 

making of media boxes which can be taken home from the school in order to encourage 

home literacy development.  All families completed literacy diaries for a period of four 

weeks.  Within the diaries, caregivers were to record the reading choices made by 

children over a range of possible media: television and film, computer games, books, 
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comics, and other reading.  Only 29 families returned the forms.  Eighteen completed all 

four weeks.  Fifteen parents and caregivers attended workshops for making the media 

boxes.  Media boxes were borrowed by all families. 

Researchers found that children's reading choices were embedded in popular 

culture.  It should be noted that the books read by children and families included those 

texts that were traditionally frowned upon by the teachers; teachers often were 

perceived as looking down upon working-class cultures.  Researchers note the findings 

of the literacy diary showed that "computer games may, therefore, be an important 

factor in orienting children toward printed texts" (Marsh & Thompson, 2001, p. 272).  All 

parents in the study were positive about the media box concept.  Parents’ biggest 

concern over the media boxes were not that they would not be appropriate, but that 

they would be too appealing to children.  Parents engaged in the workshops embraced 

the creation of the media boxes as a way to share their culture with the school culture.  

The responses from the children over the media boxes were excitement and interest. 

McCarthey (2001) conducts a review of literature regarding home-school 

connections to literacy learning.  McCarthy (2001) notes "virtually all children in a 

literate society have numerous experiences with print before beginning school because 

literacy practices are embedded within the social fabric of family life" (p. 145).  Taylor 

(1983) found that children's success for learning to read were surrounded by print and 

engaged in literacy role-play in their everyday lives.  Taylor also found that parents' 

memories of their literacy experiences affected the way that they interacted with their 
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children.  Teale (1986) found that literacy did not consist of isolated events but rather as 

rich social components located in homes and communities.  Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines 

(1988) found that low income families whose children were successful in school 

participated in numerous and varied literacy events.  Purcell-Gates (1996) found that 

families use literacy for many things in their everyday lives. 

McCarthey (2001) goes on to discuss the deficit view of literacy that continues to 

persist as a barrier to literacy for children of color and from working-class and low 

income backgrounds.  McDermott (1977) illuminated the Matthew effect by which the 

literacy poor continue to get poorer while the rich get richer.  Au (1993) announced that 

constructivist philosophy serves to challenge the transition model of instruction for 

literacy.  McCarthey (2001) notes that "mismatches between home and school 

environments have contributed to barriers between them" (p. 146).  Gee (1996) asserts 

that "different social and cultural groups have unique and complex ways of integrating 

written language with daily social life; children have different ways of interpreting texts, 

telling stories, asking questions, or providing explanations" (McCarthy, 2001, p. 146).  

Baker et al.  (1996) found that a lower class family perceived literacy as a skill to be 

cultivated while middle-class families perceived literacy as a form of entertainment.  

McCarthey (1997b) found that all families, regardless of their economic status, 

perceived literacy as being valuable.  She also notes that the level of education of 

parents affects home literacy practices.  Heath (1983) found that each cultural 

community has distinct literacy practices and traditions.  The differences in literacy 

practices often act as barriers between home and school.  Teachers are not necessarily 
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knowledgeable about the differences; they assume middle-class practices to be the 

norm.  McCarthey (2001) goes on to state that teachers and parents from different 

cultural and economic groups have different perceptions of their roles in educating 

children.  McCarthey (2001) notes that "a key component to connecting home and 

school appears to be the sharing of information.  Teachers can send books and other 

materials home from school to help students with needed strategies to succeed in 

school, but it is essential that the teachers value students' backgrounds and encourage 

them to bring their experiences into the school.  Being informed about individual 

students and understanding their larger social-cultural backgrounds lays a foundation 

for making more explicit connections between home and school" (p.151). 

Morningstar (1999) examines the role of home response journals in empowering 

parents to be informed contributors in the understanding of their kindergartner’s 

literacy development. Eleven of nineteen students’ families chose to participate in the 

dyadic to triadic collaborative family journal project. The journal serves as a tool for 

discussion, individualized assessment and study of language development, and as a 

means for shared accountability between home and school; it serves to refocus parent-

teacher conferences upon the child’s literacy development rather than on past 

performances from a holistic rather than discrete skills standpoint. The major tool for 

observation was Cochrane and Cochrane’s (1992) reading development continuum 

which provided a framework for observation and a common vocabulary linking school 

and home. A reported strength of this program was inciting a broader look at all of the 

literacy activities in which students were engaged as well as providing a forum for 
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parents concerns, questions, and celebrations. One of the obstacles that Morningstar 

faced in implementing home response journals was overcoming the parental subskills 

approach to learning to read—the approach through which most parents were taught. 

Morrow and Paratore (1993) assert that "it is clear that if we do not attend to 

the home when we discuss literacy development, whatever strategies we carry out in 

school will never be completely successful" (p.194).  Morrow and Paratore (1993) note 

that some forms of literacy that are practiced in the home are very different from those 

practiced in school.  They go on to note that some of the literacy practices that parents 

engage in at home may not have much meaning in school; all the practices students are 

exposed to at school may not extend beyond the walls the classroom.  Morrow and 

Paratore (1993) note that an eclectic approach to surveying family literacy is needed.  

They reiterate this stance by saying that we need to respect cultures in which 

storytelling is practiced more widely than reading from books.  Morrow and Paratore 

(1993) note that "literacy is not an all or nothing state but rather a function of individual 

interactions with print within a multidimensional range of literacy and personal 

experiences" (p. 196).  Literacy is part of the fabric of everyday life.  Intergenerational 

family literacy programs are described by Auerbach (1989), Nuckolls (1991), Paratore 

(1992), Parker (1989), and Quintero & Velarde (1990).  Morrow and Paratore assert that 

we need a better understanding of the children and parents for whom we work.  

Schools should build on literacies that exist in both mainstream and nonmainstream 

homes and draw experiences from the home to enhance literacy instruction in the 

school and in the community. 
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Morrow and Paratore (1993) note that "review of existing ideas and programs 

also suggests that families are too often viewed in their deficits and dilemmas rather 

than in the richness of their heritages and experiences....[S]chools strongly emphasize 

how parents can learn from schools [and] may give little attention to how schools [may] 

learn from parents.  Families can, of course, learn a great deal about literacy 

development from the school, but it is also true that teachers need to learn more about 

how parents and children share literacy on a daily basis and to explore how such events 

can serve school learning" (pp. 197-198). 

Unwin (1995) details the story of Elizabeth, a Black single mother of four who 

lived at the poverty level in a public housing project.  Elizabeth did not finish high school 

and had overcome battles against spousal abuse and substance abuse.  The study is an 

ethnographic study grounded in the style of Shirley Brice Heath.  The first phase of the 

study was that of gaining entry into the home environment.  The second phase of the 

study was an intervention based upon the theoretical model developed by Cambourne 

(1988) which asserts that "literacy learning optimally occurs when similar conditions as 

were present for children's spoken language development are present for further 

reading and writing development" (Unwin, 1995, p. 553).  Just as children are immersed 

in talk when they learn to talk, they must be immersed in print to learn to read.  The 

researcher’s interest in Elizabeth's story stems from the fact that while her story is 

extraordinary it is far from stereotypical. 
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Elizabeth's children owned less than 10 total books at the outset of the study.  

Most of them were paperbacks appropriate for older children.  Only three were picture 

books which might have been of interest to the six-year-old and the four-year-old.  The 

two little ones played school daily.  The older children were always the teachers but did 

not read texts which would have engaged younger children.  The walls of the home 

were decorated with pictures done by the children.  Elizabeth read her Bible daily.  The 

researcher found that the most meaningful way for her to assist Elizabeth was to 

demonstrate literacy supporting techniques with her children as they read and wrote 

together.  At the end of September, the six-year-old's first-grade teacher felt that the 

child should be a candidate for special-education, because she never spoke with the 

teacher or any other adult in a school setting.  She felt that the child was not ready to 

begin reading.  The researcher gave Elizabeth some intervention strategies and by the 

end of October the child was able to read from Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You 

See?  By January the child could retell most words in familiar books.  Unwin (1995) notes 

"family literacy is not an end-state of being, an ideal toward which every family should 

strive in order to maximize their children's learning potential.  Rather, family literacy is 

characterized by motion; it is a process of becoming, not a product that emerges once 

certain criteria are met.  Learning is dynamic, not static, and the ways in which families 

use print while interacting with and responding to each other are constantly evolving.  

Family literacy, then, is the process by which family members incorporate the written 

word into their daily experiences and use it to receive and give information and pleasure 

both within the family unit and as members of larger communities" (p. 556). 
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We learn from a variety of both formal and informal teachers and 

pedagogies. These may range from the literature we read to oral histories we hear to 

the T. V. shows we watch. We are influenced by the researchers who perform 

educational research which influences the pedagogies we experience, as well as the 

policy making decisions which influence everything from educational funding to 

mandated assessments. Most of all, we are influenced by the day to day experiences 

that inform and form our daily lives. Central to all of these roles are the relationships we 

form to bridge these multiple voices and views. See Figure 1 for an example of these 

multiple layers of experiential influence when it comes to personnel related to literacy. 
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 Figure 1 illustrates the multiple lenses which may be layered in multiple ways to 

metaphorically represent the varied shoes that we wear when it comes to literacy and 

instruction. In order to frame lived literacy experiences we may combine the lenses, add 

lenses, subtract lens, zoom in to the picture, zoom out of the picture, and examine 

experiences from an infinite possibility of perspectives.  

 

In looking to these experiences, we must look to a form of research which values 

the importance of the experiences of the educational stakeholder. One such form of 

research is an autoethnographic approach to narrative inquiry. In order to keep my 

ethnographic gaze from becoming myopic, a look to the narratives found in women’s 

narrative literature is necessary. 

Informing My Study Through Women's Narrative Literature 

A critical study of women’s lived literacy narratives (The Diary of Arozina Perkins, 

Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, Stockett’s The Help, and so on) will allow me to keep the 

lens of my autoethnographic analysis from becoming too nearsighted. It will help me to 

build connections between my life and the greater social context, as well as contribute 

to the transferability of my experiences to other contexts. Such study confirms the 

validity of narrative as a valuable and viable analytical tool. Furthermore, the rich shared 

experiences of other women will help me to combat loneliness on my own lived literacy 

journey. The incorporation of other women’s voices with my own will allow me to 

weave a rich, multi-vocal literacy narrative which transcends both time and the limits of 

my own experiences. This study will provide a jumping off point for relevant points of 
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comparison in analysis while keeping the study focused on a broader examination of self 

in relationship to the larger culture. In other words, this study and critical analysis will 

allow me to tack back and forth between the microcosm of my experience in 

relationship to the macrocosm of society. The critical study of literature and crossing of 

the boundary between literature and sociology will allow me to build narrative frames 

for my own experiences in such a way that I may use rich lived experiences to my 

benefit while accounting for the safety and well-being of the characters which color my 

life and experiences. The critical study of literature in relation to lived literacy narratives 

provides tools for creating metaphors for telling the tale while protecting the innocent, 

as well as creating a foundation for showing that autoethnography, although historically 

marginalized under this name, has actually been around in one form or another, under 

one name or another, for many, many years. Finally, and most importantly, the critical 

study of women’s lived literacy narratives provides for a critical reading of my own life.  

The canon of women’s life narratives challenges patriarchal dominant 

archetypes implicitly while explicitly acting as both a journal of experiences and thinking 

(Friebert & White, 1988; JA 22-33). Meta-autoethnography serves similar purposes (Ellis, 

2009; Richardson, 1997). It is necessary to examine women’s life narratives in order to 

challenge the archetypes in the unfolding life’s journey. 

Challenging Archetypes in the Unfolding Life’s Journey 

In challenging the traditional journey archetype, I have selected two pieces of 

literature that speak strongly to me both for their literary merit and for the journeys 

their heroines embark upon. I have selected one piece that is both timely and 
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representative of the experiences of women who were American pioneers, and one 

piece which represents contemporary Southern women’s narratives. The first piece is 

overtly autobiographical while the second represents an alternative representational 

format (Denzin, 2003). Both engage in narrative framing as a unit of analysis (Clandinin 

& Connelly, 200; Ellis, 2004; 2009; JA 35-41). Both engage in meta-autoethnography 

(Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). There are several explicit purposes for constructing 

narratives of lived experiences in women’s literature. These explicit purposes closely 

mirror my own explicit purposes for constructing my own life narrative.  

Explicit Purposes for Constructing Narratives of Lived Experiences in Women’s 

Literature 

“The Diary of Arozina Perkins” (Welts Kaufman, 1984) explicitly chronicles the 

day to day events of Miss Perkins as she undergoes a spiritual epiphany about God’s 

plan for her as his tool. Arozina Perkins decides to teach in the West as a part of the 

National Board’s initiative to improve education for the expanding nation. Then, she 

engages in a painful distancing of herself from established relationships in the East. Miss 

Perkins trains at the National Board’s Institute for becoming a teacher in the West, and 

she builds new relationships on the road to Iowa. Arozina Perkins undergoes trials while 

maintaining old relationships and building new ones. Finally, she shares her new 

perspectives with others at the Fairfield Female Seminary (JA 43-50). 

The explicit purposes of this autobiographical account are to record the day to 

day happenings of Miss Perkins’ life. This account includes the places she visits and the 

people she meets, much like a memory book of photos would be used today. It also 
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documents the prayers she prays, the religious epiphanies she encounters, and the 

thinking she crystallizes. It serves as a documentary of both her teaching experiences 

and her pedagogies for the National Board. Ultimately, her diary is a constant 

companion to hedge against loneliness, much like Facebook is today. It provides her a 

venue for expressing concern about the trials, illnesses, and well-being of others. It also 

chronicles her temperance movement efforts. In other words, it highlights her lived 

experiences (JA 51-58). This chronicle is autoethnography, because it illustrates Miss 

Perkin’s attempt to make sense of both her experiences and her shift in ways of thinking 

(Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). 

The Help (Stockett, 2009) is a multi-vocal narrative of Southern women’s lived 

literacy experiences in Mississippi during the Civil Rights movement. It presents a rich 

literacy narrative that explicitly criticizes evils in society while creating a venue for 

hearing the voice of traditionally “othered” groups. The narrative tells the story of three 

women from Jackson, Mississippi. Skeeter has recently returned to her family home 

from Ole Miss. Aibileen has recently lost her son in a senseless dock-worker’s accident.  

Minnie has recently lost yet another job for failing to keep quiet when traditional society 

believes she should. At the beginning of the tale, the women’s stories are divergent in 

nature with different economic, social, and heritage statuses. As the results of various 

epiphanies, each woman’s path ultimately converges, so each discovers that she is not 

so different from the others after all. Following her independent epiphany, each woman 

embarks upon an enlightenment quest that requires her to tear herself away from 

previously visioned relationships. Each is schooled through new experiences, and they 
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set off on a road of trials together. As they build their new relationships with each other, 

they are continually revisioning relationships and voicing that revision through 

autoethnography (Ellis, 2009). However, this act is a dangerous proposition for all 

parties involved. Each epiphany is followed by subsequent epiphanies (JA 59-74). 

The explicit purposes of The Help are to entertain the reader while discreetly 

questioning engendered practices. Following the tradition of other Southern women’s 

narratives (To Kill a Mockingbird, Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood Trilogy, Toni 

Morrison’s novels, Their Eyes Were Watching God, etc.) , Stockett (2008) protects the 

innocent while both questioning and challenging established norms in society. In an 

author’s note at the end of the novel (also autoethnography) she lays out for the reader 

her explicit motives in writing the autobiographically-inspired narrative. She brings voice 

to the silences. Stockett (2008) expresses her love and appreciation for those who have 

contributed to her lived literacy experience. She negotiates the act of dealing with 

regrets and revisioning her own life experience. Finally, she protects the innocent while 

she does so (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997; JA 73-75). 

 While both of these selections illustrate explicit purposes for constructing 

narratives of lived experiences in women’s literature, they also exude implicit purposes 

for constructing these narratives. 

Implicit Purposes for Constructing Narratives of Lived Experiences in Women’s 

Literature 

The implicit purposes of “The Diary of Arozina Perkins” are multiple. The text 

serves as a guidepost for both self and others who read it (Friebert & White, 1988). It 
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allows Perkins to struggle with moral dilemmas in constructive ways and is a tool for her 

thinking. It provides a spiritual connection between Miss Perkins and God while serving 

as a friend in the lonely western darkness. The diary is a compass on the vast, open 

plain. Her journal allows her to make sense of the things that she sees, does, and 

experiences (Ellis, 2009). It also establishes her as a pedagogical change agent, because 

she engages in the practice of reflecting upon her practice in the classroom. The diary 

further establishes her as a change agent, because it gives voice to her experiences. 

Others may experience them vicariously and learn from them. To put it another way, it 

is a tool for negotiating her identity and for illustrating her awareness of literacy 

applicable to her social structures (JA 85-94). Another name for this tool is meta-

autoethnography (Ellis, 2009). 

The implicit purposes of The Help are much the same as those of “The Diary of 

Arozina Perkins.” It is Stockett’s (2008) effort to forge a new identity while voicing 

relevant social commentary. The novel serves as a chronicle of the women’s thought 

processes and written prayers as they navigate their ways through moral dilemmas in 

order to serve as moral compasses for both their relationships and for society as a 

whole. These goals are the same as the goal of effective autoethnography (Ellis, 2009). 

The novel highlights the inherent conflicts and struggles within any relationship, 

particularly those between mothers and daughters and among women. It shows the 

“Hidden Hands” (Friebert & White, 1988) discreetly manipulating the moral compass 

guiding the lived literacy journeys that we all embark upon throughout our lives (JA 95-

103).  
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The novel protects the innocent while telling the ugly truths about the things 

that we do not openly discuss—especially as Southern women. The verisimilitude 

offered through autoethnographic narrative tales allows readers to listen to and hear 

voices that they would otherwise consciously or subconsciously silence (Ellis, 2009; 

Richardson, 1997). The book explicitly acknowledges that Stockett (2008) has traversed 

into dangerous territory in her characterization of Skeeter and of her hometown (p. 

450), but implicitly throws caution to the wind and does it anyway. However, as has 

been illustrated historically through alternative representations (Shakespeare’s plays, 

The Crucible, The Awakening, etc.) sometimes the only way to tell the truth is under the 

guise of created characters. Another implicit purpose of this guise is challenging long 

held patriarchal archetypes such as the journey narrative (JA 104-113). In challenging 

these patriarchal archetypes, and in providing a narrative frame for my own tale, it will 

be necessary to define a new archetype for the journey narrative in women’s literature. 

Lived Literacy Perspectives from Women’s Literature: Constructing a New Archetype 

for the Journey Narrative 

Women’s studies construct a new archetype for the journey narrative which is 

more authentic to lived experiences of men and women alike. While it is reflexive in 

nature, this journey narrative is also forward looking and may be broken into seven 

distinct phases. Unlike the traditional journey archetype which is linear in nature with a 

clear beginning, middle, and end, the New Archetype takes the shape of a spiral and is 

recursive in nature. For this reason, the non-linear structure of women’s narratives is 

more authentic to the lived experience than the linear nature of traditional narratives. 

Lived literacy is the process of learning to navigate life’s journey in such a way that we 
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construct meaningful relationships during our experiences, write ourselves in positive 

ways, and voice social concerns in safe ways. We also need to write into our lives more 

accurate and beneficial archetypes. This structure and these ends are inherently 

autoethnographic in nature (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). 

To illustrate one such archetype, see Figure 2. 

 

  

The women in these two narratives of lived literacy journeys engage in 

autoethnographic or forward-looking, introspective, and recursive foray into the inner 

realms of the process of their becoming (Ellis, 2009). Their experiences, upon closer 

inspection, are experiences which may transcend time and location when analyzed 

through the heuristic of the New Archetype (Ellis, 2009). The Epiphany is the experience 

which ultimately brings the women together, but that converging of experience may not 

Epiphany

Embarking on 
Enlightenment 
Hand-in-Hand 

with God

Tearful Tearing 
Away From 
Established 

Relationships

Getting Schooled 
Through 

Experience

Building New 
Relationships 
While Walking 
Through Fire

Revisioning All 
Relationships

Voicing 
the 

Revision

Figure 2 
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take place until the women make a conscious decision to embark on an enlightenment 

quest while tearfully tearing themselves away from previously established relationships.  

To illustrate, see Table 1 below (JA 116-137). 

 

 Arozina (Welts 
Kaufman, 1984) 

Skeeter 
(Stockett, 2009) 

Aibileen 
(Stockett, 2009) 

Minnie 
(Stockett, 2009) 

Epiphany Discovers desire 
to use 
knowledge to do 
more than she is 
currently doing. 

Looks at her 
friends from 
before college 
from the 
perspective of 
having seen the 
wider world. 

Realizes after 
her son dies in 
an ugly way that 
Mae Mobley 
feels like a bad 
person. 

Realizes that her 
husband may kill 
her because she 
has lost yet 
another job. 

Embarking on 
Enlightenment 
Quest Hand in 
Hand with God 

Makes a 
conscious 
decision through 
prayer to teach 
in the West. 

Makes a 
conscious 
decision to find a 
man’s job as a 
woman in a 
man’s world. 

Makes a 
conscious 
decision to teach 
Mae Mobley 
about self-worth 
and positive self-
image in an ugly 
world. 

Makes a 
conscious 
decision to stay 
silent even when 
it is really 
difficult to do so. 

Tearful Tearing 
Away From 
Established 
Relationships 

Physically leaves 
current 
relationships to 
attend the 
National Board 
Institute. 

Breaks ties with 
childhood 
friends because 
of a disconnect 
in lived literacy 
experiences. 

Breaks ties with 
her old 
relationships 
with the 
established 
norms of society, 
which for a while 
means a break 
with church 
society. 

Breaks charity 
with her 
husband when 
she determines 
that she can no 
longer tolerate 
silence in 
exchange for 
safety. 

Getting Schooled 
Through 
Experience 

Trains to be a 
Western teacher 
and establishes 
new 
relationships 
during that 
experience. 

Gets schooled by 
the Editor from 
the North and 
the Help. 

Gets schooled by 
literature and 
her evolving 
relationship with 
Skeeter. 

Gets schooled by 
the wrongful 
death of a 
prominent Civil 
Rights figure. 

Building New 
Relationships 
While Walking 
Through Fire 

Physically travels 
to the West, 
encounters 
illnesses and 
physical trials on 
the way, but 
makes new 
friends.  

Faces many 
dangers both 
physical and 
mental while 
making new 
friends and 
walking with 
them through 

Faces many 
dangers both 
physical and 
mental while 
making new 
friends and 
walking with 
them through 

Faces many 
dangers both 
physical and 
mental while 
making new 
friends and 
walking with 
them through 

Table 1. 
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the fire.  the fire.  the fire.  

Revisioning All 
Relationships 

Relies upon 
prayer, 
newfound 
knowledge, and 
new 
relationships to 
sustain her 
through the 
trials of 
loneliness and a 
new school in a 
new place. Looks 
back upon 
previous 
relationships 
from the 
perspective of 
new 
experiences. 

Relies upon 
prayer, 
newfound 
knowledge, and 
newfound 
relationships to 
sustain her 
through the fear 
of discovery. 
Looks back upon 
previous 
relationships 
from the 
perspective of 
new 
experiences. 

Relies upon 
prayer, 
newfound 
knowledge, and 
newfound 
relationships to 
sustain her 
through the fear 
of discovery. 
Looks back upon 
previous 
relationships 
from the 
perspective of 
new 
experiences. 

Relies upon 
prayer, 
newfound 
knowledge, and 
newfound 
relationships to 
sustain her 
through the fear 
of discovery. 
Looks back upon 
previous 
relationships 
from the 
perspective of 
new 
experiences. 

Voicing the 
Revision 

Uses the 
newfound 
perspectives and 
relationships to 
keep moving 
forward to new 
epiphanies. 
Looks backward 
toward the 
experience of 
the journey to 
write and share 
herself in a 
positive light. 

Uses the 
newfound 
perspectives and 
relationships to 
keep moving 
forward to new 
epiphanies. 
Looks backward 
toward the 
experience of 
the journey to 
write and share 
herself in a 
positive light. 

Uses the 
newfound 
perspectives and 
relationships to 
keep moving 
forward to new 
epiphanies. 
Looks backward 
toward the 
experience of 
the journey to 
write and share 
herself in a 
positive light. 

Uses the 
newfound 
perspectives and 
relationships to 
keep moving 
forward to new 
epiphanies. 
Looks backward 
toward the 
experience of 
the journey to 
write and share 
herself in a 
positive light. 

These perspectives offer some insights into both literacy and identity. They are 

also inherently autoethnographic (Ellis, 2009). 

Insights from These Perspectives 

 Literacy perspectives are the ever evolving acts of learning to read and learning 

to negotiate our identities and experiences in an ever-changing society. The approach to 

literacy development must evolve with both the needs of the individual and the needs 

of the society, because literacy is a forge for identity formation. Literacy is the voice of 

Table 1 
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overlapping perspectives and experiences, and it is this voice to which individuals must 

listen as it cries out for the need to critically read the established narratives of women’s 

lived literacy journeys (JA 138-152). This voice provides valuable insights for individuals 

(Ellis, 2004; 2009; Freibert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997). 

Insights for Individuals 

There are many benefits to the individual from the critical reading of women’s 

lived literacy narrative journeys (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Holman Jones, 2005; Richardson, 

1997). First of all is the psychological benefit of knowing that the lonely journey through 

the night is not so lonely after all. Second, comes the knowledge that the 

disentanglement of the multiplicity of roles with which all women identify themselves is 

impossible, so rather than fighting it, we should embrace those roles. The critical 

reading of women’s lived literacy narratives provide us with guideposts for our own 

lived literacy journeys as well as guideposts for navigating or avoiding potential moral 

dilemmas (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Friebert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997). It provides us 

street lights to illuminate our way to epiphany while others’ experiences may help us 

avoid a trip through the school of hard knocks. It provides us with a lens for examining 

our own experiences and perspectives while making sense of our experiences (Ellis, 

2009). Benefits of a critical reading of women’s lived literacy experiences extend beyond 

the individual to families (Ellis, 2009; Friebert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997; JA 153-

164). 
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Insights for Families 

Such studies provide us guideposts for understanding family conflict, while 

building stronger families through the link between love and literacy (Brice Heath, 

1983). Furthermore, the study of these narratives provides us with historical 

perspectives and routes for multiple paths to literacy, as well as the varied voices 

informing these perspectives. To examine these narratives allows families the 

opportunity to see that part of literacy is the act of revisioning and rewriting themselves 

in a positive light (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). It allows us to study the role of literacy 

in families over time when we take a look at how multiple generations have addressed 

the issue of writing a lived literacy experience that defines literacy in such a way that it 

is functional for both themselves and future generations (Brice Heath, 1983). From an 

educational standpoint, families have much to teach academics about literacy. 

Educators have much to learn from the perspectives offered through the critical study of 

family lived literacy experiences over time (JA 166-175). 

 Insights for Educators 

Educators may look to lived literacy narratives from women’s literature to inform 

themselves of trends in literacy practices both inside and outside the home over time 

(Brice Heath, 1983). This study may inform them of perspectives for teaching students 

from varied backgrounds, while encouraging them to develop a lifelong learning 

perspective. It may allow them to, through an examination of the multiple routes to 

literacy, build pedagogies that both acknowledge and embrace the experiences of 

students that occur outside of the walls of classrooms (Dewey/Archembault, 1962). It 

will enable educators to develop pedagogies that are more personally meaningful to 
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students and the wider learning community. Furthermore, the examination of these 

lived literacy practices may help educators uncover more positive and beneficial 

archetypes for informing instructional practices. The critical study of these narratives 

validates the concept of disengaging entrenched and engendered fallacies and 

archetypes while validating both the strength of women’s literature and gender studies 

(Ellis, 2009; Freibert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997; JA 117-188).  

As I began reconciling all of my lived experiences with what I had uncovered in 

the literature, I realized that we needed to change our approach to literacy pedagogy to 

reconcile the disconnects and inconsistencies between stakeholders, experiences, 

definitions, and assessments. To create a harmonious balance between the theoretical 

aspects of literacy and the lived literacy experience, we need to create pedagogical 

strategies and learning experiences for our students that bring all of the elements of 

literacy in balance. To illustrate my point, see Figure 3 below: 
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As I have reflected upon the personnel required to help bring literacy into a harmonious 

balance, I found myself to be in the position of being able to not only straddle roles, but 

also to remove one pair of metaphorical shoes while putting on another. It is with the 

idea of being one of the personnel able to bring literacy into a harmonious balance that I 

turn to the methodology for conducting this study. 

  

Figure 3 
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III. METHODS FOR CONDUCTING THE STUDY 

 

You never really understand a person until you consider 

things from his point of view--until you climb into his skin 

and walk around in it.  

-Atticus Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird, (Lee, 1960)  

 

Research Paradigm and Perspective 

Type of Study 

The purpose of this autoethnographic narrative inquiry is to explore how the 

narrative framing and re-framing of lived intergenerational literacy experiences has 

shaped educators’ identities in order to improve both classroom pedagogies and family 

literacy practices (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Much ethnographic research has been conducted on family literacy (Auerbach, 

1989; Genisio, Bruneau, & Casbergue, 1999; McCarthey, 2001; Morrow, 1993; Morrow 

& Paratore, 1993; Paratore, 1992; Parker, 1989; Quintero & Velarde, 1990; Taylor, 1983; 

Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Brice Heath’s (1983) seminal piece entitled What Did I Write sets 

the foundational stone for this line of literature. While much research has been done on 

the role of family literacy in shaping the literacy experiences of learners, little has been 

done on the role of family literacy narratives in shaping the pedagogical practices of the 

educator. This study builds on the research base in that further qualitative exploration 

of the role of family literacy in shaping both the identities of teachers as professionals 
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and the role of lived literacy experiences in developing rich instructional methodologies 

is needed. Furthermore, while historically there are narratives of women’s life 

experiences present in the literature (i.e. Friebert & White, 1998), additional study and 

comparison of such narratives is needed to explore the ways in which women write and 

rewrite themselves in positive and beneficial ways in order to challenge firmly 

entrenched literary archetypes valuing the male experience over the female experience.   

The three overarching research questions for this study are: 

1. What is lived literacy and how have our lived literacy experiences shaped our 

identities? 

2. How have our lived literacy experiences impacted our classroom pedagogies? 

3. How may we improve classroom pedagogies and family literacy practices 

through the framing and reframing of our lived literacy narratives? 

Rationale 

Van Maanen (1988) notes that “method discussions of ethnography must 

explicitly consider (1) the assumed relationship between culture and behavior (the 

observed); (2) the experiences of the fieldworker (the observer); (3) the 

representational style selected to join the observer and the observed (the tale); and (4) 

the role of the reader engaged in the active reconstruction of the tale (the audience)” 

(p. xi). I will address my context through my contextual biography embedded into the 

body of the study. I will set the context for both the culture and the observed in the 

following pages.  
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It is here that I address the role of the reader. In structuring this narrative, I hope 

to allow the reader to hear multiple voices and see multiple interpretations at one time 

in order to reconcile them (Olson, 2004, p. 6). Van Maanen (1988) notes that qualitative 

methodology is much like an impressionist painting. Because I choose to tell the tale of 

one educator encompassing several life roles who is writing and re-writing life narratives 

in order to crystallize identity formation, to improve pedagogy, and to improve self, I 

chose autoethnography as my methodological approach (Ellis, 1995; 1997; 2004; 2009; 

Ellis & Bochener, 2002a; 2002b; 2002c; 2002d; 2002e; Holman Jones, 2002). Because 

this tale is an impressionist tale, I also feel that it is important to include the voices of 

life characters who have influenced the formation of my identity. By looking at these 

characters, I am able to fill in gaps in the consciousness of one voice with the voice of 

another (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Vande Berge & Trujillo, 2008). Furthermore, by 

looking to the narrative tradition in women’s literature I am able to create a rich, multi-

vocal narrative which transcends the boundaries of both locations and time (Church, 

2002). 

Autoethnography as an Accepted Form of Research 

First generation auto-ethnographers such as Frank, Ellis, Bochener, Denzin, 

Pelias, and Richardson faced multiple hurdles while the methodology was in its infancy 

(Ellis, Bochener, Denzin, Goodall, Pelias, & Richardson, 2008). An as of yet ongoing 

paradigm war marked by occasional skirmishes and battles was afoot which called into 

question the validity of qualitative methods for research as a whole. Basing research 

upon the experiences of one person created an even more suspect research project—at 
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least to the mainstream of the quantitative research society (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

First generation auto-ethnographers fought numerous battles to establish the legitimacy 

of the crossing of the literary and sociological divide for providing knowledge 

transferable to other contexts (Picart, 2002; Richardson, 2002; Richardson & Lockridge, 

2002; 2004). In many places, auto-ethnography is accepted as a trustworthy form of 

research as evidenced through venues for scholarly publication and sharing such as 

Qualitative Inquiry, Special Interest Groups at AERA, SAGE publications, and the 

Ethnographic Alternatives book series from Alta Mira Press. These venues are a far cry 

from the early days of the Society for Symbolic Interactionism which had been created 

specifically as a venue for showcasing alternative research and representation forms 

(Denzin, 2003). Thanks to the work of pioneers such as Frank, Ellis, Bochener, Denzin, 

Pelias, and Richardson, auto-ethnography is gaining acceptance as a research form for 

later generations of researchers (Ellis, et al., 2008). However, pockets of the paradigm 

battles are still being fought, so establishing legitimacy as a form requires researchers to 

look beyond the walls of traditional ethnography. Particularly in feminist literature, the 

accounts of women’s experiences through the years and the critical analysis of those 

accounts provides a foundation for the worth of such studies (Gergen & Gergen, 2002; 

Goodall, 2000; Umberson & Terling, 1997). Rather than providing for an opening for 

criticism of auto-ethnography as method, researchers must show critics the tradition of 

literature which is already part of the literary canon. While autoethnography is no 

longer in its first generation, the concept of autoethnography is still in its infancy (Ellis, 

2009).  
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Reframing narrative through autoethnographic studies strengthens both 

research methodologies. Evocative ethnography allows the reader to learn vicariously 

through the experiences of another in order to help both the reader and the researcher 

to construct a meaningful lived experience (Ellis, 2004). This type of study is needed in 

that it may allow readers to learn from experience without actually undergoing the 

experience; it may allow them to avoid particularly painful situations or may support 

them through situations which may not be avoided. Stringent practices for conducting 

both auto-ethnography and autoethnography adds to the credibility of this research 

methodology for future researchers (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Denzin (1997) asserts that autoethnography consists of shifting the 

“ethnographic gaze inward on the self (auto), while maintaining the outward gaze of 

ethnography, or looking at the larger context where self experiences occur” (p. 227); 

this gaze is a type of “empirical omniscience” (p. 210), allowing those engaged in 

autoethnography to hear multiple voices and to see multiple interpretations at one time 

in order to reconcile them (Olson, 2004, p. 6). Because I hope to turn the lens of 

ethnography upon myself in order to make sense of my own identity, I choose auto-

ethnography as my research methodology. Ellis (1997) notes that one key facet of the 

auto-ethnographical method is the weaving of the autobiographical voice within social 

contexts. Pinar (1997) notes that “autobiographical voice reflects the intersection 

between culture, society, and politics” (p. 86). Olson (2004) notes that the goal of her 

auto-ethnographic piece is to allow the audience to “hear the different voices of *her+ 

various selves. *Her narrative+ is a ‘dialogic, multivocal narrative’ (Ellis, 1997, p. 210) in 
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which [she] shares with [the audience] the details of [her] situated identity as both 

research and subject of study and as positioned in past, present, and future” (p. 7).  

I cannot tell my story through my words alone. As I reflect upon my experiences, 

I hear multiple narratives told through multiple voices. Grumet (1990) notes that 

“identity is a choral and not a solo performance” (p. 281). Olson (2004) asserts that “a 

primary focus of symbolic interactionism and social constructionism is how self is 

defined in relation to others” (p. 4). Bakhtin (1984) states that identity is not a solo 

construction; instead it is a co-construction. Much “as the body is formed initially in the 

mother’s womb, a person’s consciousness awakens wrapped in another’s 

consciousness” (p. xx). The voices that I hear from my life are primarily those of myself, 

my mother and father, their parents, my spouse, and my children. I also hear the voices 

of the various mentors—both live and literary—which have guided me along my lived 

literacy journey. 

Participant Selection 

 Olson (2004) notes that in the identity construction process, “language becomes 

the symbolic highway by which the interactive self is constructed in relationship to 

others (Kerby, 1997; Umberson & Terling, 1997). Therefore, we need to look to 

language, to communication, to understand how individuals co-construct their 

identities” (p. 4-5). One key component to such language is voice. Our voice is literally 

our internal construction of meaning portrayed in such a way that others may “hear” it; 

voice is not singular, rather it is plural, because there are many voices intertwined in the 
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telling of our own stories (Olson, 2004; Pinar, 1997; Ellis, 1997; Lincoln, 1997). Clandinin 

& Connelly (1999) point out that as in literature, the most powerful way for voice to 

emerge is by placing the audience in medias res; in other words, the narrative should be 

shown through showing rather telling. I hope to allow myself to show my tale through 

both my words and the words of those characters influential to the journey. 

The primary participant of this study is a purposeful sample selected for a 

potential role as a “good informant” (Spradley, 1979, p. 45). I have selected myself as a 

participant because of the multiple pairs of metaphorical shoes that I wear: daughter, 

mother, wife, teacher, educational leader, educational researcher, and survivor. The 

multiple roles will allow me to closely examine the various facets of identity that make 

up our lived literacy experiences. McCaslin and Scott (2003) note that designing a 

qualitative study is much like painting a mural with harmonious colors; much as a mural 

is painted with harmonious colors, multiple voices create a multifaceted, harmonious 

vocal composition. In this auto-ethnographic narrative inquiry I hope to weave the 

melody and the harmony of the voices of the cast of characters influential to my life into 

a narrative tale of how lived literacy experiences have shaped who I am, as both a 

professional and as a parent-teacher. As such, the primary participant of the study will 

be me and the characters who have colored my life.  

Data Sources and Data Collection 

 Creswell (1998) describes the five major traditions of qualitative research: 

biography, phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography, and case study. Biography 
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seeks to discover the meaning of one person’s lived experience. Phenomenology seeks 

to discover the shared lived experiences of one phenomenon in others. Ethnography 

seeks to experience a culture by living and observing it. Case study seeks to discover 

what actually occurred or was experienced in a single lived event. Grounded theory 

seeks to discover a theory for a single phenomenon of living as it is shared by others. 

This autoethnographic narrative inquiry will draw from all five of these traditions for 

data generation. 

Qualitative research is an emerging process through which researchers may 

explore phenomena more deeply than through quantitative research alone (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000). Throughout the emerging process, I will gather data from participant 

observation and record what I have seen through field notes (Spradley, 1980). I will 

conduct in-depth self-interviews to reflect upon and make sense from the data that 

emerges; I will record these impressions in my researcher’s journal. The line of 

questioning for these self-interviews will both emerge and evolve from the artifacts that 

I have collected to document my lived literacy experience. Throughout the process of 

research, I will reflect upon these artifacts in my researcher’s journal (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000; Ellis, 2004; 2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1980). 

I used the following procedures to conduct the research: 

1. In-depth Self- Interviews (Ellis, 2004; 2009):  

a. These interviews have been conducted over the course of one year 

encompassing February 2011 through February 2012. 
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b. The questions that I asked myself in these interviews both emerged from 

and focused upon the silences in my previous auto-ethnographic pieces 

as well as digging for evocative ethnography in recalled narratives. 

Interviews were documented using word processing software, field 

notes, and/or transcripts. 

2. Interactive Interviews (Spradley, 1980):   

a. Ongoing and as needed to triangulate data. 

b. Structured interactive interviews (based upon Spradley’s grand tour 

questions) were conducted with characters from the lived literacy 

experience journey as needed to provide for triangulation of data and 

member checks. Interviews were documented using multiple means 

including digital means (digital audio recording equipment and/or voice 

recognition transcription software), field notes, and transcripts.  

3. Observations:  

a. I conducted one observation of myself and interactions in multiple roles 

(Mother, Daughter, Teacher, Educational Leader, Educational Researcher, 

Wife, Survivor) during the data collection year. 

b. I conducted participant observations of myself in order to support 

interview findings. Observations of myself in different roles (Mother, 

Daughter, Educator, etc.) were documented using thick description 

through field notes and transcripts (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ellis, 
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2004; 2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1980). Member checks were 

conducted to ensure trustworthiness. For the purposes of this study, the 

role of the researcher was as a participant observer. The purpose of this 

observation was not to observe others, but to observe myself in relation 

to both my research query (identity formation, literacy and pedagogy, 

narrative frames) and to others. Observations were recorded in field 

notes as soon after interactions as practically possible. Interviews 

revealed certain attitudes toward identity formation, literacy and 

pedagogy, and narrative frames. The purpose of the observations were to 

triangulate data revealed in the interviews. In other words, did my actual 

practices match the attitudes revealed in the interviews? How can my 

pedagogical practices be improved by identifying discrepancies between 

attitudes and pedagogical practices?  

4. Artifact Collection:  

a. Ongoing and as needed to triangulate data. 

b. Artifacts were collected and analyzed as needed to support interview 

findings. In addition, the researcher’s journal and field notes are part of 

the anecdotal record. 

5. Documents and Records:  

a. Ongoing and as needed to triangulate data. 
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b. Documents and records were reviewed as deemed necessary to 

triangulate findings. Such documents are records included: old research 

journals, previous published or unpublished works written by the 

researcher, archival documents from the researcher’s life characters, 

women’s life narratives, etc. 

6. The Researcher’s Journal:  

a. Ongoing and as needed throughout the entire dissertation process. 

b. In order to make sense of my experiences and the experiences of those 

who have influenced me, I reflected upon them. Goodall (2000) refers to 

the act of reflexivity as “the process of personally and academically 

reflecting on lived experiences in ways that reveal deep connections 

between the writer and his or her subject” (p. 8). Through reflexivity in a 

reflexive journal, I engaged in the process of bringing meaning to my 

experiences through the act of both framing and reframing my narratives 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ellis, 2004; 2009). Interactions with myself 

as the participant took place in a reflexive researcher’s journal. 

Interactions with myself as the research tool took place in dialogue with 

my researcher’s journal through a the use of multiple text colors to 

represent varying life roles and researcher’s memos. Font changes 

represented a level on the continuum from microscopic observations of 

self to macroscopic observations by the participant researcher. 
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Paramount to my concerns within the process of conducting this study was 

reporting it in such a way that I protected the innocent characters from my life (Ellis, 

2004; 2009). In “doing no harm” it was necessary to report the findings through 

alternate, less-traditional means, such as compositing characters, and returning to 

characters illustrated with representations to determine if they are accurate. By nature 

auto-ethnography requires us to delve into the darker parts of our minds and 

experiences, but in so doing, we must be cognizant of potential harm to ourselves and 

others (Denzin, 2003; Ellis, 2004). 

This study did not increase risks for subjects more than minimally beyond the 

ordinary risks of daily life. Pseudonyms were used to conceal identities and locales. With 

regard to life characters, the I notified participants of their rights: 

1. Voluntary Participation: Participants will not lose anything to which they are 

entitled by refusing to participate. Participants will not receive compensation for 

participating in this study. 

2. Participants may withdraw from the study any time they want. 

3. If the researcher believes that there is a risk to participants based on their 

observations and interviews, the researcher may discontinue participation. 

4. If the researcher obtains information during this study that changes the 

assessment of the risks involved or if the researcher finds any other information 

that might affect participants’ willingness to continue in this study, the 

researcher will inform participants both orally and in writing. 
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 Participants were assured of confidentiality of records. Interview Data and 

Artifacts were only seen by the researcher and members of the Doctoral Advisory 

Committee. All the records and digital recordings were kept in a locked file cabinet or 

password protected thumb-drive. Only those working on this project had access to this 

cabinet. 

Once all the data were recorded and entered into a computer, participants were 

identified only by a pseudonym and anything with their names on it, except a copy of 

the consent form, was destroyed. If any of the findings of this study are published, 

participants’ names will not be used. Participants will be informed of any publications. 

The major benefit to the participants of this study is learning something about teaching 

and parenting practices in order to improve upon them. The major benefit researcher of 

this study is learning something about teaching and parenting practices in order to 

facilitate improving upon them. 

Data Analysis  

I used a combination of approaches to ongoing data analysis. These included 

constant comparative method, grounded theory building, archetypal analysis, and 

narrative framing and re-framing (Charmaz, 2006; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ellis, 

2004; 2009). I have found through analyzing my own data, that my memos are 

invaluable to me. They serve as signposts for emerging themes and codes as well as 

directing my future data gathering. I have discovered that in analyzing previous pieces I 

have relied upon the speaker’s words to develop emic categories through inductive 
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analysis. I did so in this study, too. For example, one of the categories which has 

emerged as an emic category is Getting Comfortable in My Shoes. As reviewed my data 

that one of my overarching concerns with the practice of teaching was the fear of 

“screwing up” with my students. I found that fear echoed throughout my responses as 

well as by one of the colleagues which I interviewed for comparative experience. This 

fear resulted in an intercalary section of the paper addressing the fear found in the 

experience of the first year teacher. Eleven discrete themes which have been 

compartmentalized into 11 corresponding narrative frames accompanied by 

autoethnographic vignettes emerged. 

I also developed a few etic categories of analysis. These categories came about 

from the review of women’s lived experience narratives. Through this review, I 

developed what I have termed the New Archetype for the Journey in Lived Literacy 

Experiences. There are seven of these categories. They are (1) epiphany; (2) embarking 

on enlightenment quests hand in hand with God; (3)tearful tearing away from 

established relationships; (4)getting schooled through experience; (5) building new 

relationships while walking through fire; (6) revisioning all relationships; and (7) voicing 

the revision. 

I broke the interview data into coherent units of thought—typically a sentence 

or two—before beginning the process of coding. A coherent unit of thought does two 

things: it tells a “mini-story” which begins with an epiphany, and it highlights the 

speaker’s voice (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Olson, 2004). In ordering my own data for 

future interpretation and reporting I found Bogdan & Biklen’s (1990) process coding to 
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be a useful strategy. From these codes, I then revisited and reframed my narrative 

experiences moving the camera lens into the experience and out from the experience 

until I fleshed out the experience to highlight the areas which packed a punch (Ellis, 

2009). This process took place as the result of many drafts of the narrative framing 

process.  

Rossman & Rallis (2003) have noted that to analyze data, one should be 

immersed in the data. If this is the case, I am marinated in my data, stuffed like a turkey 

by that data, and roasted in the oven to boot. I used my own variation of Bogdan & 

Biklen’s (1990) approach combined with Ellis’ (2009) approach to autoethnographic 

narrative framing.  

For each data document, I numbered each line consecutively in the transcript. I 

have created a separate computer file for each interview transcript, researcher’s memo, 

and artifact document. These files were placed within a folder on my hard drive and 

ultimately will be PDFed to develop an archival document for the audit trail. 

Initially, I assigned each theme/narrative/archetype a highlighter color, font, or 

text color. I worked through each document highlighting sections of text according to 

both emerging and defined theme. I also added researcher’s memos where appropriate. 

The researcher’s memos evolved into the autoethnographic reflections found within the 

study (Ellis, 2009). These are denoted as italicized text with the body of the paper. 

After working through all of the documents and coding the text on each in this 

manner, I created an Excel document for each theme. On that document, I included the 
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name of the theme and created a table beneath it. The table references the origin of the 

data (i.e. Interview 1 with Leigh) and gives a place for data that supports that 

theme/narrative/archetype. I copied and pasted the data from all of the original 

documents onto that table thereby allowing me to look at all of the pieces of data that 

support that theme/narrative/archetype in one simple location. I also noted the place of 

origin of the text. To further illustrate, one theme in a previous paper was defining 

literacy. Its analysis table looks like the one below: 

Defining Literacy 

Interview 

1 with 

Leigh 

 

9-28-07 

I would define literacy as the ability to read. As the ability to read and 

understand what you have read. Maybe I should rephrase that. It is the 

ability to read and comprehend what you have read. (L1 10-13) 

 

Interview 

2 with 

Leigh 

 

10-25-07 

Don’t know where I came up with that…*Laughs.+ I think that maybe it’s just 

a universal definition. (L2 81-82) 

 

Interview 

with 

I would consider a person literate who can read, and I think you have to say 

they would be literature if they can read good enough to survive in the 
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Sarah 

 

10-15-07 

world. It is has to be higher than beginning literacy because a person cannot 

survive in this world today with just a beginning literacy. You have to have 

more than that to just survive in the world. I m not sure how to say it… (S1 

10-16) 

 

These documents will become the basis for the Audit Trail which I will append to 

the final dissertation document.  

Methods for Ensuring Trustworthiness 

 Qualitative methods are termed trustworthy. Unlike numerical data which is 

termed valid and reliable, when used rigorously, qualitative methods, which deal 

primarily with people, are termed trustworthy and credible. In this study, I established 

trustworthiness and credibility with my readers and my research participants through 

prolonged engagement, persistent observation, triangulation of data, peer debriefing, 

referential adequacy, and member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

Prolonged engagement is the assurance that the researcher has gained entry to the 

research site and has been involved at the site long enough that he or she is no longer 

considered to be an outsider (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In 

other words, he or she has been at the site long enough for the participants to be 

comfortable with him or her and for him or her to be comfortable with them. To ensure 

Table 2 
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prolonged engagement in the project, I have turned to archival documents and records 

to support data actively collected during the data collection period.  

Throughout the time of the study, I have kept a researcher’s journal in which I have 

recorded my observations of phenomena over time (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The bulk of 

this study comes from self-interviews and archival documents(Ellis, 2004; 2009). I have 

supplement my interview and archival data through informal observation as necessary. 

All of these sources of information serve in assisting me in triangulation of data.  

I have conducted member checks with life characters throughout the time period of 

my data gathering (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). When I have written about 

characters in my life and I have returned to the character for confirmation of my data. I 

have allowed characters the opportunity to correct any discrepancies in the data as well 

as to express any concerns that he or she may have in revealing the information 

provided in the findings (Ellis, 2009). If a character was uncomfortable in revealing the 

information about his or her life experiences in the findings of the document, the 

information has been omitted from the write up to ensure that the life character does 

not experience any negative effects from participation in the project (Ellis, 2009). I have 

also used member checks as a tool for addressing silences in the data and as a tool for 

having tough conversations about the findings of the paper (Ellis, 2009). I have noted in 

the researcher’s journal the transcripts of these discussions. In reviewing archival 

documents, I have made note of clarifications in my researcher’s journal as I have 

gathered data.  
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I have conducted peer debriefing throughout the data collection process; I have 

made notations of my peer debriefing in my researcher’s journal (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

I have established referential adequacy by drawing my data from multiple sources in 

order to establish a holistic slice of life (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). Multiple sources included photos , journal entries, excerpts from emails, copies 

of my researcher’s journal, and various archival documents.  

Findings from qualitative studies are not generalizable (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Instead they are transferable. Transferability refers to the extent to which the findings 

of the inquiry may be applied to other contexts when there are shared characteristics 

across the contexts. The onus for the transferability of a study from one site to the other 

lies with the reader. The researcher helps in this process by providing thick description.  

Thick description is the act of placing the audience in medias res (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000). In other words, thick description allows the audience to vicariously 

experience what is happening in the research context. Thick description is composed of 

contextual description, rich details of the research site, and rich details of the research 

participants. The purpose of thick description is to allow the audience to draw their own 

conclusions about the context and the research data.  

Finally, I have established referential adequacy and an audit trail in order to provide 

for dependability and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). My audit trail provides 

detailed cross-references between the data used in the report of the study and my raw 

data. My audit trail will be appended to this document. With regard to research ethics, I 
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have outlined my biases through my context which is included within the body of the 

study. With regard to ethical methodological practices, I have embedded 

methodological reflections into the body of the study. 

This chapter has outlined the methodology of this research project. The next 

chapters will present the findings of the study. 
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IV.  THE DESTINATION: AUTOETHNOGRAPHY, OR LOOKING BACK ON THE 

JOURNEY FROM TODAY’S PERSPECTIVE 

When a child asks you something, answer him, for 

goodness' sake. But don't make a production of it. Children 

are children, but they can spot an evasion quicker than 

adults, an evasion simply muddles 'em.  

-Atticus Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird, (Lee, 1960)  

 

 

As I look at my surroundings, I cannot help smiling at what I see. The Circulation 

Desk is Mission Control for the Center for Learning, otherwise known as the high school 

library. Mission Control consists of three computer stations, a student-use Xerox 

Scanner/Fax/Copier/Printer, a student-use color laser printer, and various barcode 

scanners. Next to the copier is our high school’s version of Starbucks. It is a small 

location where students come to get their early morning “Library Coffee” and study at 

bistro tables while listening to the soothing classical music floating from the overhead 

speakers. 

To my right lies the Reading Room, with its comfy wingback chairs and coffee 

tables made from what was the card catalog in its former life. Next to the Reading Room 

is the Conference Room with its wall of rare books, amazing student-created artwork, 

and huge table. Beyond the Conference Room lies both the Workroom and my pride 

and joy, the Professional Development Collection. There are two A/V rooms which 

house TI-84s, Promethean kits, Mimio Teach kits, ELMOs, mobile computer labs, iPods, 

iPads, Flips, and other small equipment. The Center for Learning houses a 33 station 

dedicated computer lab/classroom. On the Center for Learning Floor are 33,000 
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volumes of text as well as 24 open-access computer stations. The floor has a 250 

student capacity which includes both quiet-study areas and several Read-and-Relax 

social areas. The walls are plastered with a mixture of alumni-created art and posters 

encouraging teens to read. The flat surfaces are covered with plants, plush school 

mascots, statues, and enticing books. The curved, southeast wall of the Center for 

Learning is a bank of floor to ceiling windows from which light streams into the 

comfortable space.  

The room makes me think of what Hemingway must have meant when he 

discussed his clean, well-lighted space. It is the pride and joy of the high school. The 

Center for Learning is the place where educators come to find curricular support and the 

place where students come to learn their way. This room is never quiet, and it is never 

still. A buzz of voices lies just beneath the melodic strains from the music. The smell of 

lattes and hot cocoa fill the air. 

At any given moment in this room there are students both sprawled over comfy 

chairs with ear buds in their ears and books in their laps. There are teenagers curled up 

in the floor next to windows with a graphic novel. Teachers are teaching lessons on the 

floor, and there are off-duty adults reading periodicals in the reading room. Coaches are 

making posters in the workroom, and meetings are being held in the conference room. 

The Center for Learning is the room where all of the faculty meetings, baby showers, 

and public receptions are held. At the heart of this room lies literature and literacy. 
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Why am I smiling about my surroundings? I am smiling, because I am an 

educational leader, a change-agent, responsible for 1700 students and 150 faculty 

members. I am also smiling, because I have just bought a new pair of running shoes. 

How did I get here, and why are the running shoes important?  

My odyssey to this moment, to these shoes, has been both long and winding. It 

has been fraught with cross-roads. Along the way, I have worn and worn out many pairs 

of shoes while experiencing lived literacy. All of these experiences have contributed to 

who I am as an educational leader and how I practice my pedagogy.  

By unpacking my experiences and the experiences of the characters who have 

influenced my life into a lived literacy narrative, I hope to improve upon pedagogical 

practices by examining and understanding how our experiences contribute to our 

educational practice. At the same time, I plan to challenge archetypes embedded into 

traditional journey narratives while forging a revisioned positive identity as an 

educational leader (REL 1-30). In order to unpack these practices I have found it 

necessary to reexamine the one of traditional forms of the journey archetype in the 

canon of Western literature while synthesizing the journey found in women’s lived 

literacy narratives into a new journey archetype. 

Defining Autoethnography 

Central to meeting these goals lies the act of doing autoethnography. What is 

autoethnography? To define autoethnography, one must start with the roots of this 

word. Ethnography is the study of one’s culture, while auto refers to a study of one’s 

self (Ellis, 2004; Holman Jones, 2005). In other words, autoethnography is the act of 
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analyzing one’s larger culture through a targeted and close examination of one’s 

personal experiences in relation to the context of the larger culture (Ellis, 2004). 

Meta-autoethnography takes the practice of autoethnography one step further. 

Carolyn Ellis (2009) defines meta-autoethnography as the act of “re-present[ing], re-

examin[ing], and re-vision[ing] some of the stories [she has constructed] about the life 

[she has] lived and the autoethnographic projects [she has] conducted, which are 

integral parts of each other” (p. 12). In the spirit of Ellis’ meta-autoethnography hope 

present, examine, and then vision some of my experiences into narrative tales. Then I 

hope to re-present, re-examine, and re-vision some these tales in order to improve my 

pedagogical practice. Doing autoethnography requires me to think about and reflect 

upon the texts I have constructed through the act of doing autoethnography 

(Richardson, 1997). Then, through the lens of the meta-autoethnographer, I need to 

connect those narratives to the life that I am living now through analytic reflections and 

sketches which serve catapult my story into the present; Ellis (2009) terms these 

vignettes meta-autoethnographies (p. 12).   

The purpose of doing autoethnography about doing autoethnography is to allow 

us to reframe our experiences in positive and beneficial ways (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 

1997). It allows us to make sense of the spiraling serpentine labyrinth which constitutes 

lived experience, while rewriting our lives in ways which challenge firmly entrenched 

and engendered archetypical journeys. Ellis (2009) likens this process to turning 

narrative snapshots into moving, yet contextualized video. In so doing, the 
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autoethnography must tack back and forth between the then and the now and the then 

to construct a grand narrative plot of a life which is both “worth living” and which uses 

reflective hindsight to move “from beginning to end and circles back to the beginning 

again” (Ellis, 2009; p.13). Just as my life’s journey has been spiraling and serpentine, my 

tale must be two. Even in framing and re-framing my experiences, I have found that I am 

unable to force them into a linear journey sequence. This journey has been an 

experiential foray into the process of tacking back and forth between the then and the 

now and the then and the now; it is full of hindsight, commentary, memory, and 

reflection which have allowed me to create a grand narrative for my life (Ellis, 2009). 

In order to both frame and make sense of my experiences, I must first define, 

then challenge, the traditional archetype of the journey narrative. Then I will use the 

structure of a re-defined journey narrative as a unifying structure for making sense of 

my lived experiences. Finally, I will use those experiences as a jumping off point for 

pedagogical improvement. 

Challenging the Traditional Journey Archetype and Forging Positive Identities in Lived 

Literacy Narratives 

Defining Narrative Structure of the Traditional Journey Archetype 

The traditional structure of the journey narrative in the canon of literature is that 

of the epic odyssey. The traditional journey archetype structure structure dates back as 

far as Beowulf in English literature and Homer’s Odyssey or Virgil’s Aeneid in classical 

literature. It is a structure that unfolds in tales of chivalric knights engaged in Chaucer’s 

Grail quests. This structure is the archetype of the journey which had been ingrained 
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into my lexicon through both my experiences as a student and my pedagogy as a 

teacher. However, I have often found myself thinking that it just did not mesh with my 

experiences. 

The traditional journey is an archetype that is seen in contemporary literature 

such as Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol and The DaVinci Code or in Cormac McCarthy’s 

The Road. Contemporary literature is a bit more likely to deviate from this traditional 

structure than older narratives. The basic structure, according to A Handbook of 

Literature (Holman & Harmon, 1999) is comprised of five stages (JA 3-10). 

Stage 1, or the Departure, illustrates a young, male, epic hero embarking on a 

journey or quest, albeit with reluctance (Holman & Harmon, 1999). Stage 2, termed the 

Initiation by Holman and Harmon (1999), pairs the novitiate hero with a more 

knowledgeable guide who then leads him across some threshold (usually across a body 

of water) toward a more dangerous land. In Stage 3, or The Road of Trials, the hero 

embarks upon a series of tests designed to challenge his mettle and courage with the 

help of supernatural forces (Holman & Harmon, 1999). The Innermost Cave, or Stage 4, 

forces the hero to enter a labyrinth from which he may or may not return. The labyrinth 

may be physical in nature or it may be representative of the darker side of the hero’s 

mind. Holman and Harmon (1999) note if the hero is able to emerge from the cave he 

will enter Stage 5, or the Return and Re-integration with Society. When he returns to 

society he will be a triumphant hero who has been sorely missed by society. He will 
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merge with society as though he has never been gone (Holman & Harmon, 1999; JA 11-

21).  

The traditional journey narrative is typically patriarchal in nature and mostly 

concerned with landmarks passed, trials, and triumphs (Holman & Harmon, 1999).  

Through my experiences as a teacher of literature, I have determined that the 

structure of the traditional journey archetype differs from autoethnography in that it is 

typically not very introspective in nature, although it may make some social 

commentary. It didactically preaches overtly towards changing some perceived evil, but 

is typically not concerned with relationships or relational structures in making sense of 

events (Holman & Harmon, 1999). The hero may question the existence of the 

supernatural, but the narrative rarely chronicles the intellectual journey of the hero 

toward enlightenment. It may focus upon the theme of good versus evil, competitive 

quests, chivalry, or ideals that entrench other “traditional” archetypes. It is meant to 

support patriarchal norms in society. The journey has a pre-defined destination (the 

Grail, good land), but seems to miss the point of the quest as being both the journey 

itself and being a path toward bettering oneself and others (Holman & Harmon, 1999). 

My journey has been anything but traditional, so the traditional journey archetype as a 

heuristic for analysis is not appropriate. Instead, I will be looking to both women’s 

literature and my own experiences to construct a new archetype for the journey. 

Teaching Literacy 

Central to the idea of building successful relationships in teaching is the concept 

of teaching literacy. Up until the start of my teaching career, my relationships had been 
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purely personal. I found myself needing to tear away from my established relationships, 

those which often put me in a place where I lacked any power in the relationship or 

which made me feel inferior to others. This process, while difficult, led me to develop a 

new perspective on teaching which placed relationships at the central focus of the 

pedagogical toolbox. 

In reflecting upon my teaching experiences, I have developed a non-traditional 

definition for teaching literacy. Teaching literacy (as compound noun, not as a noun verb 

combo) is not teaching students to read. It refers to the act of the teacher learning how 

to teach. In this sense, teaching literacy extends beyond classroom content and 

curriculum. It also encompasses learning how to work with students and other members 

of the educational community so that they are both willing to be exposed to and are 

able to understand the content (Dewey/Archembault, 1962). 

The following section of this tale chronicles the serpentine experiences which 

have comprised my lived literacy journey. It comes from an interweaving of journal 

entries, reflective self-interviews, participant interviews, and a review of relevant 

documents and records. Life characters have identified with pseudonyms and in some 

cases have been composited where appropriate to protect the character from being 

identifiable in the tale. Locations have also been identified by pseudonyms. 

My Journey 

The year is 1998. I am 19 years old and a fully certified 

teacher. 
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My First Classroom 

Standing at the door to my classroom, grasping my lesson plan book, my grade 

book, and my original unit on Romeo and Juliet (developed last spring during the 

student teaching experience) with white knuckles and shaking hands, I scan the room. 

There are 24 mismatched desks, a tan metal storage cabinet (with a bent door and 

drilled-out missing locking mechanism), a whiteboard (newly installed), and a green 

slate (so cracked and shiny that the board will not hold chalk). I see a cart holding an old 

overhead projector (the dim type that never focuses and weighs 30 pounds) fitted with 

a transparency reel, a podium, a cushy mauve drafting chair on wheels, and a teacher’s 

desk. Notably absent is an overhead screen. The room has a damp, earthy smell. The 

mustiness seems to emanate from some dark brown, bulging ceiling tiles with a 

perpetually wet look located above the chalkboard. The slate has a slightly bowed look, 

as does the wall behind it. The tile floor is 9 x 9 white asbestos squares. And while most 

of the walls in the room are of the prefab variety and are covered in Pepto-Bismol pink, 

the bulging wall has been covered with the off-white plastic wallboard that ensconces 

cheap gas station restrooms. The floor on this side of the room has several broken, 

chipped, missing, and loose tiles and is covered with the white scum usually left behind 

when water high in mineral deposits evaporates. 

Behind the teacher’s desk is one window—the only one in the room—that 

measures 18 inches wide by 6 feet tall. It is not operable, is incredibly dirty, and covered 

with spider webs in lieu of mini-blinds. Dusty red dirt is visible through the haze on the 

window. Above the teacher’s desk is an 85 pound television monitor mounted onto a 
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swivel bracket in the ceiling; the weight is not an exaggeration as evidenced by the 

surgical scars on my right shoulder.  

Clamped to the bracket is a VCR. There are no cable connections in the room, no 

phone, and no emergency call button. One lone boxy computer station is next to my 

teacher’s desk. One newly installed CAT-5 drop connects to the computer via a grey 

network cable. Over the summer, one T1 line was installed from the Educational Service 

Center to the small, rural school district. The computer is incredibly slow; it runs 

Windows 3.11 on an Intel Pentium 1 Processor. Two programs are installed on the 

computer—Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. 

The teacher’s desk is totally empty, there are no book shelves (and I am an 

English teacher), the file cabinets are bare, and there are exactly 7 books in the metal 

storage cabinet. Five are hardcover copies of John Grisham’s A Time to Kill. I have 

already been told to bury these, as they were the reason that the last teacher abruptly 

left the school. The sixth is a copy of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, which I have 

never read, but I have been told that I will be teaching because we have 100 copies of it 

in the bookroom and no other English teacher has already claimed it. The seventh is a 

Teacher’s Edition of the freshman literature book. There are no ancillary materials 

because we are nearing the end of an adoption cycle and the others have been lost over 

the years. There are no exemplar lessons left behind. I have no mentor, and I am the 

only freshman English teacher in town.  
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Like most first year teachers, I am excited, because even though it might look a 

bit shabby to an unbiased observer, this classroom is beautiful and stately because it is 

the first one which is entirely mine, and for the most part, I am starting out with a blank 

curricular slate, so of course the first thing that I do upon gaining access to my room is I 

make it my own. In so doing, I rearrange the furniture so that the area nearest the 

window is my home base, because I feel like it is very important for a classroom to be 

full of light. There is not much furniture to move, so it doesn’t take long. The first thing 

that I do is move the desks into small groupings of four so that the learners may discuss 

the content in depth. I also move these groupings into a U-shape. I move the podium to 

center-stage in front of the white board. Next to it, I place the overhead cart and the 

cushy drafting chair.  

I create my bulletin boards. One of them is a remake of the Romeo and Juliet 

bulletin board that I made while student teaching. It is covered in flannel and taffeta 

poufs to commemorate Shakespeare’s greatest contribution to literature. We won’t be 

doing this play until the spring semester, but I am so broke that I am living with my 

parents again to make ends meet while my husband finishes up his education 180 miles 

away at The University. There is no paycheck in sight until September 15 (it is only 

August 1). The looming prospect of making $24,000 over the course of the next year is 

huge; I am already making plans to go to the mall for my very first brand-name Dooney 

& Bourke All Weather Leather purse, wallet, and key-chain on payday. Just because I 

can. 
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Next, I unload my 1982 Chevy S-10 with the Tazmanian Devil graphics on the 

sides to bring in the old boombox from my childhood bedroom. Then, I toss three 

beanbags from the office of our house at college on the floor in the center of the U-

shaped cooperative groupings. I put a blue frosted glass hand-me-down desk lamp on 

the desk next to the nameplate that my cooperating teacher gave me as a graduation 

present. Then I get down to the business of planning my lessons for the entire fall 

semester.  

My First Lesson as a Fully Certified Teacher 

Lots of laughter is traveling down the hall from the teacher’s lounge.  

Why isn’t anyone in his or her room planning for the new year? What a waste of 

their planning time. Don’t they know that we have to plan for instruction? 

Half of the morning has sped by me, Enya blares from my boombox, and I have 

my written lesson plans for the entire fall semester. They are typed, printed out, hole 

punched, and ready to turn in, when my principal sticks his head into my room.  At 

somewhere near 7 foot tall, and with a deep booming voice, I would never dream of 

referring to him with anything other than Mr. in front of his name. I am sure that our 

students must be very well-behaved, since he is such a big man with such a loud voice.   

“How are you doing today, Mrs. Hardin?” he booms from the doorway.  

 “I’ve heard that you are hard at work down here and haven’t been out all 

morning. The other teachers were a little worried about you,” he chuckles.  
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 “I am great! I was just getting ready to bring all of my fall semester lesson plans 

to you,” I replied.  

 “Well, I have a question for you. Could you do something for me?” he asked. 

“Sure, I will do anything. What do you need?” I innocently replied.  

 “Well, I need a sponsor for the junior class. We will talk a bit later about what all 

it involves, but you would be working some concession stands and helping with the 

prom.” 

“Sure. I would love to help with the prom!” I bubbled. 

“Thank you very much, Mrs. Hardin. By the way your room looks great. You are 

going to be a fine teacher,” he grinned on the way back down the hall having just reeled 

in a sucker to run the concession stand at every junior high and high school volleyball, 

football, and basketball game of the year in order to pay for and event plan the prom.  

My  principal was doing me a favor. Some of the strongest educative 

relationships that I built that year were through the concession stand. I got to know 

many parents and students that year, because we were working together in that small 

room which smelled perpetually of chili and cheese. We were soldiers in the same battle 

against the hungry crowd.  The parents, students, and I worked together to strategically 

plan a prom on a budget. Most importantly three of the central stakeholders in the 

educative process worked together in that small room to build positive relationships 

which opened ears to education, teaching, and enlightenment. 
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My principal was certainly a patriarchal figure. At this point in my teaching 

career, I felt that I needed a patriarchal figure to assist me in being successful on my 

life’s journey. Even though I have always been strong willed, I have also always been a 

bit insecure. Part of my tearing away from established relationships involved revisioning 

the relationship between the classroom teacher and the administrator. And while the 

conversation was a tad patronizing, my principal was trying to teach me an important 

lesson in his own way. As secondary teachers, we tend to become islands unto 

ourselves. I certainly was at that point. And while planning for instruction was 

important, one of the most important things I could have been doing at this point in my 

career was to be building some positive relationships with my colleagues. I missed out 

on a wealth of information and collaboration because I chose not to make a connection 

with my colleagues at that time. 

My Second Lesson as a First Year Teacher 

As my principal is leaving the classroom, the senior English teacher comes 

lumbering into the room.  

She takes a look around and spits to me, “The students are going to tear up 

those beanbags. I don’t know why you wasted your money on them. That seating 

arrangement is never going to fly with the administration, and the students are going to 

tear up your bulletin board. The teachers hate you, because you are such a brown-

noser. If you want to get along in this building, you need to come out of your room and 

to the lounge with us. You are making us look bad because you are turning in a 

semester’s worth of lesson plans on the first day back. I didn’t want you here in the high 
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school, and I told the superintendent. You are too young for high school. You won’t 

make it through the first week, and the rest of us don’t have the time to help you.”  

With this statement, she lumbers back down the hall, and I begin feeling even 

more insecure.  Again, I missed out on a relationship building opportunity here. I often 

wonder if this conversation was her way of telling me that she was open for giving me 

advice, if I were to swallow my pride and ask her. Upon observation of her teaching, 

however, she was never very effective with establishing relationships with her students 

that were conducive to instruction. Perhaps she served well as an example of what not 

to do.  

Confronting the Elephant in the Room: My Age and My Class 

When I was student teaching, my age never presented a problem. I quit wearing 

my high school ring, so the students could not see my graduation year. I had a few 

freshmen who were near my age and one was actually older than me, but my 

cooperating teacher and I did not tell the students my age until my last day in the 

classroom. No big deal.  

I had not yet discovered that age really should be a non-issue. Effective 

educators build effective relationships with students. It does not matter how old the 

educator happens to be. 

I couldn’t hide my age from the first group of freshmen that came straggling into 

my first period class on that first day of school. There was a problem as soon as I looked 

around the room. There on the back row sat my karate teacher’s son. Instantly, I could 
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see him slung over his father’s shoulder on the way out of the Dojo, hands balled into 

little fists, beating on the back of his father’s starched white Gi, yelling “I wanna teach 

karate, Daddy! I wanna teach karate!” He should still be two. And as I look at him, I 

notice a mischievous glint in his eye that says he plans to tell every person in the school 

exactly how old I am as soon as he gets the chance. I am also pretty sure that he has 

some Copenhagen in his bottom lip. Huddled around him is a group of boys spouting 

giggles and elbowing each other. I make a mental note to deal with both issues as soon 

as possible. 

On the first row sits my cousin’s son. His dad is a board member, and I changed 

the boy’s diapers shortly after he was born. I can’t count how many times my mother 

and I babysat for him. I can still see him in his Johnny-Jump-Up bouncing in the 

doorframe of the dining room of my grandmother’s house. He won’t look up to meet my 

eyes, so I am pretty sure he is really worried that I will embarrass him in front of his 

friends. I make a mental note to speak to him on Sunday at my grandmother’s house. As 

far as I am concerned, at school, no one needs to know that we are cousins. I am Mrs. 

Hardin there, but just Kara at family events. 

Across from him sits a girl who is vaguely familiar. After I moment, I realize that I 

have known her most of my life. Her brother is a junior and her parents work with my 

mother. Briefly, I wonder if she is the real reason my cousin won’t look up. She is very 

pretty. Her brown hair has a just a bit of curl to it. She reminds me a bit of Hermoine 

Granger. She is rolling her eyes at the antics of the boys in the back of the room, and 
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instantly I like her. My cousin blushed when she rolls her eyes, so I realize that, yep, she 

is the reason for his downcast eyes and shyness.  

At the other end of the classroom sits a student who I can already tell is going to 

present a challenge. He must be older than the other students, because he is a lot taller. 

In fact, he is at least 6’6”. When he is standing up, I have to look up at him. There is 

some trait about him, something I can’t quite put my finger on.  

Maybe it’s his good-natured orneriness, maybe it’s his height, maybe it’s his 

laugh, but he reminds me so much of one of my cousins that I mention to my mother 

that night, “I know what my cousin must’ve been like in high school. I have this kid that 

could be him. It’s crazy, it’s like he is his son or something. I know that he is not, but still. 

He is going to be a challenge for me. I can already tell.”  

In 2012, I found out that this boy was, in fact, my cousin’s son. We did not know 

about him until he spoke to his father for the first time in 2011. In hindsight, I am glad 

that I was able to build a positive relationship with this student. He is successful, has a 

beautiful little girl, and is a great father. I hope that maybe I played a part, no matter 

how small, in helping him to become the man he is today. 

In the desk nearest the door is a boy who will not raise his head from his desk, 

and beside him sits a boy with the wildest eyes I have ever seen. I broke up a fight 

during student teaching between two boys who were taller than me, and who 

outweighed me by at least 100 pounds of muscle each. I took a knife away from one of 

the two before I realized what I had done. I was never afraid of either of these boys, but 
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the boy with the wild eyes scares me. There is nothing but hollowness behind these 

eyes, and anger is seeping from his pores like salt around a natural gas well. He is one of 

only two students in my career who have truly terrified me. 

And with good reason, he later threatened to blow up my babysitter’s home with 

my daughter in it.  

There are a group of three girls sitting near my cousin’s future wife (and right 

beside my desk). One of them I know quite well. Her mom has worked with mine for 

many years and her grandfather was very close friends with my grandfather. Her older 

sister graduated from this school in May, and our families have often camped together. I 

know she is a classic middle child, and that she is extremely intelligent. I know of her 

two friends because they have appeared at the lake from time to time to ride jet skis 

with our families. Both girls are pretty, popular, and brilliant. I can tell that I will 

absolutely love having the three of them in my class.  

As I glance further around the room, I see a very pale boy clutching an inhaler. I 

see another boy with braces on his legs. I know that he has cerebral palsy because he 

was born very prematurely. I also know that he is very intelligent, but has been 

frustrated by his treatment at school in the past. His mom has been pretty frustrated, 

too. 

This class is my first class, and I am still quite attached to these students. It will 

be the first class that steals my heart; these students will always be MY students. It 

doesn’t matter how old they are or where they go, they are my students. It will be the 
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class that teaches me teaching literacy. It will be the class that dictates much of my later 

teaching style. I had many of these students four years in a row in every class from 

English I to AP Language to Creative Writing to German (which I have never taken and 

still do not know how to write or speak).  I often question how much I have taught 

them, but they have certainly taught me a great deal. I often worry about how badly I 

screwed up with this group of students, and I hope that I have not scarred any of them 

for life. 

Interlude: Getting Comfortable in My Shoes 

I am not alone in this fear. I heard the same sentiment clearly echoed by Sarah E. 

during an interview with her about her teaching epiphanies: 

Sarah E.: Modern Day Pioneer Principal 

Sarah is 53 years old and in her fifth year as the principal of an 

Early Childhood (3 year old) through first grade campus in a small rural 

school district in the southwest. She is married to a state trooper and has 

two grown children. Prior to becoming a principal, she taught 

kindergarten for over twenty years at the same campus where she is now 

the principal. (RNS1 6-18) 

The first year I taught first grade. Before school started that year… 

the day before I called my mom and cried until 4’clock in the 

morning. I was scared to death. I realized the weight of 

responsibility on my shoulders. I remember telling her that this is 

such an important year and I am afraid I will screw somebody’s 

life up. I remember telling her that how they do in that grade will 

set the tone for how they do for the rest of their life. I cried until 4 

in the morning. Four years of college. Here I was about to start my 
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first job. And I cried until it was almost time to get up for work… 

(S1 318-326) 

I remember having that same conversation with my mother the night before my 

first day of teaching. That weight of responsibility really came down upon me in my 

current role. The only person in our building who is responsible for the number of 

students and teachers that I am responsible for is the building principal. Unlike her, I 

have the luxury of wearing my tennis shoes to keep up with everyone. In retrospect, I 

think tennis shoes are the most important pedagogical tool in my toolbox. Effective 

instruction is always busy. It never stops; it never slows down. There is too much 

content and too little precious time to waste. However, it took some time and 

experience to learn the power of the comfortable shoe. 

 It is pretty obvious that I had some established relationships with the students 

in this class prior to the first day of class. I realized that even though it might be difficult 

to do so, we were going to need to redefine these relationships so that both of us could 

grow. On Day 1, I made the decision that I was going to have to be the strictest, 

sternest, most professional educator in the building. The students know how old I am, 

so I must draw a very clear line in the sand to let the ones who have known me their 

entire lives know that at school I am Mrs. Hardin, not Kara, and that I AM a highly 

qualified teacher who will make a difference in their lives. I have decided that the best 

way to do this is to be completely honest with them. On Day 1, I am dressed in my 

professional best dress, hose, and heels.  
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I wore more dresses and heels during those first four years than I have worn in 

the subsequent 10 years put together. Today my professional dress usually consists of 

dress pants, a nice shirt, and New Balance tennis shoes or Justin rhinestone-bedazzled 

flip flops. I keep an emergency pair of flats in my office for meetings. The problem with 

dress shoes is I cannot exude the energy that is necessary to be an effective teacher in a 

shoe which can both easily trip me up or break my ankle. My relationship with the dress 

heels has got to go before I can become a better teacher. The best teachers are 

comfortable in the shoes that they wear, because the students can immediately see a 

teacher who is uncomfortable in his or her own skin. 

Day 1: Who is the Sage on this Stage Anyway? 

As I launch into my sage-on-the-stage day one speech, I share with them that 

yes, I am 19 years old. I went through The University in two years. I am the youngest 

certified teacher in the state, and when they leave my classroom they will be ready for 

anything that requires reading, research, and writing. Snickers echo from the boys in the 

back row, but they contain themselves for now. I lay down the ground rules, just as I 

have read in Lee Canter’s Assertive Discipline book, that all actions are based upon 

choices and that those choices have consequences.  

One of the girls sitting by my desk interrupts me to ask how exactly I was able to 

graduate from The University in two years, so I tell them about my childhood. This 

lesson is not the one I have planned for today, but maybe it is important, anyway.  
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Bitten By the Teaching Bug  

My recognition of the value of education arises both from my mother and 

my paternal grandfather.  

Mother is very proud of graduating from college. Neither of her siblings 

graduated from college. From the day that I was born, she always 

emphasized that I would go to college also. As for me, the question of 

whether or not I would attend college was never a question. I would go—

period. 

Aside from my mother, my paternal grandfather was the person who 

most emphasized the value of education in my life. He was the person 

who drove me to Tech for the first time and showed the University to me. 

He was the person who helped me to believe that I could do anything and 

overcome anything through education. (CB 73-83). 

How have these experiences impacted me both personally and pedagogically? 

Personally, I have always been determined to do whatever it takes to pursue my 

education. I have always treated every student who walks into my classroom 

(and my own children) as though higher education is a given. I have always 

taught my classes as though every single student in the classroom will be going 

to college; therefore, every student must be college ready. Not only have these 

experiences impacted the way that I teach, I feel like these experiences have also 

dictated my course toward teaching.  

I think that my love for teaching comes from my mother. I have always 

known her to teach students from an area community college who are at the 

clinical level of radiology school. She was also my first teacher. I learned to read 
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from her radiology textbooks. I knew every bone in the body by its correct name 

before I started kindergarten (CB85-89).  

While I have always known that my mom was a teacher at heart, and that 

literacy was important in my life, my first epiphany regarding teaching did not 

come until I was a bit older. It came as the result of being given the opportunity 

to teach. In looking back, it was this moment, this opportunity, which set the 

course for my personal narrative journey. I was bitten by the teaching bug. Once 

I was infected by that particular bug, there was no turning back to my view of life 

before. 

When I was eight, I began taking karate classes. By the time that I was 

fourteen, my sensei allowed me to assist him with teaching the younger 

children’s classes. The teaching bug bit me; I was hooked for life. 

Watching the “aha” moment materialize on someone else’s face creates 

an endorphin rush that is rivaled only by the rush of jumping from a 30-

foot tall tower to zip line. Ironically, the eldest son of my sensei was in 

the very first class of students that I taught as a fully certified teacher (CB 

91-96). 

Twenty years later, I still find myself getting the same endorphin 

rush every time a student or an educator that I am teaching experiences 

that moment of epiphany. For me, epiphany, and embarking upon the 

beginning of a life’s journey are synonymous. Both bring about a rush of 

adrenaline. Both are rewarding, but often challenging, experiences. It is 

through the paths that we traverse that we build the relationships which 

lead up to the moment of epiphany. As an educator, I cannot make a 
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difference in the life of a student if I do not build a strong, positive 

mentoring relationship with that student. In my own life, I cannot make a 

difference without building strong, positive relationships with the 

characters which color my life.  

Conquering Can’t and Won’t Through Literature and Love 

My life’s journey has always been marked by groundbreaking activities. 

Everything that I was told I could not do, I did. Can’t and Won’t seem to have 

dominated much of my life.  

“You can’t be in labor. I won’t call the doctor.” These are the words that 

the nurse spoke to my mother minutes before I entered the world much 

earlier than expected. 

“You can’t enroll her in school yet. We won’t allow it; her birthday is too 

close to September 1.” These are the words that the school officials 

spoke to my mother upon her initial attempt to enroll me in 

kindergarten. 

“You can’t be a member of Student Government. We won’t allow a dual 

credit student to be active with campus organizations.” These are the 

words that the junior college powers-that-be spoke to me upon my 

attempt to become a member of a student leadership organization. 

“You can’t get married at the age of eighteen. You won’t finish college, 

and the marriage won’t last.” These are the words that the high school 

math teacher spoke to me upon learning of my engagement. 

“You can’t take twenty-seven hours in one semester. You won’t pass any 

of them.” These are the words that the Dean of the College of Arts and 

Sciences spoke to me upon signing the override slip to allow me to take 

the desired coursework. 

“You can’t be a successful high school teacher. You are too young. The 

students won’t respect you.” These are the words that the 
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superintendent of the school district who first hired me spoke at the 

conclusion of my interview with him. 

“You can’t go to graduate school. You have a baby. You won’t be able to 

keep up with the coursework.” These are the words that a fellow teacher 

spoke to me upon learning that I had chosen to further my education. 

“You can’t get anywhere in education as a classroom teacher. You won’t 

advance more professionally.” These are the words that an administrator 

spoke to me to encourage me to seek out my principal’s and my 

superintendent’s certifications. 

“You can’t be a librarian, because a C&I degree is not the same as the 

MLS. You won’t be able to do this job alone.” These are the words that 

the retiring educator told me on the last day of school upon learning of 

my desire to be a curriculum specialist in charge of the campus learning 

resource center (CB 1-29). 

I have always met these two words with hardheadedness which would 

make a ram seem weak skulled. This attitude has been pervasive in both my 

personal life and my professional life. As an educator, I enjoy a challenge. Both 

personally and pedagogically, I always seem to figure out a way to overcome the 

challenge. Paramount to meeting that challenge has been my experience with 

both literature and love. To illustrate, let’s examine my early life. 

I was born in 1978 at a small community hospital in rural Texas. After 

being airlifted to a larger city, I spent several days of my early life in the neonatal 

intensive care unit. My mother has remarked throughout my life that I am “hard-

headed” and was determined to face life on my terms from the start (CB 30-34).  

I did not walk until I was two years old, because I was born with my left 

foot turned inward toward my right ankle. I spent the first two years of 

my life in white leather Stride Rite high tops with a metal bar screwed to 
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the bottom of them. Most children would have been frustrated by the 

inability to be mobile that resulted from wearing the brace; I, on the 

other hand, was delighted by it. When it came time for me to go to bed, 

my father carried me (amid my squeals and giggles) to my crib by the bar. 

Imagine the delight of a naturally-born adrenaline junkie embarking upon 

a nightly amusement park ride instead of sedately being carried to bed 

(CR 1-11). 

I am an only child and the youngest grandchild in my family. Rather than 

focusing upon self-mobility and independence, I spent my early years firmly 

ensconced in the arms of literature and love (CR 12-14). 

Some of my earliest memories of the printed word come from following 

along in the church hymnal as I snuggled up next to my grandmother in the next 

to the last pew on Sunday morning (CB 54-56). I learned to read from singing 

John Newton’s (1779) “Amazing Grace” and Charlotte Elliot’s (1835) “Just as I 

Am” with her. Much of the internal “talk” that serves as a subtext to my reading 

and annotating of text comes in the cadence of a Southern Baptist preacher 

illuminating the finer points of fire and brimstone in the Bible. And while some of 

the love illustrated in the Bible comes in the context of tough love, the text also 

illustrates the importance of love as an underlying requirement for effective 

instruction. Following these informal experiences with language and literacy 

were my first experiences with schooled literacy. 

I started kindergarten on my fifth birthday. My mother was determined 

that I would start school, despite the objections of the school. She went 

so far as to have me independently tested to show the school officials 

that not only could I start kindergarten, but also that I would be a 
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successful student. She knew that I would be five before the September 1 

deadline, and she insisted upon my being enrolled (CB 52-62).  

I learned through this experience the importance of an educator fighting 

for what is best for his or her students. I know that my pedagogy has been 

strongly influenced by my mother’s willingness to fight for what was right for 

me. As a result of this experience, I have always served as an advocate for my 

students, especially when they do not have a guardian who is able to advocate 

on their behalf at home. Sometimes my willingness to advocate for the students 

has placed me at odds with the school, but I fight for what is best for students, 

because I know the value of education. 

My ground breaking activities did not stop in high school. As an 

undergraduate, I broke more ground. However, most people would have termed 

what I did, if not a bit crazy, at least somewhat stupid. 

The final semester before I planned to do my student teaching, I lacked 

twenty-seven hours to be able to graduate in the spring. I determined 

that I would graduate at the end of the spring semester; it did not matter 

to me how many hours that I lacked. I spent two hours arguing my case 

before the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Because I was 

relentless, he gave me the override for the coursework. As I was leaving 

his office, he told me that I would either fail or drop half of the courses 

before the end of the semester. I took my twenty seven hours. Not only 

did I pass them, I would keep a 4.0 while doing it (CB 111-118). 

The result of these experiences is not just the satisfaction of proving the 

skeptics wrong (although that feels nice, too), it is more in the journey. For me 

enlightenment did not take place through the explicit, schooled curriculum. 
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Instead, it came in the form of a bit of spiritual enlightenment. I learned that I 

could accomplish anything that I set out to accomplish. I learned that I was 

capable of doing the impossible through setting goals, hard work, and good-old 

fashioned tenacity. I have also carried that knowledge and tenacity into my 

classroom. 

As the result of my life’s journey, I am a bit hard headed when it comes to 

teaching, too. Those students that everyone says cannot be reached, because 

they are beyond help, are my favorite students. I enjoy thinking outside the box 

to design curriculum and instruction that reaches these students. Sometimes 

that outside of the box thinking creates strife with colleagues, but I have learned 

through my life’s journey that every single student has a gift. If we learn what 

those gifts are, we as educators can not only reach that student, we can also 

help that student to create a new archetype in their own life’s journey. We can 

lead them to epiphany and enlightenment. 

Often, the path between epiphany and enlightenment is recursive in 

nature. It requires a bit of revisioning of established relationships and repetition 

of these three stages of the journey archetype before we are able to move on in 

our lives journeys. In my case, the revisioning of my relationships included both 

shifting my view of interpersonal relationships and shifting my thinking about 

education.  
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As I look back, this lesson was probably the most important one of the 

year. It was this lesson that planted the seed of an effective relationship with 

these students. It was this lesson that opened their ears to listening to me and 

learning from me. It also illustrated the importance of adopting narrative 

storytelling as an effective instructional tool. I could lecture to students about 

going to college and being successful, but to share my story with them opened 

their ears in a way that a preacher on a soapbox never could. 

Beanbags and Board Rooms 

After following the rabbit trail to this classroom with my class I proceed to cover 

rules, procedures, and consequences. I also let the students know that yes, the 

beanbags are okay for them lounge upon. Any student who is well-behaved and on-time 

to class may sit on the beanbags. Any destruction of the beanbags will result in their 

removal from the classroom. Any arguments over the beanbags will result in their 

removal from the classroom. Any student who is tardy will not be allowed to sit on the 

beanbags.  

The beanbags were another one of the most important tools that I used for 

developing positive relationships with these students. I gave them a comfortable place 

to sit. Over the years, students have told me that for teenagers to learn, they have to be 

comfortable. Just as high heels make it impossible for teachers to effectively teach, hard 

chairs and unyielding desks are not conducive to teenagers’ learning. The other 

important environmental tool toward building positive relationships with students was 

the boombox. Teenagers live life with a back-beat of their favorite tunes. I provided that 
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back-beat in the form of music to expand their horizons. Even though my music 

selections were not necessarily their selections, I created an environment which was 

both comfortable and conducive to learning. 

I give the students a syllabus which also includes these guidelines. I want their 

parents to sign the syllabus, but I know I can’t assign a grade for a parent signature. I 

have purposely planted spelling and grammar errors in the document, so I assign the 

students homework that requires them to work with a parent to proofread and correct 

the document. Both student and parent are to sign the document showing that they 

have worked together.  

This assignment will turn out to be one of the worst ones I have ever given in my 

career, but it will be very educational in developing my teaching literacy. This lesson did 

more for destroying one teaching relationship than any other in my career. Because I 

made this lesson the first one of the year, one of the boys in the class closed his ears to 

me on day one. Unbeknownst to me, his mother was in the hospital. Rather than talking 

to me about it, he chose not to do the assignment. That assignment created a negative 

tone to our relationship, so he chose not to do several more just because of that 

negative tone. To make a long story short, because our relationship was negative, I was 

never able to build a positive relationship with his mother either. Rather than helping 

this student to find success, we both ended up with lawyers present in front of a grading 

challenge hearing in front of the school board. While I won the hearing, I lost that 

student forever. He never learned anything from me, but I learned a great deal from 
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both him and his mother. I learned compassion. I learned the importance of positive 

relationship building to the educative process. I learned not to repeat the same mistake 

twice. 

Our first unit is going to be Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations. It is in our 

textbook, and I have planned for the students to read the text for homework so that we 

may engage in literary discussion of the text in a literature seminar format. On Day 2, 

they are to turn in their corrected and signed syllabus for a 100. They should have read 

chapters 1 through 3 in the book.  

Interlude: Getting “Schooled” by the High Schoolers 

Every student but the one next to the one who would not raise his head off of his 

desk on Day 1 returned the signed syllabus. On this day, Mr. Sleepy chose to use his 

Literature textbook as a pillow. I said his name three times before he responded to me. 

When he picked up his head, I noticed that his pupils were pin-points, but being the 

naïve young teacher that I was, I did not know what that sign meant. I also did not pick 

up on the smell of ammonia surrounding him, or the fact that his face was broken out 

into awful sores. I certainly did not pick up on the tooth missing at the front of his 

mouth, so I pressed the issue. 

“Young man, when you come to my class, you will stay awake. You will keep your 

head up, and you will participate in this class. Do you understand me?” I lectured him in 

my sternest “I am the adult in this room” voice. 
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Did he pick up his head and pay attention? Did he participate in my planned 

discussion?  

No, he did not. 

Instead, he picked up the heavy, navy blue and orange literature textbook, and 

he launched it at me while raging, “Leave me the hell alone, bitch!”  

My only two thoughts were, “Damn, this is going to hurt,” and “He called me 

bitch!” Being the karateka that I was, I side-stepped the book. It missed me, and hit 

another student in the face. It turned out that she was his girlfriend. Today was also 

going to be his last day in my class. I sent the girl with the bloody nose across the quad 

to the junior high so that we could make sure that her nose was not broken.  

My feelings were really hurt because he called me a “bitch.” I did not want to be 

known as that kind of teacher. I also took the insult personally. At this point in my 

career, I had not yet learned the importance of developing a thick skin. I still allowed 

students to “push my buttons” to escalate confrontations. One of the most important 

pedagogical tools that I have developed over time is an even temperament. It is 

important to never let students know that they are upsetting you; as soon as they see 

that they are visibly pushing your buttons, the nature of the teaching relationship 

changes. The student becomes so focused upon pushing the teacher’s buttons that no 

learning can take place. 
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I sent one of the girls sitting by my desk to the office to get the principal. He 

removed the young man from the room, but in front of the class requested, “Mrs. 

Hardin, will you stop by my office during your conference period?”  

Let’s talk a bit about the debriefing that took place in his office later that day. 

“Mrs. Hardin, what in the world happened?” he asked in a grandfatherly voice. 

So I told him. 

“Let’s talk about what it looks like when a student is high. That boy was high. 

Always look at their eyes before you force a confrontation. You could have really been 

hurt, and we don’t want that to happen, do we? I am going to send you to some training 

at the service center. One of the trainings is for the School Safety Institute and the other 

one is on Kagan Cooperative Learning. I think that both of these will really help you. You 

are doing a good job, but don’t let those boys in that class get by with anything, okay?” 

He patted me on the back as he ushered me from his office. 

As I think back upon that day, I realize how badly everything could have gone. I 

am also very angry with how patronizing this conversation was. The student could have 

assaulted me. The girl’s nose could have been broken. I could have totally lost control of 

the classroom, but instead the peanut gallery at the back of the room decided that I was 

pretty cool, because I sidestepped that book so neatly. While I missed out on 

establishing a positive teaching relationship with Mr. Sleepy, I did establish a positive 

relationship with the gaggle of boys on the back row. The girl broke up with Mr. Sleepy, 
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because she learned how violent he could be. She even thanked me for forcing him to 

show his true colors. In hindsight, I would not sidestep the book now. I would do 

anything to keep one of my students from becoming injured.  

After that, I spent quite a bit of time researching the signs of drug use. This topic 

was not one that had been covered in college, and frankly, I was very naïve. I grew up 

leading a very sheltered life in a very small town. I wouldn’t have known what marijuana 

looked like if someone pointed it out to me. As for meth, it was so new to the area, I am 

not sure that any of the educators in the building knew a lot about it. The boy was high 

on a combo of the two substances. I am not sure that I would have researched such an 

unsavory topic if this incident had not occurred, but from that day forward, I knew the 

signs of students who were high. Rather than confronting the student, I learned to work 

with the administration, counselor, and in later districts, the school resource officers, to 

make sure that the student received the help that he or she needed to ensure his or her 

own safety as well as the safety of other students. In hindsight, the removal of this 

student from the classroom was not the most effective decision for him. We should 

have worked to get him into a drug treatment program in addition to just sentencing 

him to a disciplinary alternative educational setting. He never attended the DAEP, and 

was later convicted for drug distribution. Maybe if we had approached the situation a 

little differently, we could have helped him to be a more productive member of society. 

Sending me to the two trainings at the service center were the best gifts that my 

principal could have given me. Let’s address the Kagan training first. It was very obvious 
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to my principal that I was a proponent of collaborative learning. However, I was such a 

neophyte that I did not yet have all of the knowledge that I needed to successfully 

manage such an environment in my own classroom. We had been shown the Jigsaw II 

strategy in college, but no mention of how to manage actual students occurred. As a 

result of the two days with the Kagans at the service center, I acquired the teaching 

literacy needed to ensure that my collaborative classroom allowed for the success of my 

students while actively engaging them in the learning. My well thumbed binder and 

Kagan manual still sit on the bookshelves in my office, and I still pull and adapt tools 

from this textbook to help engage my students in learning. 

Sending me to the School Safety Institute was a move which has greatly 

impacted my career over the years. Since I started teaching right after Columbine, the 

climate in education was a bit different than it had been when I was still a student in the 

K12 setting. A sense of fear was pervasive throughout schools and one the topics which 

we had been discussing in depth at our faculty meetings was how to ensure that our 

campus was safe. Even as a very small, rural district, we had, over the summer, received 

a grant to purchase two walk through metal detectors and two handheld detectors. A 

great deal of controversy had arisen in the community as a result of the purchase of the 

metal detectors. Our school was being referred to as a prison and a maximum security 

lockdown unit. This perception was one that we did not want fostered in the 

community, so as a first year teacher, I was able to attend this Institute. When I 

returned I worked closely with both the principal and the counselor to draft a crisis 

management plan for our campus. The crisis management plan did not include a plan 
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for using the metal detectors in any circumstance. The negative PR outweighed the 

possible benefits of using the devices. As far as its contribution to my teaching literacy, 

the institute lead me to assume a leadership role on my campus from my first year in 

education. I am sure that this incident set the stage for me to continue my education 

and to mentor other teachers. I also think it helped to set the stage for my dislike of 

patriarchal patronization from administrators. As an educational leader, I hope that I 

never patronize the members of my educational community. Instead, I hope to build 

relationships based upon mutual respect as equal partners in the educational process. 

Listening to the Peanut Gallery 

As we returned to Dickens, I developed another tool in my teaching literacy 

toolbox. I truly became a character actor on my stage (SLI 1-298). The students did not 

read those assigned chapters. So I took a novel approach to covering the content; I 

listened to what they had to say to me. My karate teacher’s son said that it was too hard 

to read the book because the language was difficult. The students did not speak that 

way today. It also was not like a story on TV. They could not create the pictures of the 

story in their minds. 

Thinking back to the many hours that my grandmother and mother spent 

reading to me, I remembered that when they read “The Three Billy Goats Gruff,” they 

did the voices. I could actually see the characters in my mind’s eye. It was through her 

oral reading that I learned how to create those pictures in my mind. I decided that oral 

reading and creating the voices was an effective approach to teaching literature. I 

couldn’t afford to buy the book on tape, so every day for six weeks, I read Great 
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Expectations out loud. I acted out the scene with the moldering wedding cake. I made 

the students feel Miss Havisham’s pain through the words on the page.  

To my surprise, they were able to draw the action in the story. They were as 

engaged in the story as if they were watching Varsity Blues. They became attached to 

the characters—even the peanut gallery on the back row.  

These students taught me two lessons. The first one was about the importance 

of listening to the students. Classroom management was not an issue; the students 

knew I listened. They knew I cared. They knew I (as Mrs. Hardin, the teacher) would 

stand on my head (yes, shy Kara) if it meant they would learn. The phrase sage-on-the-

stage took on new meaning to me. Before, it meant the wizened professor standing on 

the ivory tower imparting his wisdom upon the scholarly masses. Instead, it meant that I 

was an actor on a stage. Through my persona, I built relationships and led students to 

learning. I also learned about the power of the persona on the stage. It did not matter if 

I was insecure or shy in real life. It did not matter that I was 19 years old. On that stage, I 

could be anyone or anything that it took to make students both love learning and want 

to learn. I learned that engaged learners are eager learners. I learned that engaging 

learners meant listening to what they had to say about what engaged them in learning. 

Interlude: Tackling the Copenhagen in the Room 

While I was coming to understand how to build relationships with most 

students, I was still afraid of parents. The act of actually communicating with 

parents was laughable. I hated parent conference days. I did not want to make 

phone calls. I did not want to make parents equal partners in their students’ 
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learning. I preferred to avoid the two phones accessible to teachers in the 

building. I did not want to address envelopes. I certainly did not want to have 

parent conferences. I often used parent conferences as threats to students. Case 

in point---my karate teacher’s son. On day 1, I noticed that he was dipping snuff. 

On day 2, I decided to tackle that issue. I called him to the hall. 

“What is in your mouth?” I asked, knowing the answer from the tale-tell 

wintergreen smell emanating from his mouth. 

“Nothing,” he replied looking at the ground. 

“I’m going to call your dad and tell him you are dipping in my class.” 

“Please don’t Mrs. Hardin. I won’t do it again, I promise.” 

“Come on, let’s go to the office. We will call him right now.” 

As I was marching him down the hall, he begged me not to call his 

parents. About half way to the office, I noticed that he was turning green. I 

thought he was that afraid of my threat to speak to his parents. I was wrong. 

He swallowed the Copenhagen to destroy the evidence before his dad 

got to the school. By the time that dad got there, the boy was violently vomiting 

in the restroom across the hall from the main office. Dad and the principal 

decided that the boy had received enough punishment for his actions. 
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As I look back upon this incident, I have to ask myself if I would have 

called the parents on this issue if it had been a different student. I know that at 

that point in my career, I would have simply written a referral, taken the student 

to the office, and let the principal deal with the parents after the fact. The only 

reason that I called the parents in this instance was that I knew them. They were 

not a scary entity. Then something happened that changed my viewpoint toward 

parental involvement in education completely. 

I had a child of my own. It was after she was born, I decided that I needed 

to get schooled through some more formal routes in order to be the best 

educator that I could be. I also began to re-examine my relationship with both 

teaching and the content. The curiosity that I saw my toddler exhibit made me 

want to know more about effective literacy instruction. It also made me want to 

further explore the impact of my lived experiences upon my pedagogy. 

Returning to Formal Schooling 

Despite the success of my students and my continued love for teaching, I felt 

compelled to return to college. I thought at the time that the best place for me to be 

was in a program for Curriculum and Instruction. At the time I vaguely felt that I wanted 

to be a district level curriculum director. So after my eldest daughter, KD, was born, I 

decided to go back to college to get a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction. My 

choice of majors was dictated greatly by my love of watching the natural learning that I 

observed my toddler gleaning from the world around her. I could return to school, keep 
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up with my coursework, and be a great mom; I would graduate with my M.Ed. in C&I 

shortly before my second daughter, K, was born (CB 125-183).  

Family Lived Literacy Narrative in One Act 

It was as the result of the birth of my daughters and my return to 

school that I first began examining the narrative of my life. This stage of 

my life is best represented in the form of dramatic narrative. This form of 

representation is especially effective, because I learned from my students 

that the best teachers are on a stage. They are also influenced by the 

voices of the characters that are most important in their lives. 

[I stand alone on the stage. On a table in front of me are various items 

representative of the different voices that form the narrative of my life. 

As the academic, I hold the mortarboard. As myself, I hold a reflexive 

journal. As my daughter, I hold a tattered Winnie the Pooh Bear and a 

journal. As my mother, I hold a dishtowel with which to clean silver.] (FLL 

4-7) 

Aside: 

Traditionally, we think of parents acting as a 

teacher to teach their children. It is this role which I will 

examine first. I will examine how the lessons that my 

children have taught me have impacted my pedagogy. 

The Parent-teacher Teaching the Child 

Author as Academic:  

*Holding the cap.+ According to Gee (2004), “most social languages and 

genres are clearly not acquired by direct instruction” (p. 123.)  
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As I have observed my eldest daughter in her interactions with her 

toddler-hood best friend, a stuffed Winnie the Pooh Bear, in her writings 

from her early school career, and  with her interactions with me, I am 

able to see the indirect and direct influences that I, as parent-teacher, 

have had upon my daughter with regard to literacy (FLL 9-16). 

Aside:  

I know that these influences have also impacted my 

pedagogy. Mostly they are indirect, but they have certainly 

schooled me in my lived literacy journey. What is it that I 

have learned from my children? How do I use it in my 

classroom? I hope that I see similar values in my classroom 

that I do with my own children. I would like to think that as 

an educator I am teaching my students the way that I 

would prefer my own children to be taught. 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 

Pooh Bear has been KD’s constant companion since birth. I bought 

the Bear for her while I was still pregnant. He was in her crib when 

she came home from the hospital and has traveled with her to 

every place she has ever visited. As I observe them now, Pooh’s 

once soft yellow head and snugly satin-edged blanket body is 

dingy grey.  No amount of Clorox 2 can brighten his color. Despite 

almost daily washing, his care tag is shredded and blackened from 

KD’s constant rubbing of the tag between her thumb and 

forefinger. Pooh really needs to be retired to the safety of my 

cedar chest, but KD hates the “replacement” that I bought for 
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him. Even though the bears are identical, she knows the 

difference (FLL 18-27).  

KD, age 3, [speaking to Pooh]: 

Let’s play puzzles. You play puzzles, Mommy? Mommy’s doing her 

homework.  

[Another child sits 10 feet from where KD is sitting. KD does not look at 

this child. She looks at Pooh Bear while speaking. She does not look at 

me.](FLL 29-31) 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 

There is not a time in KD’s life when I have not had my nose stuck 

in some kind of book—be it for pleasure or for homework. I have 

read to her from the time that I learned I was pregnant with her. 

Her favorite story in utero was “The Teddy Bear’s Picnic.” Her love 

for books has continued throughout her early childhood. She still 

loves stories with any kind of bear in them. Most days, the floor of 

her playroom is covered with books that she is “reading” to her 

stuffed animals and to Pooh Bear. Every night, we put the books 

back on the shelf. Every afternoon, she gets them all down again 

(FLL 32-39). 

Aside: 

I have observed a similar phenomenon in my 

classroom. My classroom has always been filled to 

overflowing with books and other texts. I think that this 

phenomenon is one of the reasons which I love teaching in 

the library. I feel like effective education must include 

books and literacy. I hope that like my own children, my 
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students can feel and emulate my love of books. I hope 

that my love of reading is contagious and is derived both 

implicitly and explicitly.  

One of the best tools for uncovering both the 

implicit and explicit curriculum is the journal. It is also one 

of the best tools for uncovering what works and what does 

not work in a teacher’s pedagogy. 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 

KD has a collection of documents from Kindergarten in a journal-

type book entitled “My Squiggle Book.” Included in the book are a 

collection of five “squiggle” doodles. KD was encouraged to 

elaborate upon the squiggles, color them, then write about her 

creations. Squiggle 1 started out as a rudimentary arrow. KD 

elaborated upon the arrow by adding spokes to it. It looks roughly 

like an open book. The areas within the spokes are colored in 

multi-colors. The coloring is within the lines. Next to the drawing 

is a stick figure denoted as female by a triangle shaped body. The 

smiling face sports long hair and a big smile. There are no hands 

or feet on the figure. On the next page KD writes, “tant mini 

Momm is Kanpi.” (FLL 41-49) 

KD, age 5:  

[Referring to the squiggle drawing she completed in kindergarten.]  

“That’s my mom. She is KLH. See the picture on that page? The smiling 

girl is mom.” (FLL 50-52)  

Aside: 

Two aspects of this picture stick out to me. The first 

is the book. It illustrates to me the importance of literacy in 
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my pedagogy. The second is my smile. Both colleagues and 

former students point out two things that they remember 

from my class and about me. The first is that I love 

knowledge, reading, and learning. The second is that I love 

teaching. The greatest impact that I see my children have 

had upon my pedagogy is that it is important to show my 

students that I love books. The second facet of pedagogy 

that I think is important is to approach education with a 

smile. In developing relationships with students it is 

important to be both pleasant and positive about working 

with students. Students do not respond as positively to 

teachers who have frowns upon their faces. Students are 

not receptive to learning from teachers who hate to teach 

and who hate content. Both parties are miserable, and a 

positive teaching relationship cannot emerge from such an 

environment. The key to developing such positive 

relationships is time. 

KLH: [Reading from the reflexive journal.] 

During the fall semester of KD’s first grade year, I completed an 

elementary administrative internship with the principal of KD’s 

campus.  KD’s teacher was very welcoming of my presence in her 

classroom. Upon finishing my internship, I began spending my 

conference period one day per week in her room. I typically 

played math games with the students during center time. I also 
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observed her working with students in literacy centers and 

sharing big books with them. Every time that I came into the 

room, KD came to me and proudly hugged me. The students on 

campus came to know me as KD’s mom. All were very happy to 

see me. KD brought home straight A’s during her time in first 

grade (FLL 53-62).  

Aside: 

I learned during this year how important it is to 

show students that you care about them. One of the most 

important ways that a teacher can develop a positive 

relationship with students is to give students the gift of 

their time. As a teacher, I have always found it important 

to give every student who comes to me for help the 

impression that I have nothing better to do than listen to 

and help that student. In reality, I do not have anything 

better to do than to help a student to be successful. Every 

report and bit of paperwork that comes my way takes 

second place to educating the student. My daughter was 

instrumental in enlightening me toward this facet of 

effective pedagogy. I also learned the power of the journal 

in scaffolding learning; I was enlightened by my daughter 

to the power of integrating the journal for modeling into 

my pedagogical practices. 

Author as Academic:  
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[Holding the cap and the dialog journal.] As the result of reading 

Morningstar (1999) KD and I started a dialog journal in which we write to 

each other. Gee (2004) notes that “while some forms of (appropriately 

timed) scaffolding, modeling, and instructional guidance by mentors 

appear to be important, immersion in meaningful practice is essential” (p. 

123).  

Hopefully, the dialog journal will serve as a form of meaningful 

practice for my daughter. I do not know how much of an impact that my 

words will have upon her reading, but it seems to have improved upon 

our relationship. As teachers, we can learn much from the knowledge 

that our students construct. We can see their strengths and their 

weaknesses through the construction of knowledge. Much as the journal 

allows me into KD’s head, a tool such as a dialectical journal allows us a 

“sneak peak” inside the heads of our students. Without seeing what 

students really know and what they really don’t know, our attempts at 

teaching them are nothing more than a shot in the dark (FLL 64-76). 

I believe that reading comes from a combination of hard-wiring 

and acquired knowledge. I also believe that it is possible to create new 

“wiring” through the knowledge that a learner constructs (Alexander & 

Fox, 2004). The journal is a tool for the creation of the writing (FLL 77-80). 
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The dialog journal was effective in opening up lines of 

communication previously unexplored between the two of us. The 

journal is an effective instructional tool in that I am able to answer KD’s 

questions and that I am able to model effective writing practices for her. 

The journal also allowed me to grasp the “teachable moment” even as 

the parent-teacher; the same concept may be extended to the classroom.  

Aside: 

As the result of this particular parent-teaching 

practice, I have actually extended this concept to my 

classroom. The journal proved to be the most effective tool 

that I added to my pedagogy for both modeling thinking 

and writing and for establishing positive relationships with 

my students. I have learned my students’ interests through 

journaling and as such, I am able to derive pedagogical 

practices that are specifically geared toward helping 

individual students to achieve success, for example: 

KD expressed an interest in being a doctor. We 

were able to step beyond the boundaries of the 

journal to consult experts in the field; luckily, one 

of my lifelong friends happens to be a family 

practice physician. Another teachable moment 

occurred in response to poetry that KD wrote in 

her journal and asked me to peruse. She was 

having difficulty with spelling, and in the moment, I 
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could tell her a trick to overcome the obstacle (FLL 

81-90). 

KLH: [Reading from Dialog Journal.] 

Dear KD, 

Class was interesting. I am learning about what makes good 

readers and writers. I know from my classes how important it is 

for you to learn to do both well. College classes are hard work but 

they are a lot of fun. I can’t wait until the day that you graduate 

from college (FLL 99-104).  

I like writing to you in your journal. I think writing is important. It 

lets us “look” into the minds of other people. I like how reading 

your writing lets me know more about you. When I write for 

myself, it seems like it allows me to “think” things through better 

than just in my head. 1)What do you think about writing? 2) Is it 

important to you? 3)How do you think that you can use your 

writing? 4) When you go to college what do you think you want to 

be? 

Mom (FLL 101-111) 

 

KD: [Holding Pooh and reading from dialog journal.] 

Dear Mom [,] 

1) I think writing is fun. 2) Yes I think it is verry [very] fun. 3) To 

have a grate to use all the time. 4) I whant [want] to be a Docter 

[Doctor]. 

KD (FLL 112-116) 

Aside: 

I would have never learned about my daughter’s 

interests or her perceived weaknesses if I had not adopted 

the journal as a pedagogical tool. The same concept holds 
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true for the classroom. I feel like it is important to get to 

know our students in order to devise pedagogical 

strategies which are individualized to the learning needs of 

each student. Her journal uncovered multiple opportunities 

to devise these strategies. 

Unearthing pedagogical tools from the lived 

experiences of the teacher is not limited to the parent-child 

relationship. It transcends generations. It is possible to look 

to multiple generations to unearth tools which will help us 

to effectively educate students. We must only examine 

those experiences to mine them for their pedagogical 

potential. 

Author as Academic: [Holding cap.]  

The notion of the parent-teacher seems to transcend the generations in 

my family. My family exhibits a rich oral tradition imbued with strong 

links between love and literacy (Cline, 2003; Genisio, Bruneau, & 

Casbergue, 1999; Janes & Kermani, 2001; Morrow, 1993; Ochs, 1986; 

Teale & Sulzby, 1986).  

Aside: 

 It is necessary to look to the communities of learners 

which comprise our life characters in order to examine the 

lived experiences which influence our pedagogical 

practices. 
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MAW-MAW: [Speaking to me while washing silver..] 

Mother would read our Sunday school lessons to us until we got 

to where we could read ourselves (FLL 176-178).  

KLH:  

Did Pa-pa read much? 

MAW-MAW: [Washing silver.] 

Yeah. He really did considering he only had a fifth grade 

education. He read Life magazine. He read almanacs. He read 

rodeo magazines. He read horse magazines. He read Horse Trader 

magazine. Rodeo books. Zane Grey’s westerns.   

Author as Academic: [Holding cap.]  

My other grandfather had several issues of Life magazine from the 1960’s 

that he gave to me. I never realized how precious those magazines were 

until now. McCarthy (2001) notes "virtually all children in a literate 

society have numerous experiences with print before beginning school 

because literacy practices are embedded within the social fabric of family 

life" (p. 145).  Taylor (1983) noted that parents' memories of their literacy 

experiences affected the way that they interacted with their children.  

Teale (1986) found that literacy did not consist of isolated events but 

rather as rich social components located in homes and communities.   

Aside:  

In looking back, literacy was imbedded in the social 

fabric of my everyday life. Effective classroom literacy 

instruction must also be embedded into the social fabric of 

everyday classroom life. Literacy instruction which is 

discrete and separate from the usual order of things in the 

classroom will lack meaning in the scope of instruction. The 

concept of discrete literacy instruction is one of the reasons 
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why I emerged from two years of college Spanish 

instruction feeling like I did not learn anything. However, 

seven years of living in a community where most people 

were bilingual made me feel as though I were fluent in the 

second language. The difference between the two 

scenarios lies in the way that the language literacy 

instruction was delivered. In college, the lesson was in the 

form of recorded, decontextualized, discrete language in a 

language lab. In real life, the language was contextualized 

to everyday usage. It made sense. It was naturally 

embedded into the environment. When it comes to 

pedagogy, the desired content needs to be embedded into 

the everyday environment of the classroom. This concept is 

one of the reasons that narrative as a teaching tool is a 

very effective practice. Modeling of the desired outcome is 

also very important to my pedagogy. For example, 

MAW-MAW: [Washing silver.] 

[Pa-Pa] actually read more stuff than anybody. Mother read the 

Bible. Mother only read the Bible. I introduced her to the other 

books [referring to Harlequin romance novels.]  

The first book that I remember buying for myself through 

Scholastic was On Your Toes Suzy. In fact I think I read that book 

to you. I tried to teach [you] and tell [you] that you can go 

anywhere and do anything once you learn to read. That ability 
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gave you openings for a life that was important to you. How I 

opened it up…by letting *you+ see that reading was an enjoyment, 

by reading to [you], and making [you] think that [reading] was the 

most exciting thing [you] would ever learn. Then making sure that 

books were available to [you]. I can remember telling you when 

you were little that you can read and you can go anywhere and 

you can see anything and never leave the house. Plus, you saw me 

start many projects—and not always finish them—by reading 

about them in a book *chuckles+. They don’t always turn out like I 

think they’re going to (FLL 198-213).1y  

Aside: 

Not only is modeling an important facet of my 

pedagogy, but also the point-of-need availability of 

content specific materials is important. Having curricular 

materials ready at point-of-need is empowering. It makes 

the learner feel as though he or she may conquer any 

mountain or obstacle which he or she encounters. Looking 

back at these experiences and discussions, it is 

enlightening as to the importance of curricular availability 

in both building relationships and establishing effective 

pedagogy. The implicit messages sent through point-of-

need availability of curricular materials create lasting 

impressions in the learner. As such, they are a powerful 

facet of effective pedagogy. 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 
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 I guess she must have passed something on. I’m a doctoral 

student. It involves a lot of reading. I’ve always thought that I 

could do anything that I wanted to do no matter what obstacle 

was placed in my path, so she did a pretty good job. I can 

remember growing up that Friday night trips to the bookstore 

were the best things to ever happen. I could not wait to get a new 

book.  

I was such a voracious reader that in fifth grade my Dad bought 

me my first Stephen King book, It because it was over 1000 pages 

long and he hoped that it would last me two weeks to read it. My 

fifth grade teacher had a fit because I brought the book to school 

to read. She called my parents to determine if it was ok if I read 

such books. My dad told her that it must have been because he 

bought it for me. I guess that this incident right here is why I really 

don’t censor what my students read. I always figured that the 

more well read an individual is, the better equipped a person is to 

make judgments about the things that life throws at us.  

Most children sleep with stuffed animals. Mine sleep with books 

(and a flashlight). Funny. All of the years that I thought I was 

getting away with something because I would read my books by 

flashlight beneath the covers, it never occurred to me that 

Mother was the one that made sure the batteries never ran out 

(FLL 214-231).  

Aside: 

One of the most enlightening aspects of examining 

my lived literacy experiences has been the schooling which 

accompanied that flashlight. The most important role that 

an educator may play in educating others is acting as a 

flashlight to illuminate knowledge. One of the most 

important facets of effective pedagogy is energy. When it 

comes to instruction, teachers need to design it so that 
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students are enlightened to the importance of the 

curriculum in the greater scope of life. Take for example 

the discussion of the importance of literacy between a 

young child and her symbolic child: 

Just as important as the parent-child relationship in 

instruction is the role of the extended family in the lived 

literacy journey. Our journeys are never solitary; the 

extended family, or learning community which 

accompanies us upon our path, is instrumental in schooling 

us.  

Author as Academic: [Holding cap.]  

KDH suffered a major setback to her reading at the beginning of 

second grade; upon being required to read Accelerated Reader 

books at the pre-kindergarten level as a reading grade in class, she 

declared herself to be a non-reader despite having started second 

grade on a second grade, fifth month reading level. In her journal, 

KDH’s grandfather wrote a note to her that also seemed to have a 

lasting impression (FLL 281-286).  

Why is it that unschooled literacy may be more salient to our 

learners? How can we tap into this resource? I am very interested 

in how our own literacy experiences influence the literacy 

experiences of our children. I would also like to know how these 

experiences shape who we become. I would like to know if in 

practice unschooled literacy is more salient (FLL 298-302). 

Aside 

Looking at the impact of the educational 

community upon my daugher’s learning, unschooled 
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literacy is the more salient of our literacy experiences. In 

my lived literacy journey, this concept schooled me to the 

importance of knowing what my students backgrounds 

were. It underscored the importance of taking a bus trip to 

the farthest reaches of a school district during a Ruby 

Payne book study. Educators must see the diversity of the 

educational community they serve, from multimillion dollar 

ranches to one room shacks with no electricity. Our 

students emerge from these communities and our 

instruction must be adjusted to reach students from all 

walks of life. As a teacher we never know which influences 

are going to be the most salient to our own students’ 

learning. For example, 

Papa: 

[A male voice floats from beyond the stage.] 

Practice hard and do a good job (FLL 304-306). 

KD:  

[On the way home from her grandparents, to her sister and Pooh 

Bear.] You have to practice hard and do a good job (FLL 307-309).  

Aside: 

This edict from Papa carried more weight with my 

daughter than anything I, as her mother, or her teachers 

could say. Our extended families impact our learning in the 
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classroom. In my case, they have certainly impacted my 

teaching in the classroom. 

Author as Academic:[Holding cap.]  

In reflecting upon my own experience, I know that my 

grandparents had a profound effect upon my own literacy 

experiences. The trend is also observed with my mother. Brice 

Heath (2004) focuses on the dyadic language often seen between 

children and their caregivers; the point that she seems to be 

making is that the dyad is not enough. Communication must 

extend to multiple interactions for children to learn the language 

of their cultures effectively. Of particular importance is the triad 

developed through children's interactions with their 

grandparents. (Brice Heath, 1983; FLL 307-329). 

Aside: 

Brice Heath (1983) emphasizes the importance of 

the oral tradition in literacy instruction. She also 

emphasizes the power of the influence of multiple 

generations upon our motivations as learners. As teachers, 

we need to take advantage of the influence of both the 

oral tradition and multiple traditions upon the way that 

our students learn. We also need to realize that the oral 

traditions and influences of multiple generations from our 

own lived literacy experiences impact our biases and our 

pedagogical practices. 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 
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I should note that it is because of a promise that I made to my 

grandfather, my father’s father, that I continue to go to school for 

my Ph.D., despite the medical odds that are stacked against me. 

He is the person who most emphasized the value of education in 

my life. He is the person who drove me to Tech for the first time 

and showed the University to me. He is the person who helped 

me to believe that I could do anything and overcome anything 

through education. Because I promised him that I would get my 

Ph.D., I will get my degree no matter what odds I face. My favorite 

picture of him was taken about 1 month before his death. My 

daughter, then 6, was sitting in his lap reading to him (FLL 331-

340).  

I can remember Me-Ma reading to me until she literally had no 

voice left. I would sit with her in her perpetually squeaky rocking 

chair (the one that squeaked no matter how much WD40 was 

applied to its springs) for hours on end. She read me Bible stories 

and a stack of Little Golden Books. (FLL 341-349). 

Aside: 

My mother’s experiences with literacy echo my 

own. Her experiences strengthen my approach to 

pedagogy, because those experiences and echoes are so 

influential to my world view. 

MAW-MAW: [Drying silver.]  

In thinking about the greatest influence upon my literacy, I guess 

it would be my grandmother [maternal grandmother] and mother 

reading me Bible stories. And Little Golden Books. The same ones that 

Me-Ma read to you. Mostly I remember my Grandmother reading me 

Bible stories. She had no formal education, but she learned to read from 
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the Bible. That’s the way that she taught all of her kids to read. That’s the 

way that they learned to read back then. She read to us. I don’t know if 

Granny [paternal grandmother] even knew how to read. Grandpa C. 

[paternal grandfather] had a college education (FLL 351-359).  

Growing up we read Bible stories, Sunday school lessons. Bible 

stories were always read around our house. There were always books 

about the Bible, but that was about all there was. That was about all 

Mother read. Mother didn’t actually start reading other things until after 

she retired. All books in the house related to Bible study. Until Daddy got 

hurt. But magazines just weren’t readily available. Life magazine and 

some others. But they just weren’t available. Money was more tightly 

“clinged” to maybe. Trips to the library for me were, were I guess never 

really thought about. I’m sure that if I had asked to go, G. or M. *siblings] 

would have taken me. It just wasn’t an available thing (FLL 360-368).  

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 

I always remember Me-Ma having books about the Bible on the 

shelf in the dining room. I also remember that she had a complete 

set of encyclopedias at her house. Mother told me after I turned 

off the tape during an interview with her that she often read the 

encyclopedia’s and the Aesop’s fables in the back of them just so 

that she had something to read. Were books really not available? I 

often wonder if this phenomenon was localized to my mother’s 

family. They were very frugal, having lived through the Dust Bowl.  

It’s amazing how things change with grandchildren. My 

grandmother made all the time in the world to read to me. My 
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grandfather—pain riddled as he was—got down into the floor to 

play with me (FLL 369-381). 

MAW-MAW: [Washing silver.] 

When it comes to my grandchildren, hopefully I’ve passed 

[literacy values] on to my grandchildren [almost inaudible]. By finding 

crafts in books, by buying them many books, and also by telling the oldest 

one that it is so important for you to learn to read. I’m so proud of you. 

Again, you can go anywhere and do anything as long as you can read. And 

again, they see my books all over the house. And I like to buy books for 

them (FLL 382-388). 

Aside: 

This vignette underscores the importance of time, 

access to curricular resources, and taking on the role of the 

actor on the stage toward developing effective 

pedagogical practices. The last comments from Maw-Maw 

also underscore a component of effective instruction that I 

have not yet mentioned. One of the lessons of effective 

teaching which I have learned from my lived literacy 

experiences is the importance of telling our students that 

we are proud of them. It is also important to tell them that 

they can be successful and that they are doing a good job. 

As educators we need to realize that it is important for us 
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to look to the students themselves in enlightening us upon 

our narrative journey. 

Author as Academic: [Holding cap.] 

The journal has been a great tool for my daughter to teach me 

about literacy and about her. Dyson (2006) states “In Kalman’s words, 

“Any use of writing and written texts implies understanding how 

convention, purpose, knowledge, and power are negotiated to produce a 

particular piece of writing (p. 275). Moreover, given new social 

circumstances for writing such as new institutional contexts or new 

relationships, any ‘expert’ can become a ‘novice’” (p. 152).  

I like the idea of the expert becoming the novice depending on 

the context of the learning situation. In this way could we say that we are 

all emergent readers and writers? The traditional classroom and 

traditional teaching methods are probably the biggest handicap for 

emerging writers. For our students to become better writers, we as 

parent-teachers or classroom educators need to overcome the “sage on 

the stage” mentality (FLL 390-401). 

KLH: [Reading from reflexive journal.] 

The journal has been powerful for me to explore why I do the things that 

I do. However, it has been even more powerful in another aspect. KD and 

I have never had a strong communication link between us—not since the 

day of her birth. We have never been able to talk to each other. I feel 

that the journal has strengthened our communication patterns as both 
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mother and daughter. She actually tells me what is going on in her head 

through the journal. I even  started acting as a scribe because she told me 

she could not keep up with her thoughts in order to get them down on 

the page fast enough (FLL 403-411). 

Aside: 

While the journal has great potential to help 

educators to design effective instruction geared specifically 

toward individual learners, the same difficulty that my 

daughter mentioned accompanies our high school students 

when it comes to writing. They can’t keep up with their 

thinking, so they get frustrated. We as educators perceive 

their frustration as an attempt to subvert our instruction. 

However, we could learn from our students what we need 

to teach them if only they were able to express these needs 

through multiple modes of expression. 

It is here that tools such as Dragon Dictation for 

iPad or Dragon Naturally Speaking may be effective 

pedagogical tools, because they allow students to write in 

such a way that they may keep up with their thoughts. 

However, not every curricular artifact needs to be in 

writing. Discussion and speech lead to effective learning. 

Unfortunately, they are not always as used as they could 

be. It took my daughter mentioning the difficulty with 

keeping up with her thoughts to make me recognize the 
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importance of designing instruction with multiple learning 

artifacts as a possible goal. My mother also recognized the 

power of listening to the learner in instruction. Her 

vocalizing this concept also served to school me. 

MAW-MAW [Washing Silver.]:  

When it comes to my parents influencing my literacy, I think I 

influenced that instead of the other way around. [Mother] taught me to 

read the Bible stuff. And she taught me to read the books to learn to do 

something. Her and Daddy both did. That would be their influence on me 

that I can see.  

But to read for enjoyment, I introduced to them. Because I 

probably bought Daddy…I can remember mother reading the Zane Grey, 

The Purple Sage, and I can remember her talking about that. But to see 

them read for enjoyment, I can’t remember either one of them doing 

that. I started to by books for them and then they started reading. But it 

just wasn’t something that anybody ever had time to do at that time. It 

was after they retired.  

And again, they weren’t readily available. You went to the library. 

Books were hard backs. And quite expensive. Paperbacks were just 

starting to come out…paperbacks were just starting to be available. I can 
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remember being excited to get the Weekly Reader and Scholastic where 

you could order books (FLL 412-425).  

Aside: 

 Examining my family’s lived literacy experiences 

through the lens of how it influenced my own pedagogy 

was an enlightening chapter of my lived literacy narrative. 

It served as an informal tool for schooling me on effective 

pedagogical practices both inside and outside of the 

classroom. It also led me to wonder where we go from 

here. 

Author as Academic: 

Morrow & Paratore (1993) note that if we don't pay attention to the 

things that occur in the home related to literacy and culture, then 

anything we attempt at school is not going to be successful.  As a part of 

our respect for everyone's culture we need to ensure that we use an 

eclectic approach to literacy assessment.  Literacy is a part of the fabric of 

everyday life as illustrated through the lived literacy experience.  Unwin 

(1995) sums up the implications for family involvement with literacy best 

by stating that "family literacy is not an end-state of being...[it] is 

characterized by motion; it is a process of becoming, not a product that 

emerges when certain criteria are met" (p. 556)(FLL 458-466). 
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First Steps to Educational Leadership 

As the results of my schooling, I still loved working with students and teaching 

them; however, I was not really that happy with how I was seeing schools (collectively) 

being ran (CB 135-140). It was from this perspective that I took my first steps toward 

becoming an educational leader. I went back to school again and quietly transitioned 

into a new pair of shoes. While traversing the path of my lived literacy journey thus far, 

dress shoes were the appropriate footwear selection. I thought that I would be wearing 

my slippers as I took online courses on my route to becoming an educational leader, but 

I was wrong. Instead, I put on some combat boots and forged some relationships that 

were not expected. 

Interlude: Combat Boots and Paper Booties 

My grandmother was the matriarch of lived literacy instruction in my 

own family, and when she passed away, I knew my life would forever be 

changed. I could not anticipate how those changes would occur. Five months to 

the day after my grandmother’s passing, I was diagnosed with Sjogren’s 

Syndrome, a close cousin to Rheumatoid Arthritis. The diagnosis was later 

rescinded to be Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) with Secondary Sjogren’s 

Syndrome plus a side order of Crohn’s Disease. The disease affects my digestive 

system, my joints, my nervous system, my heart, my eyes, and all of my internal 

organs, particularly the bile ducts of my liver and pancreas and the vascular 

structure of my kidneys. I’ve learned a lot about chronic pain in the past few 

years, and I have spent a lot of time in the hospital as a result of the problems 

caused by the SLE. I know that approximately every 3 to 6 months I will have to 
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return to the hospital for additional bile duct stenting, and I will likely be 

hospitalized with painful bouts of pancreatitis. Because I never know from day to 

day what surprises my body holds for me, every day that I have when I feel well, 

and I am not in the hospital is a precious gift that I use to its potential. That’s not 

to say that I am always able to keep such a positive outlook.  

In August of 2007, my hometown school district began tearing down my 

elementary school. Although my Mother and I both secured a brick from the 

scraps, this event marked a definite crossroads in my life—except the image of 

the crossroads with its two intersecting paths does not give the most accurate 

description of everything happening on my home front. I’m not sure that the 

image of the traffic circle, with its many paths intersecting the roundabout even 

gives an accurate description.  

The first of these roads was a highway grooved with road construction 

near The University. R got a speeding ticket while rushing to class during the first 

week of the semester. On the same day at work, he had gotten into a vocal 

disagreement with one of the administrators in an ARD meeting about the best 

course of action to help a child. What the administrator was proposing was 

illegal, and R. voiced his refusal to break the law. He was given a directive to do 

what he was told and to keep his mouth shut. He refused. 

The ticket and the unlawful edict seemed to set the tone for things that 

occurred in the weeks to come. As continuing negative pressure in retaliation for 
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his refusal to break the law mounted upon R., his blood pressure increased, and 

he was admitted to the hospital with chest pain only a day after I had been 

discharged from the hospital yet again. While he was in the cardiac intensive 

care unit, the powers-that-be hired an uncertified, minimally educated individual 

(who happened to be a brother-in-law to several board members and teachers in 

the district) to take his teaching position. He returned to work from his absence 

to learn that he no longer had a teaching position. A fabricated rumor that he 

was unable to work following a massive heart attack was spread around town to 

account for his mid-semester leave from his position.  

For me, my world became tinged with anger. Having been raised to 

believe that the world was basically a good place, I stuck to my idealism and felt 

like he would be vindicated in the end. I was wrong; no ears wanted to hear the 

truth about what had happened.  

This scenario negatively impacted my pedagogy. It is really hard to be an 

effective educator when you are angry. I found myself questioning whether or 

not I even wanted to continue to be a part of a profession which would allow 

such atrocities to occur. And frankly, I did not care whether or not my pedagogy 

was effective. I did not care if the students in my classroom learned. I did not 

care if I ever taught another class again. I would have picked up my purse and 

turned in my keys if it weren’t for the need to have medical insurance. 
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Still very, very angry with God, the world, and the powers-that-be I found 

myself upon the next road that I would cross.  

Falling on the Ice 

It was an icy road in front of my parents’ home; on December 26, 2007, I 

fell on a slick street while carrying my son. The loud POP! that accompanied the 

fall led the ER physician to believe that I had torn my ACL. I was put on crutches 

pending an MRI; however, the MRI was back-burnered until my primary care 

physician returned from a week in Hawaii. While still on crutches, I assisted my 

Mother, her siblings, and my cousin in cleaning out my grandmother’s house. In 

the process of cleaning, we came upon all of my grandmother’s recipes, a trunk 

full of photos, letters, checks, and other memorabilia. Upon arriving home with a 

Suburban-load of inherited items, I had a message on my answering machine 

from a gastroenterology sub-specialist in the Big City. I had less than 24 hours to 

be at his office. I found myself on yet another blustery road to the Big City. 

This period of my life was marked with both physical and psychological 

pain. It seemed as though I would never be able to escape or conquer either. All 

of my energy was spent in chasing an empty dream; a dream which was like a 

mirage and forever out of my reach. Pedagogically speaking, I could finally 

understand what it felt like to walk in the shoes of my students who were English 

Language Learners. Escape from pain for me was the same as conquering state 

assessments in English for them. A strong desire to get to the destination was 
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definitely there, but it takes more than desire to reach the real oasis which 

creates the image embodied by the mirage.  

On January 2, 2008 I was admitted to Big Hospital University Medical 

Center for a fairly routine Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio Pancreatogram 

(ERCP) with biliary sphincter manometry; the procedure was scheduled as day 

surgery without an inpatient stay. Nothing about the procedure was routine, and 

I left the endoscopy lab with a major case of acute pancreatitis. I spent the next 

8 days in the hospital. I took off my combat boots for a while. Instead, I wore 

non-skid paper hospital booties while praying that my feet did not catch on fire. 

The next road that I traversed was littered with hospital gowns as this 

medical procedure encompassed the first hospitalization of more than 60, the 

first two surgeries of more than 40, and the first staph infection of three over the 

next year. With each procedure, my chronic pain increased and my quality of life 

decreased. I struggled with juggling the roles of mother, wife, teacher, and 

student while trying to come to grips with both my anger and my declining 

health.  

Perspective from the Paper Booties 

Unfortunately, I could not seem to leave the hospital booties at home. 

My pedagogy suffered. I was too ill to be teaching, but I was in a position of 

having to be at work to pay the bills. I felt very alone, and I made very few 

attempts to even teach. I was out of the classroom so frequently that I never 

built any relationships with the students in my care. The only positive result of 
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this time period was an increased sense of empathy for students who were 

behind in school as the result of illness. 

As I look back on my first few years of teaching, I realize how much I 

lacked in empathy for some of my students. One of those students was the boy 

with the inhaler. He generally missed two to three days of school for every week 

that we were in school. I was hard-nosed on adhering to my absenteeism and 

late work policy for every single student in the classroom. Him included. I can 

recall a conference about this issue with his mother. He was a highly intelligent 

student; up until my class, he had been in the top 5% of the class. He was failing 

my class because I refused to be flexible with him.  

I just thought that he was using his illness as a way to get out of doing 

work. His mom also mentioned that his asthma seemed worse in my classroom. I 

later learned that the bulging wall in my classroom was full of black mold, so the 

room was certainly not a healthy environment for any of us in it. However, it was 

especially dangerous for a student with asthma. Following my own experience 

will serious chronic illness, my attitude toward pedagogical flexibility shifted 

markedly. I began to grasp the impact of stressors upon chronic illness. I also 

began to understand the importance a healthy body in the learning process.  

A student, who is chronically ill, is chronically stressed. A student who is 

chronically stressed cannot effectively learn. In adapting our pedagogical 

practices to meet the needs of individual students, we as teachers need to 
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offload the increased cognitive load created by stress whenever we possibly can. 

If we can ensure that our students master our learning objectives through more 

time and fewer assignments, then by all means, we should adapt our instruction 

to ensure that our students are able to learn in a healthy environment.  

The administrator in me also has to take a look back at the physical 

environment where this learning was taking place. We were exposing students 

to black mold and asbestos. We were in a sealed, sick building. It is no wonder 

that this student was ill more during this school year than he ever had been in 

his entire life. If I were able to do it over again, I would have forced the issue 

with the powers-that-be. This classroom was an unacceptable, unsafe 

environment for students. Unfortunately, I had not had School Facilities at the 

time that I was teaching in the environment, so I did not know any better. 

Wind-Swept Highways and Tear-Streaked Windshields 

During this period of life, I noticed that KD was having trouble coping, too. She 

had lost a great deal of weight and was having increased seizure activity. She was 

sleeping all of the time, and I saw the child who had been reading at the age of three 

struggling academically. She struggled with comprehending reading; she could not do 

simple first grade math. She failed TAKS tests and her hair—already sparse from a 

condition called ectodermal dysplasia—began falling out. I knew that each time I was 

hospitalized, she suffered. I thought she was stressed and depressed. I was wrong. I 

thought she was developing a learning disorder as a result of the increased seizure 
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activity, so I requested that she be assessed. The school refused—three times. They 

were wrong to refuse a parent request for screening. 

The next road that we turned down was a lonely four-lane stretch of road. Even 

though it was March 11, 2008, for me the day will always be gray despite the shining 

sun. It will always be cold, and it will always be traversed behind a tear-streaked 

windshield. I took KD to the doctor for what I suspected was a mild urinary tract 

infection. We laughed and joked with the nurse and the doctor prior to any lab work. 

Within three minutes of obtaining a sample, both the doctor and the nurse were back in 

the exam room.  

I will never forget the next few moments. The doctor looked straight at me—and 

calmly, but with any trace of levity gone—and said, “Well, the good news is there are no 

bacteria.” He took a really deep breath, and let it out in a whispering sigh. I could tell he 

was having a hard time getting the words out; I knew that the thought of it being one of 

his boys was flitting through his mind. His youngest was in the same class with K; they 

were such close friends that the boy waited on our van to pull up in front of the school 

each morning before dashing out of his garage and across the crosswalk to walk her to 

class. 

 “The bad news is there’s sugar in her urine. A lot of it.” KD kind of laughed and 

said, “How do you get sugar in your pee?” He met my eyes above her head and my 

stomach did a flip-flop. I knew where this road was headed, and I was very, very afraid. 

The doctor excused himself to make a phone call while I frantically sent R a text 
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message, because I knew I could not face this road alone. By the time that we returned 

from having a blood-draw performed, R was pacing like a caged tiger beside the nurse’s 

station. More phone calls had taken place while we were at the lab, and again both the 

doctor and the nurse returned to the exam room with a glucometer. Using a lancet the 

size of a railroad spike, they pricked KD’s finger. The meter read “Above 600.” The next 

instant moved both quickly and in slow motion at the same time. I tried to process 

everything as the doctor said to us, “I was afraid of this. We are doing a direct admit to 

the pediatric ICU . They’re already waiting on you.” He never had to tell either of us that 

she was a Type I Diabetic. We just knew.  

That night was the longest, scariest night of my life. By the time that we arrived 

in the ICU, her glucose was over 1200 mg/dL. The nurses put IVs in both arms. They used 

the railroad-spike lancets at least once per hour. She was delirious and her kidney 

output was very, very low. We were not sure she was even going to survive the night, 

much less with her kidneys intact. The next few days were a roller coaster of highs and 

lows.  

The day that she finally was labeled stable, I went home to see the other two 

children and to go to their spring carnival at school. Our doctor made it a point to stop 

and talk to me when he saw me dragging my heavily baggaged eyes into the school 

cafeteria, and he absently stroked his youngest son’s hair while sighing with me in relief 

that she was finally stable.  
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A week later, we left the hospital with our 9 year old taking her blood sugar 

levels about 10 times per day and giving herself 4 shots per day. I thought we had hit 

rock bottom. I was wrong. 

Perspective From a Mother’s Shoes 

While my own health issues had given me pedagogical empathy for my students, 

my daughter’s diagnosis drove home an entirely different point to me. First of all, I now 

understood the frustration that parents felt when their children were not being given 

the pedagogical and physical accommodations that were outlined in the Individual 

Education Plan under the Individuals with Disabilities Act or under Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Code. Ignoring the accommodations and adding 10 points to the 

student’s grade at the end of the six weeks did not an accommodation make.  

As I think back to the first year that I taught, I had a student who suffered from 

Crohn’s Disease. His 504 plan said that he had unlimited bathroom access. While I never 

denied him access, I also did not work out a prearranged signal with him. The signal 

would have saved him the discomfort of having to wait for a lull in the instruction to ask 

to go to the restroom. I can only imagine the physical pain that he was feeling. I am sure 

that over the years he encountered teachers who made him wait until the end of lesson 

to go. What a nightmare. 

Since her diagnosis, I have also learned the importance of a student having an 

advocate in the school building; the advocate must be someone that knows the ins and 

outs of the law. My daughter has encountered teachers who would not allow her to 

check her blood sugar in place, who have refused her point-of-need access to the nurse, 
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who have refused to allow her to treat a low blood sugar in place, and who have sent 

her by herself to the nurse’s office with a blood sugar as low as 33. She has had teachers 

who penalized her grade because she was having frequent lows and having to spend 

inordinate amounts of time in the nurse’s office, because she was not allowed to treat 

her blood sugar in place. 

Prior to my school law courses, I did not know what the laws were for students 

with special needs. I have found that many teachers do not know. The greatest impact 

that my lived experiences as a mom of a child with special needs have had upon me is 

my willingness to not only advocate for the rights of the student, but also my willingness 

to creatively think outside the box to educate students. Every child with special needs 

has gifts; every child with special needs wants to feel just as normal as his or her peers. 

Pedagogically, I am able to design lessons that accentuate the gifts of that student and 

that allow that student to feel normal. 

One of the best parts about my current job as Librarian and Curriculum and 

Instruction Specialist is being able to work with other educators to help them think 

outside the box as far as their instruction is concerned. I am able to use my own 

experiences to help them develop pedagogies which make every student feel normal 

and successful. 

Interlude 2009: Revisioning My Lived Experiences 

The beginning of 2009 marked a turning point for me. I realized that I was 

so lost in my anger and in my pain, that I was not doing everything that I could 

for my students—both my biological children and the children in my classroom. I 
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was not sure how to rearrange my life. R was working part-time as a web-

developer, but I was the primary breadwinner, and it seemed like my own 

students always had to take second place to someone else’s child or my poor 

health.  

Meanwhile, other developments had occurred surrounding my 

professional life that had me questioning both myself as a teacher and the 

district where I was working. The powers-that-be had all ascended to their 

positions without being qualified for the job and were questioning my 

unconventional pedagogy. An embezzlement arrest of a higher-up in the district 

had been made, and it was easy to see that this school was not doing what was 

best for students. Furthermore, I still could not get over my anger at the things I 

was seeing around my own children, but I was powerless to change. KD was still 

struggling in school, but because of my position in the district, I was unable to 

force the issue of making the district assess her; to force the issue would have 

caused me to lose my job. Initiating a parent-request to hold her back a year 

nearly cost it. My health was continuing to deteriorate with increased 

involvement in my heart, liver, pancreas, and kidneys. Desperate for both some 

changes and some answers, R. applied for a teaching position in the central 

portion of the state, then we prayed. 

On July 7, 2009, we turned down the road to the Big City again, but now 

for multiple reasons. One of them was my declining health and the need to be 
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located closer to my doctor at Big City Hospital. The second was that R. got the 

job with a new district and the weight of being the sole breadwinner was no 

longer on my shoulders, but learning of it was bittersweet.  

Following the district’s refusal to assess KD, I had taken her for a second 

independent assessment. We learned that she had regressed from functioning 

near grade level the year previous to first grade level. This revelation was 

followed with a flurry of doctors’ appointments that culminated in a visit to a 

geneticist on July 7. We learned that she—and possibly her siblings—were likely 

suffering from a mitochondrial disorder known as Pierson’s Syndrome. The 

disorder is rare—affecting less than 100 people in the U.S.—and catastrophic. It 

causes joint pain, pancreatic destruction, liver destruction, kidney destruction, 

heart destruction, vision loss, seizures, neurological regression, and bone 

marrow destruction. Some of this destruction can be halted with appropriate 

highly skilled treatment. Unfortunately (but fortunately, too), she is the only 

child whose symptoms are pronounced enough for genetic testing to uncover 

the disorder, and the seizure medicine that she takes precludes further testing to 

confirm the diagnosis. The only pediatric neurologist in this area of the nation 

that has experience working with the disorder is fortunately at Big Children’s in 

Big City. For us, the path to both change and to answers was revealed on the 

same day (CB 279-411). And my prayers were answered, because I could get out 

of a professional environment which was toxic. 
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The traffic circle that has converged over the past several years has 

caused me to totally reassess my life. For a while, I wasn’t sure what the future 

held. For the first time in my life, I did not have every single aspect and goal in 

my life planned out. I knew that there are things that could be done to help KD 

both physically and academically, and I knew that K and J were still developing 

their literacy at this stage in life. I knew that savoring every second with my 

children, helping them to develop, and capturing their development was very 

important to me. I knew that one of the most important aspects of our lived 

literacy experience is our family literacy experience, and I knew that I was 

instrumental in helping to form that experience for my children. I know that as a 

mother, as an educator, as an educational leader, I am not the same person that 

I was before coming to the crossroads. I know that I cannot look at the world 

through the same lenses through which I have viewed it before. I also know that 

I can never again approach teaching in the same way. For me, this experience 

has been about truly lived literacy—in more than just an academic sense. This 

experience has been about coming to terms with my own illness. It has been 

about learning to academically parent three totally different children—one with 

special needs, one middle of the road child, and one with advanced academic 

needs. It has been about learning to better serve other people’s children by 

using what I have learned through these experiences as both an educator and as 

an educational leader. It has been about using these experiences in such a way 

that others may benefit from them (CB414-436). The combat boots are off. The 
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brand new tennis shoes are on my feet. It is time to run with those tennis shoes 

and give voice to my revisioning. 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS: GIVING VOICE TO THE LIVED LITERACY EXPERIENCE 

As I look at my surroundings, I cannot help but smiling at 

what I see. I have come full circle. The Circulation Desk is Mission 

Control for the Center for Learning…. 

Why am I smiling about my surroundings? I am smiling, 

because I am an Educational Leader, a change-agent, responsible 

for 1700 students and 150 faculty members. I am also smiling, 

because I have just bought a new pair of running shoes. The 

running shoes are central to my life’s journey narrative. 

A critical study of women’s lived literacy narratives (The Diary of Arozina Perkins, 

Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, Stockett’s The Help, and so on) has allowed me to keep the 

lens of my autoethnographic analysis from becoming myopic. It has helped me to build 

connections between my life and the greater social context. It has also contributed to 

the transferability of my experiences to other contexts. Furthermore, it has allowed me 

to develop a heuristic for analyzing my own life’s journey. Through the use of this 

heuristic, I have been able to tack back and forth between the microcosm of my 

experience to the macrocosm of society. The critical study of literature and crossing of 

the boundary between literature and sociology has allowed me to build narrative 

frames for my own experiences in such a way that I may use rich lived experiences to my 

benefit while accounting for the safety and well-being of the characters which have 

colored my life and experiences (Ellis, 2009).  
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The canon of women’s life narratives challenges patriarchal dominant 

archetypes implicitly while explicitly acting as both a journal of experiences and thinking 

(Friebert & White, 1988). My own life’s journey narrative has done the same through 

the practice of autoethnography, which serves similar purposes (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 

1997). It is necessary to examine my life narrative in order to challenge the archetypes 

in my unfolding life’s journey. 

Explicit Purposes for Constructing My Narrative of Lived Experiences 

My lived literacy narrative explicitly chronicles the day to day epiphanies which have 

littered my experiences as a professional educator. It provides a rich description of highlighted 

experiences in my career which have been pivotal in crystallizing my thinking about makes an 

effective teacher and what constitutes effective pedagogy. It also provides a narrative account 

of the thinking which goes into using these epiphanies to the fullest. It provides a venue for 

expressing my concerns and uncertainties as I have walked through life’s journey in 

uncomfortable shoes. It has allowed me a place to chronicle the moments of illumination which 

led to my decision to change into a more comfortable pair of shoes. It is autoethnographic, 

because it illustrates my attempt to make sense of both my experiences and to shift my ways of 

thinking (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). 

My tale is a multi-vocal narrative of one Southern woman’s lived literacy 

experiences as a mother, a daughter, an educator, and a student. It presents a rich 

literacy narrative that explicitly criticizes areas of perceived concern in education and 

lends a voice to those concerns. At the beginning of my story, I felt very isolated and 

alone. As an educator, I was an island of myself with a myopic view of the educative 

process. As the result of various epiphanies, my path ultimately converges. I discovered 
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that the myriad of roles represented through the myriad of educational stakeholders are 

not so different from the others after all. Following my independent epiphany, I 

embarked upon an enlightenment quest that required me to tear myself away from 

previously visioned relationships both interpersonally and ideologically. I was schooled 

through new experiences, and I set off on a road of trials together with the characters 

which have contributed to my identity as an educator. As I have built these new 

relationships, I have been continually revisioning relationships and voicing that revision 

through autoethnography (Ellis, 2009). However, this act was a dangerous proposition. 

Each epiphany was followed by subsequent epiphanies , which have led to my role as an 

educational change agent. 

The explicit purposes of my tale are to take the reader on a journey in my shoes 

while discreetly questioning engendered practices. Following the tradition of other 

Southern women’s narratives (To Kill a Mockingbird, Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya 

Sisterhood Trilogy, Toni Morrison’s novels, Their Eyes Were Watching God, The Help, 

etc.) , I have protected the innocent while both questioning and challenging established 

norms in society. I have laid out  out for the reader y explicit motives in writing the 

autobiographically-inspired autoethnographic narrative. I have given voice to the 

silences in my experiences. Through this tale, I have also expressed my love and 

appreciation for those who have contributed to my lived literacy experience. I have 

negotiated the act of dealing with regrets and revisioning my own life experiences. 

Finally, I have protected the innocent while I have done so (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 

1997). I have composited characters where necessary to protect their innocence, and I 
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have use pseudonyms where appropriate. I have also taken the narrative back to those 

who are closest to me. If the life character was uncomfortable with the text, we 

revisioned the text. 

 While my experiences illustrate explicit purposes for constructing narratives of 

lived experiences in women’s literature, it also exudes implicit purposes for constructing 

these narratives. 

Implicit Purposes for Constructing My Narrative of Lived Experiences 

The implicit purposes of this autoethnographic narrative are multiple. The text 

has served as a guidepost for both self and others who read it (Friebert & White, 1988). 

It has allowed me to struggle with moral dilemmas in constructive ways and has been a 

tool for my thinking. It has provided a spiritual connection between myself and God 

while serving as a friend in the lonely microcosm of learning teaching literacy. It has 

been a compass on the vast, open plain of education. It has allowed me to make sense 

of the things that I have seen, done, and experienced (Ellis, 2009). It also has established 

my role as a pedagogical change agent, because I have engaged in the practice of 

reflecting upon my practice both within and outside of the classroom. It has  further 

established my as a change agent, because has given voice to her experiences. Others 

may experience them vicariously and learn from them. To put it another way, it has a 

tool for negotiating my identity and for illustrating my awareness of literacy applicable 

to mysocial structures. Another name for this tool is meta-autoethnography (Ellis, 2009). 

The implicit purposes of my tale are much the same as those of both The Help 

and  “The Diary of Arozina Perkins.” It is my effort to forge a new identity while voicing 
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relevant social commentary. The text has served as a chronicle of women educator’s 

thought processes and written prayers as they navigate their ways through moral 

dilemmas in order to serve as moral compasses for both their relationships and for 

society as a whole. These goals are the same as the goal of effective autoethnography 

(Ellis, 2009). The tale highlights the inherent conflicts and struggles within any 

relationship, particularly those between mothers and daughters and among women. It 

shows the “Hidden Hands” (Friebert & White, 1988) discreetly manipulating the moral 

compass guiding the lived literacy journeys that we all embark upon throughout our 

lives.  

My lived literacy narrative protects the innocent while telling the ugly truths 

about the things that we do not openly discuss—especially as Southern women. The 

verisimilitude offered through this autoethnographic narrative tales allows readers to 

listen to and hear voices that they would otherwise consciously or subconsciously 

silence (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). The text explicitly acknowledges that I have 

traversed into dangerous territory in my characterization of  some of my lifes characters 

and of my locales, but implicitly throws caution to the wind and does it anyway. 

However, as has been illustrated historically through alternative representations 

(Shakespeare’s plays, The Crucible, The Awakening, etc.) sometimes the only way to tell 

the truth is under the guise of composited characters. Another implicit purpose of this 

guise is challenging long held patriarchal archetypes such as the journey narrative. In 

challenging these patriarchal archetypes, and in providing a narrative frame for my own 
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tale, It has been necessary to define a new archetype for the journey narrative in 

women’s literature. 

My Lived Literacy Perspective: How my Experience Fits into the New Archetype for the 

Journey Narrative 

Like The Help and “The Diary of Arozina Perkins”, my lived literacy narrative 

serves to construct a new archetype for the journey narrative which is more authentic 

to lived experiences of men and women alike. While it is reflexive in nature, my journey 

narrative is also forward looking and may be broken into seven distinct phases. Unlike 

the traditional journey archetype which is linear in nature with a clear beginning, 

middle, and end, my journey has taken the shape of a spiral and is recursive in nature. 

For this reason, the non-linear structure of this narrative, with its digressions and 

interludes, is more authentic to the lived experience than the linear nature of traditional 

narratives. If lived literacy is the process of learning to navigate life’s journey in such a 

way that we construct meaningful relationships during our experiences, write ourselves 

in positive ways, and voice social concerns in safe ways, the I have written into my life a  

more accurate and beneficial archetype. This structure and these ends are inherently 

autoethnographic in nature (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997). 

To illustrate one such archetype, see Figure 4. 
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I have engaged in an autoethnographic or forward-looking, introspective, and 

recursive foray into the inner realms of the process of my becoming (Ellis, 2009). My 

experiences, upon closer inspection, are experiences which may transcend time and 

location when analyzed through the heuristic of the New Archetype (Ellis, 2009). The 

Epiphany is the experience which ultimately brings the multiple stakeholder roles of 

women educators together, but that converging of experience may not take place until 

the educator makes a conscious decision to embark on an enlightenment quest while 

tearfully tearing themselves away from previously established relationships.  

 

To illustrate, see Table 3. 

 

Epiphany

Embarking on 
Enlightenmen

t Hand-in-
Hand with 

God

Tearful 
Tearing Away 

From 
Established 

Relationships

Getting 
Schooled 
Through 

Experience

Building New 
Relationships 
While Walking 
Through Fire

Revisioning All 
Relationships

Voicing 
the 

Revision

Figure 4 
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 My Experience 

Epiphany I discovered a desire to further my knowledge and experiences to do more than I is 
currently doing both personally and pedagogically. 

Embarking on 
Enlightenment 
Quest Hand in 
Hand with God 

I made a conscious decision to change my approach to educating others. 

Tearful Tearing 
Away From 
Established 
Relationships 

I revisioned current relationships from newfound perspectives. I physically 
changed my teaching environment. 

Getting Schooled 
Through Experience 

I both trained to be a better educator through the school of hard knocks and 
through formal schooling. I established new relationships during that experience. 

Building New 
Relationships While 
Walking Through 
Fire 

I physically travelled on many journeys, encountered illnesses and physical trials on 
the way, but made new friends.  

Revisioning All 
Relationships 

I relied upon prayer, newfound knowledge, and new relationships to sustain myself 
through the trials of loneliness and a new school in a new place. I looked back 
upon previous relationships from the perspective of new experiences. 

Voicing the 
Revision 

I used the newfound perspectives and relationships to keep moving forward to 
new epiphanies. I looked backward toward the experience of the journey to write 
and share myself in a positive light. 

As I unpack this table, please note that while my journey appears to be linear in 

nature, it has been anything but so. Every epiphany has led to an enlightenment quest 

which has led to more epiphanies. Ultimately, just as my tale has seemed to be winding 

and non-sequential, the experiences have been winding and non-sequential. The 

journey has been more about making sense of experiences and relationships than the 

ultimate destination. To illustrate, I am going to return to my first lesson as a teacher. 

Epiphany 

 The first epiphany that I encountered as a fully certified teacher was powerful. I 

learned in a roundabout way how important collegiality is to the teaching and learning 

process. Had my principal not led me to the realization that I needed to reach out to 

other stakeholders in the educative process such as other educators, parents, and 

Table 3 
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students, I might still find myself isolated on the little island that I had created for myself 

in that very first classroom. I do not feel like I would be as effective an educator as I am 

today had he not visited my classroom on that fateful day.  

 The first epiphany ultimately quickly led to multiple epiphanies. Whether it was 

the realization that I was not a sage on the stage or that I did not want to be like the 

senior English teacher, it combination of these early experiences and epiphanies 

ultimately led me to decide that in my journey as an educator, I wanted more. I wanted 

to become a better educator. I wanted to become a better person. I wanted to become 

more enlightened than I was at the beginning of the journey, so I set out on my first 

enlightenment quest. 

Embarking on an Enlightenment Quest 

 Initially, that first enlightenment quest meant that I spent some time weighing 

my options for becoming a better educator. Ultimately, I made the choice to return to 

graduate school for the first time, and I learned more about becoming an effective 

educator in the process of taking courses, but I learned more through the process of 

walking in the shoes of a stakeholder to the educative process whose experiences I 

could not identify with until I became a parent myself. As I reflect back upon that 

incident that took me from my classroom beanbags to the boardroom, I realize that it 

was only after I became a mother that I truly understood how high the stakes were in 

regard to being the very best educator that I could be. This realization led me back to 

additional epiphanies, but it also caused me to revision some of my established 

relationships with both other people and with the way that I had been teaching. 
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Tearful Tearing Away From Established Relationships 

 The first relationship that I chose to revision was a geographical relationship. The 

first school where I was teaching was physically located near my parents’ home and my 

in-laws’ home. My daughter was very young, and she was accustomed to seeing her 

grandparents daily. We had a child care giver which truly was her other mother, and she 

was extremely happy. Unfortunately, I wasn’t. I realized that I was not teaching as 

effectively as I could, because I had outgrown my current teaching assignment. 

 One of the hardest decisions that I ever made was to tear away from the 

relationships that we had built around that first teaching assignment. It was through 

many tears and much return to prayer before R. and I decided to move geographical 

locations, embark on another enlightenment quest, and to establish new relationships 

in new teaching assignments. It was only after that decision to move forward that I was 

able to become more schooled through experience. 

Getting Schooled Through Experience 

 Fast forward to my daughter’s diagnosis with Type I diabetes. It was only after I 

walked with her through that experience that I uncovered an epiphany from my first 

year of teaching. By walking in the shoes of the mother of a child with special needs, I 

was able to ensure that the next time I had a student with a chronic illness, I was more 

responsive to his or her needs than I had been to the student who had Chron’s Disease 

during my first year of teaching. I also found myself embarking on yet another 

enlightenment quest on meeting the needs of all students while revisioning my 

relationships with my classroom pedagogy. Each time I made a change to the pedagogy, 
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I found myself getting schooled through new experiences. For instance, I developed 

some new perspectives as the result of walking through fire. 

Building New Relationships While Walking Through Fire 

The realization that I am not superwoman following my own diagnosis chronic 

illness has not been easy for me. Ultimately, I ended up sacrificing a year’s worth of 

relationships with my students to arrive at the epiphany that I was going to have to 

build some new relationships with both myself and body in order to become the very 

best teacher that I could be. It was only after this epiphany that I was able to embark 

upon yet another enlightenment quest which led to more tearful tearing away and 

schooling through experience. However, upon walking through the fire as a survivor, I 

have been able to revision my relationships with both educational stakeholders and my 

pedagogical practices.  

Revisioning All Relationship 

 I hope I have illustrated through my tales that the journey is recursive and 

oftentimes ambiguous. Ultimately my journey has been a process of constantly 

revisioning all of my relationships following each subsequent epiphany. My relationship 

with the journey archetype itself has shifted. At the beginning of this journey, I would 

have been more interested in getting the Grail at the end of the quest than in the 

process of the journey itself. Ultimately, the twists and turns of the journey have me full 

circle to the need for voicing my revisions. 
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Voicing the Revision 

 As I have voiced my experiences and my revised perspectives and relationships, I 

have written myself as a survivor. I have become comfortable in my shoes as an 

educator and as an educational stakeholder. In voicing these revisions, it is my hope that 

my readers have gleaned some insights from these perspectives. These perspectives 

offer some insights into both literacy and identity. They are also inherently 

autoethnographic (Ellis, 2009). 

Insights from This Perspective 

 If literacy perspectives are the ever evolving acts of learning to read and learning 

to negotiate our identities and experiences in an ever-changing society, then this 

narrative illustrates that the approach to literacy development must evolve with both 

the needs of the individual and the needs of the society, because literacy is a forge for 

identity formation. In this tale, literacy is the voice of overlapping perspectives and 

experiences, and it is this voice to which individuals must listen as it cries out for the 

need to critically read the established narratives of women educator’s lived literacy 

journeys (JA 138-152). This voice provides valuable insights for individuals (Ellis, 2004; 

2009; Freibert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997). 

Insights for Individuals 

There are many benefits to the individual from the critical reading of women’s 

lived literacy narrative journeys (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Holman Jones, 2005; Richardson, 

1997). The psychological benefit of knowing that my journey through the night has not 

been solitary has been tremendous . Secondly, I have acquired the knowledge that the 

disentanglement of the multiplicity of roles with I, and all women educators,  identify 
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themselves is impossible, so rather than fighting it, I have embraced those roles. The 

critical reading of my lived literacy narrative as a woman educator has provided me with 

guideposts for my continuing lived literacy journey as well as guideposts for navigating 

or avoiding potential moral dilemmas (Ellis, 2004; 2009; Friebert & White, 1988; 

Richardson, 1997). It has provided me with street lights to illuminate my way to 

epiphany while others’ experiences have helped me to avoid more trips through the 

school of hard knocks. The construction of this narrative tale has provided with a lens 

for examining my own experiences and perspectives while making sense of our 

experiences (Ellis, 2009). It is my hope that by vicariously experiencing my life journey 

through this text that the reader will be able to avoid some of the moral dilemmas and 

hard knocks that I have encountered.   

Benefits of a critical reading of women’s lived literacy experiences extend 

beyond the individual to families (Ellis, 2009; Friebert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997). 

Insights for Families 

The study of my lived literacy journey has provided me guideposts for 

understanding family conflict, while allowing me to build a  stronger family through the 

link between love and literacy (Brice Heath, 1983). Furthermore, the study of these texts 

has provided me with historical perspectives and routes for multiple paths to literacy, as 

well as the varied voices informing these perspectives. It is my hope that the 

examination of my lived literacy journey allows families the opportunity to see that part 

of literacy is the act of revisioning and rewriting themselves in a positive light (Ellis, 

2009; Richardson, 1997). The study of this text has allowed me to study the role of 
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literacy my family over time. By looking at how multiple generations have addressed the 

issue of writing a lived literacy experience that defines literacy in such a way that it is 

functional for both themselves and future generations (Brice Heath, 1983), it is my hope 

that the reader is able to apply this knowledge to his or her own context. From an 

educational standpoint, I have learned that families have much to teach academics 

about literacy. It is my hope that educators use the perspectives offered through the 

critical study of family lived literacy experiences over time. 

 Insights for Educators 

As an educator, I have looked to lived literacy narratives from both my 

experience and women’s literature to inform myself of trends in literacy practices both 

inside and outside the home over time (Brice Heath, 1983). It is my hope that this text 

informs the reader of perspectives for teaching students from varied backgrounds, while 

encouraging him or her to develop a lifelong learning perspective. These ends have 

ultimately been the ends achieved in my life’s journey. The study of this text may allow 

them to, through an examination of my route to lived literacy, to build pedagogies that 

both acknowledge and embrace both the experiences of students and the educator that 

occur outside of the walls of classrooms (Dewey/Archembault, 1962). Much as I have 

developed a pedagogy that is more personally meaningful to students and the wider 

learning community, I hope that the reader is able to transfer this concept to his or her 

unique context.  Just as the examination of this text has allowed me to uncover more 

positive and beneficial archetypes for informing instructional practices, it is my hope 

that my experiences may help educators uncover more positive and beneficial 
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archetypes for informing instructional practices. The critical study my narrative along 

with other women’s lived literacy narratives has validated the concept of disengaging 

entrenched and engendered fallacies and archetypes while validating both the strength 

of women’s literature and gender studies (Ellis, 2009; Freibert & White, 1988; 

Richardson, 1997).  

Finally, as I began reconciling all of my lived experiences with what I had 

uncovered in the literature, I realized that we needed to change our approach to literacy 

pedagogy to reconcile the disconnects and inconsistencies between stakeholders, 

experiences, definitions, and assessments. It is my hope that by vicariously living 

through my experiences, other educators will decide to create a harmonious balance 

between the theoretical aspects of literacy and the lived literacy experience, in order to 

create pedagogical strategies and learning experiences for our students that bring all of 

the elements of lived literacy in balance.   

Where Do We Go From Here?  

As I inched sluggishly along the treadmill of the Maycomb 

County school system, I could not help receiving the 

impression that I was being cheated out of something. Out 

of what I knew not, yet I did not believe that twelve years 

of unrelieved boredom was exactly what the state had in 

mind for me.  

-Jean Louise (Scout) Finch, To Kill a Mockingbird, (Lee, 

1960)  
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While my narrative text is highly contextualized, its strength lies in the universality of 

individual experience. It is the universalities which we uncover in our experiences which give 

credence to the transferability of those experiences to other contexts. That having been said, it 

is crucial that we continue to examine the lived experiences of both educators and women. It is 

through multiple examinations of highly contextualized lived experience that we are able to 

create universal archetypes which are positive and beneficial to both lived and educative 

experiences. Such study also serves to help us avoid the painful dress shoes and step into the 

comfortable tennis shoes from Day 1 of our teaching literacy journey.  

Scout’s appraisal of education is, unfortunately, still universal for many of our students. 

This concept leads me to ask if this experience needs to be changed for today’s learners. If we 

disregard the contextualized experiences of the learner and the educator, nothing much is going 

to change. We need to walk in as many shoes as possible to reconcile the multiplicity of 

experiences which come to the table of learning in our classrooms. An educator can never have 

too many pairs of shoes. By walking many miles in each others’ shoes, we will be able to reach 

the point lending voice to re-visioning experience and transforming education.  

 

Grab the batteries for your flashlight. Put on your neighbor’s favorite pair of shoes. We 

have a world to change. 
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Informing My Study Through Women's Narrative Literature 

JA 22-23 The canon of women’s life narratives challenges patriarchal dominant archetypes 
implicitly while explicitly acting as both a journal of experiences and thinking 
(Friebert & White, 1988; JA 22-33).  

Challenging Archetypes in the Unfolding Life’s Journey 

JA 35-41 I have selected one piece that is both timely and representative of the 
experiences of women who were American pioneers, and one piece which 
represents contemporary Southern women’s narratives. The first piece is overtly 
autobiographical while the second represents an alternative representational 
format (Denzin, 2003). Both engage in narrative framing as a unit of analysis 
(Clandinin & Connelly, 200; Ellis, 2004; 2009; JA 35-41).  

Explicit Purposes for Constructing Narratives of Lived Experiences in Women’s Literature 

JA 43-50 Arozina Perkins decides to teach in the West as a part of the National Board’s 
initiative to improve education for the expanding nation. Then, she engages in a 
painful distancing of herself from established relationships in the East. Miss 
Perkins trains at the National Board’s Institute for becoming a teacher in the 
West, and she builds new relationships on the road to Iowa. Arozina Perkins 
undergoes trials while maintaining old relationships and building new ones. 
Finally, she shares her new perspectives with others at the Fairfield Female 
Seminary (JA 43-50). 

JA 51-58 This account includes the places she visits and the people she meets, much like a 
memory book of photos would be used today. It also documents the prayers she 
prays, the religious epiphanies she encounters, and the thinking she crystallizes. 
It serves as a documentary of both her teaching experiences and her pedagogies 
for the National Board. Ultimately, her diary is a constant companion to hedge 
against loneliness, much like Facebook is today. It provides her a venue for 
expressing concern about the trials, illnesses, and well-being of others. It also 
chronicles her temperance movement efforts. In other words, it highlights her 
lived experiences (JA 51-58). 

JA 59-74 However, this act is a dangerous proposition for all parties involved. Each 
epiphany is followed by subsequent epiphanies (JA 59-74). 

JA 73-75 Stockett (2008) expresses her love and appreciation for those who have 
contributed to her lived literacy experience. She negotiates the act of dealing 
with regrets and revisioning her own life experience. Finally, she protects the 
innocent while she does so (Ellis, 2009; Richardson, 1997; JA 73-75). 

Implicit Purposes for Constructing Narratives of Lived Experiences in Women’s Literature 
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JA 85-94 Her journal allows her to make sense of the things that she sees, does, and 
experiences (Ellis, 2009). It also establishes her as a pedagogical change agent, 
because she engages in the practice of reflecting upon her practice in the 
classroom. The diary further establishes her as a change agent, because it gives 
voice to her experiences. Others may experience them vicariously and learn from 
them. To put it another way, it is a tool for negotiating her identity and for 
illustrating her awareness of literacy applicable to her social structures (JA 85-
94).  

JA 95-103 The novel highlights the inherent conflicts and struggles within any relationship, 
particularly those between mothers and daughters and among women. It shows 
the “Hidden Hands” (Friebert & White, 1988) discreetly manipulating the moral 
compass guiding the lived literacy journeys that we all embark upon throughout 
our lives (JA 95-103).  

JA 104-113 The book explicitly acknowledges that Stockett (2008) has traversed into 
dangerous territory in her characterization of Skeeter and of her hometown (p. 
450), but implicitly throws caution to the wind and does it anyway. However, as 
has been illustrated historically through alternative representations 
(Shakespeare’s plays, The Crucible, The Awakening, etc.) sometimes the only way 
to tell the truth is under the guise of created characters. Another implicit purpose 
of this guise is challenging long held patriarchal archetypes such as the journey 
narrative (JA 104-113).  

Lived Literacy Perspectives from Women’s Literature: Constructing a New Archetype for the 
Journey Narrative 

JA 116-137 To illustrate, see Table 1 below (JA 116-137). 

Insights from These Perspectives 

JA 138-152 Literacy perspectives are the ever evolving acts of learning to read and learning 
to negotiate our identities and experiences in an ever-changing society. The 
approach to literacy development must evolve with both the needs of the 
individual and the needs of the society, because literacy is a forge for identity 
formation. Literacy is the voice of overlapping perspectives and experiences, and 
it is this voice to which individuals must listen as it cries out for the need to 
critically read the established narratives of women’s lived literacy journeys (JA 
138-152). 

JA 153-
164 

Benefits of a critical reading of women’s lived literacy experiences extend beyond 
the individual to families (Ellis, 2009; Friebert & White, 1988; Richardson, 1997; 
JA 153-164). 

Insights for Families 

JA 166-175 From an educational standpoint, families have much to teach academics about 
literacy. Educators have much to learn from the perspectives offered through the 
critical study of family lived literacy experiences over time (JA 166-175). 
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 Insights for Educators 

JA 117-188 The critical study of these narratives validates the concept of disengaging 
entrenched and engendered fallacies and archetypes while validating both the 
strength of women’s literature and gender studies (Ellis, 2009; Freibert & White, 
1988; Richardson, 1997; JA 117-188).  

The Destination: Autoethnography, or Looking Back on the Journey from Today’s 
Perspective 

REL 1-30 As I look at my surroundings, I cannot help smiling at what I see. The Circulation 
Desk is Mission Control for the Center for Learning, otherwise known as the high 
school library. Mission Control consists of three computer stations, a student-use 
Xerox Scanner/Fax/Copier/Printer, a student-use color laser printer, and various 
barcode scanners. Next to the copier is our high school’s version of Starbucks. It 
is a small location where students come to get their early morning “Library 
Coffee” and study at bistro tables while listening to the soothing classical music 
floating from the overhead speakers. 

To my right lies the Reading Room, with its comfy wingback chairs and coffee 
tables made from what was the card catalog in its former life. Next to the 
Reading Room is the Conference Room with its wall of rare books, amazing 
student-created artwork, and huge table. Beyond the Conference Room lies both 
the Workroom and my pride and joy, the Professional Development Collection. 
There are two A/V rooms which house TI-84s, Promethean kits, Mimio Teach kits, 
ELMOs, mobile computer labs, iPods, iPads, Flips, and other small equipment. 
The Center for Learning houses a 33 station dedicated computer lab/classroom. 
On the Center for Learning Floor are 33,000 volumes of text as well as 24 open-
access computer stations. The floor has a 250 student capacity which includes 
both quiet-study areas and several Read-and-Relax social areas. The walls are 
plastered with a mixture of alumni-created art and posters encouraging teens to 
read. The flat surfaces are covered with plants, plush school mascots, statues, 
and enticing books. The curved, southeast wall of the Center for Learning is a 
bank of floor to ceiling windows from which light streams into the comfortable 
space.  

The room makes me think of what Hemingway must have meant when he 
discussed his clean, well-lighted space. It is the pride and joy of the high school. 
The Center for Learning is the place where educators come to find curricular 
support and the place where students come to learn their way. This room is 
never quiet, and it is never still. A buzz of voices lies just beneath the melodic 
strains from the music. The smell of lattes and hot cocoa fill the air. 
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At any given moment in this room there are students both sprawled over comfy 
chairs with ear buds in their ears and books in their laps. There are teenagers 
curled up in the floor next to windows with a graphic novel. Teachers are 
teaching lessons on the floor, and there are off-duty adults reading periodicals in 
the reading room. Coaches are making posters in the workroom, and meetings 
are being held in the conference room. The Center for Learning is the room 
where all of the faculty meetings, baby showers, and public receptions are held. 
At the heart of this room lies literature and literacy. 

Why am I smiling about my surroundings? I am smiling, because I am an 
educational leader, a change-agent, responsible for 1700 students and 150 
faculty members. I am also smiling, because I have just bought a new pair of 
running shoes. How did I get here, and why are the running shoes important?  

My odyssey to this moment, to these shoes, has been both long and winding. It 
has been fraught with cross-roads. Along the way, I have worn and worn out 
many pairs of shoes while experiencing lived literacy. All of these experiences 
have contributed to who I am as an educational leader and how I practice my 
pedagogy.  

By unpacking my experiences and the experiences of the characters who have 
influenced my life into a lived literacy narrative, I hope to improve upon 
pedagogical practices by examining and understanding how our experiences 
contribute to our educational practice. At the same time, I plan to challenge 
archetypes embedded into traditional journey narratives while forging a 
revisioned positive identity as an educational leader (REL 1-30).  

Challenging Archetypes and Forging Positive Identities in Lived Literacy Narratives 

JA 3-10 

The traditional structure of the journey narrative in the canon of literature is that 
of the epic odyssey. The structure dates back as far as Beowulf in English 
literature and Homer’s Odyssey or Virgil’s Aeneid in classical literature. It is a 
structure that unfolds in tales of chivalric knights engaged in Chaucer’s Grail 
quests. It is an archetype that is seen in contemporary literature such as Dan 
Brown’s The Lost Symbol and The DaVinci Code or in Cormac McCarthy’s The 
Road. Contemporary literature is a bit more likely to deviate from this traditional 
structure than older narratives. The basic structure, according to A Handbook of 
Literature (Holman & Harmon, 1999) is comprised of five stages (JA 3-10). 
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JA 11-21 

Stage 1, or the Departure, illustrates a young, male, epic hero embarking on a 
journey or quest, albeit with reluctance (Holman & Harmon, 1999). Stage 2, 
termed the Initiation by Holman and Harmon (1999), pairs the novitiate hero 
with a more knowledgeable guide who then leads him across some threshold 
(usually across a body of water) toward a more dangerous land. In Stage 3, or The 
Road of Trials, the hero embarks upon a series of tests designed to challenge his 
mettle and courage with the help of supernatural forces (Holman & Harmon, 
1999). The Innermost Cave, or Stage 4, forces the hero to enter a labyrinth from 
which he may or may not return. The labyrinth may be physical in nature or it 
may be representative of the darker side of the hero’s mind. Holman and 
Harmon (1999) note if the hero is able to emerge from the cave he will enter 
Stage 5, or the Return and Re-integration with Society. When he returns to 
society he will be a triumphant hero who has been sorely missed by society. He 
will merge with society as though he has never been gone (Holman & Harmon, 
1999; JA 11-21).  

The Journey 

Interlude: Getting Comfortable in My Shoes 

PE 207-217 
RNS1 6-18 

Sarah is 53 years old and in her fifth year as the principal of an Early Childhood (3 
year old) through first grade campus in a small rural school district in the 
southwest. She is married to a state trooper and has two grown children. Prior to 
becoming a principal, she taught kindergarten for over twenty years at the same 
campus where she is now the principal. (RNS1 6-18) 

PE 654-666 
S1 318-326 

The first year I taught first grade. Before school started that year… the day before 
I called my mom and cried until 4’clock in the morning. I was scared to death. I 
realized the weight of responsibility on my shoulders. I remember telling her that 
this is such an important year and I am afraid I will screw somebody’s life up. I 
remember telling her that how they do in that grade will set the tone for how 
they do for the rest of their life. I cried until 4 in the morning. Four years of 
college. Here I was about to start my first job. And I cried until it was almost time 
to get up for work… (S1 318-326) 

Bitten By the Teaching Bug  

CB 73-83 

Mother is very proud of graduating from college. Neither of her siblings 
graduated from college. From the day that I was born, she always emphasized 
that I would go to college also. As for me, the question of whether or not I would 
attend college was never a question. I would go—period. 

Aside from my mother, my paternal grandfather was the person who most 
emphasized the value of education in my life. He was the person who drove me 
to Tech for the first time and showed the University to me. He was the person 
who helped me to believe that I could do anything and overcome anything 
through education. (CB 73-83). 
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CB 85-89 

I think that my love for teaching comes from my mother. I have always known 
her to teach students from an area community college who are at the clinical 
level of radiology school. She was also my first teacher. I learned to read from her 
radiology textbooks. I knew every bone in the body by its correct name before I 
started kindergarten (CB85-89).  

CB 91-96 

When I was eight, I began taking karate classes. By the time that I was fourteen, 
my sensei allowed me to assist him with teaching the younger children’s classes. 
The teaching bug bit me; I was hooked for life. Watching the “aha” moment 
materialize on someone else’s face creates an endorphin rush that is rivaled only 
by the rush of jumping from a 30-foot tall tower to zip line. Ironically, the eldest 
son of my sensei was in the very first class of students that I taught as a fully 
certified teacher (CB 91-96). 

CB 1-29 

“You can’t be in labor. I won’t call the doctor.” These are the words that the 
nurse spoke to my mother minutes before I entered the world much earlier than 
expected. 

“You can’t enroll her in school yet. We won’t allow it; her birthday is too close to 
September 1.” These are the words that the school officials spoke to my mother 
upon her initial attempt to enroll me in kindergarten. 

“You can’t be a member of Student Government. We won’t allow a dual credit 
student to be active with campus organizations.” These are the words that the 
junior college powers-that-be spoke to me upon my attempt to become a 
member of a student leadership organization. 

“You can’t get married at the age of eighteen. You won’t finish college, and the 
marriage won’t last.” These are the words that the high school math teacher 
spoke to me upon learning of my engagement. 

“You can’t take twenty-seven hours in one semester. You won’t pass any of 
them.” These are the words that the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
spoke to me upon signing the override slip to allow me to take the desired 
coursework. 

“You can’t be a successful high school teacher. You are too young. The students 
won’t respect you.” These are the words that the superintendent of the school 
district who first hired me spoke at the conclusion of my interview with him. 

“You can’t go to graduate school. You have a baby. You won’t be able to keep up 
with the coursework.” These are the words that a fellow teacher spoke to me 
upon learning that I had chosen to further my education. 

“You can’t get anywhere in education as a classroom teacher. You won’t advance 
more professionally.” These are the words that an administrator spoke to me to 
encourage me to seek out my principal’s and my superintendent’s certifications. 
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“You can’t be a librarian, because a C&I degree is not the same as the MLS. You 
won’t be able to do this job alone.” These are the words that the retiring 
educator told me on the last day of school upon learning of my desire to be a 
curriculum specialist in charge of the campus learning resource center (CB 1-29). 

CB 30-34 

I was born in 1978 at a small community hospital in rural Texas. After being 
airlifted to a larger city, I spent several days of my early life in the neonatal 
intensive care unit. My mother has remarked throughout my life that I am “hard-
headed” and was determined to face life on my terms from the start (CB 30-34).  

CR 1-11 

I did not walk until I was two years old, because I was born with my left foot 
turned inward toward my right ankle. I spent the first two years of my life in 
white leather Stride Rite high tops with a metal bar screwed to the bottom of 
them. Most children would have been frustrated by the inability to be mobile 
that resulted from wearing the brace; I, on the other hand, was delighted by it. 
When it came time for me to go to bed, my father carried me (amid my squeals 
and giggles) to my crib by the bar. Imagine the delight of a naturally-born 
adrenaline junkie embarking upon a nightly amusement park ride instead of 
sedately being carried to bed (CR 1-11). 

CB 54-56 

Some of my earliest memories of the printed word come from following along in 
the church hymnal as I snuggled up next to my grandmother in the next to the 
last pew on Sunday morning (CB 54-56).  

CB 52-62 

I started kindergarten on my fifth birthday. My mother was determined that I 
would start school, despite the objections of the school. She went so far as to 
have me independently tested to show the school officials that not only could I 
start kindergarten, but also that I would be a successful student. She knew that I 
would be five before the September 1 deadline, and she insisted upon my being 
enrolled (CB 52-62).  

CB 111-118 

The final semester before I planned to do my student teaching, I lacked twenty-
seven hours to be able to graduate in the spring. I determined that I would 
graduate at the end of the spring semester; it did not matter to me how many 
hours that I lacked. I spent two hours arguing my case before the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Because I was relentless, he gave me the override 
for the coursework. As I was leaving his office, he told me that I would either fail 
or drop half of the courses before the end of the semester. I took my twenty 
seven hours. Not only did I pass them, I would keep a 4.0 while doing it (CB 111-
118). 

Listening to the Peanut Gallery 

SLI 1-298 

As we returned to Dickens, I developed another tool in my teaching literacy 
toolbox. I truly became a character actor on my stage (SLI 1-298). 
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CB 125-183 

So after my eldest daughter, KD, was born, I decided to go back to college to get 
a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction. My choice of majors was 
dictated greatly by my love of watching the natural learning that I observed my 
toddler gleaning from the world around her. I could return to school, keep up 
with my coursework, and be a great mom; I would graduate with my M.Ed. in C&I 
shortly before my second daughter, K, was born (CB 125-183).  

Family Lived Literacy Narrative in One Act 

FLL 4-7 

[I stand alone on the stage. On a table in front of me are various items 
representative of the different voices that form the narrative of my life. As the 
academic, I hold the mortarboard. As myself, I hold a reflexive journal. As my 
daughter, I hold a tattered Winnie the Pooh Bear and a journal. As my mother, I 
hold a dishtowel with which to clean silver.] (FLL 4-7) 

FLL 9-16 

As I have observed my eldest daughter in her interactions with her toddler-hood 
best friend, a stuffed Winnie the Pooh Bear, in her writings from her early school 
career, and  with her interactions with me, I am able to see the indirect and 
direct influences that I, as parent-teacher, have had upon my daughter with 
regard to literacy (FLL 9-16). 

FLL 18-27 

Pooh Bear has been KD’s constant companion since birth. I bought the Bear for 
her while I was still pregnant. He was in her crib when she came home from the 
hospital and has traveled with her to every place she has ever visited. As I 
observe them now, Pooh’s once soft yellow head and snugly satin-edged blanket 
body is dingy grey.  No amount of Clorox 2 can brighten his color. Despite almost 
daily washing, his care tag is shredded and blackened from KD’s constant rubbing 
of the tag between her thumb and forefinger. Pooh really needs to be retired to 
the safety of my cedar chest, but KD hates the “replacement” that I bought for 
him. Even though the bears are identical, she knows the difference (FLL 18-27).  

FLL 29-31 

Let’s play puzzles. You play puzzles, Mommy? Mommy’s doing her homework.  

[Another child sits 10 feet from where KD is sitting. KD does not look at this child. 
She looks at Pooh Bear while speaking. She does not look at me.](FLL 29-31) 

FLL 32-39 

There is not a time in KD’s life when I have not had my nose stuck in some kind of 
book—be it for pleasure or for homework. I have read to her from the time that I 
learned I was pregnant with her. Her favorite story in utero was “The Teddy 
Bear’s Picnic.” Her love for books has continued throughout her early childhood. 
She still loves stories with any kind of bear in them. Most days, the floor of her 
playroom is covered with books that she is “reading” to her stuffed animals and 
to Pooh Bear. Every night, we put the books back on the shelf. Every afternoon, 
she gets them all down again (FLL 32-39). 
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FLL 41-49 

KD has a collection of documents from Kindergarten in a journal-type book 
entitled “My Squiggle Book.” Included in the book are a collection of five 
“squiggle” doodles. KD was encouraged to elaborate upon the squiggles, color 
them, then write about her creations. Squiggle 1 started out as a rudimentary 
arrow. KD elaborated upon the arrow by adding spokes to it. It looks roughly like 
an open book. The areas within the spokes are colored in multi-colors. The 
coloring is within the lines. Next to the drawing is a stick figure denoted as female 
by a triangle shaped body. The smiling face sports long hair and a big smile. There 
are no hands or feet on the figure. On the next page KD writes, “tant mini Momm 
is Kanpi.” (FLL 41-49) 

FLL 50-52 

“That’s my mom. She is KLH. See the picture on that page? The smiling girl is 
mom.” (FLL 50-52)  

FLL 53-62 

During the fall semester of KD’s first grade year, I completed an elementary 
administrative internship with the principal of KD’s campus.  KD’s teacher was 
very welcoming of my presence in her classroom. Upon finishing my internship, I 
began spending my conference period one day per week in her room. I typically 
played math games with the students during center time. I also observed her 
working with students in literacy centers and sharing big books with them. Every 
time that I came into the room, KD came to me and proudly hugged me. The 
students on campus came to know me as KD’s mom. All were very happy to see 
me. KD brought home straight A’s during her time in first grade (FLL 53-62).  

FLL 64-76 

Hopefully, the dialog journal will serve as a form of meaningful practice for my 
daughter. I do not know how much of an impact that my words will have upon 
her reading, but it seems to have improved upon our relationship. As teachers, 
we can learn much from the knowledge that our students construct. We can see 
their strengths and their weaknesses through the construction of knowledge. 
Much as the journal allows me into KD’s head, a tool such as a dialectical journal 
allows us a “sneak peak” inside the heads of our students. Without seeing what 
students really know and what they really don’t know, our attempts at teaching 
them are nothing more than a shot in the dark (FLL 64-76). 

FLL 77-80 

I believe that reading comes from a combination of hard-wiring and acquired 
knowledge. I also believe that it is possible to create new “wiring” through the 
knowledge that a learner constructs (Alexander & Fox, 2004). The journal is a tool 
for the creation of the writing (FLL 77-80). 

FLL 81-90 

KD expressed an interest in being a doctor. We were able to step beyond the 
boundaries of the journal to consult experts in the field; luckily, one of my 
lifelong friends happens to be a family practice physician. Another teachable 
moment occurred in response to poetry that KD wrote in her journal and asked 
me to peruse. She was having difficulty with spelling, and in the moment, I could 
tell her a trick to overcome the obstacle (FLL 81-90). 
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FLL 99-104 

Class was interesting. I am learning about what makes good readers and writers. I 
know from my classes how important it is for you to learn to do both well. 
College classes are hard work but they are a lot of fun. I can’t wait until the day 
that you graduate from college (FLL 99-104).  

FLL 101-
111 

I like writing to you in your journal. I think writing is important. It lets us “look” 
into the minds of other people. I like how reading your writing lets me know 
more about you. When I write for myself, it seems like it allows me to “think” 
things through better than just in my head. 1)What do you think about writing? 
2) Is it important to you? 3)How do you think that you can use your writing? 4) 
When you go to college what do you think you want to be? 

Mom (FLL 101-111) 

FLL 112-
116 

Dear Mom [,] 

1) I think writing is fun. 2) Yes I think it is verry [very] fun. 3) To have a grate to 
use all the time. 4) I whant [want] to be a Docter [Doctor]. 

KD (FLL 112-116) 

FLL 176-
178 

Mother would read our Sunday school lessons to us until we got to where we 
could read ourselves (FLL 176-178).  

FLL 198-
213 

[Pa-Pa] actually read more stuff than anybody. Mother read the Bible. Mother 
only read the Bible. I introduced her to the other books [referring to Harlequin 
romance novels.]  

The first book that I remember buying for myself through Scholastic was On Your Toes 
Suzy. In fact I think I read that book to you. I tried to teach [you] and tell [you] that you 
can go anywhere and do anything once you learn to read. That ability gave you openings 
for a life that was important to you. How I opened it up…by letting *you+ see that reading 
was an enjoyment, by reading to [you], and making [you] think that [reading] was the 
most exciting thing [you] would ever learn. Then making sure that books were available 
to [you]. I can remember telling you when you were little that you can read and you can 
go anywhere and you can see anything and never leave the house. Plus, you saw me 
start many projects—and not always finish them—by reading about them in a book 
*chuckles+. They don’t always turn out like I think they’re going to (FLL 198-213) 

FLL 214-
231 

 I guess she must have passed something on. I’m a doctoral student. It involves a 
lot of reading. I’ve always thought that I could do anything that I wanted to do no 
matter what obstacle was placed in my path, so she did a pretty good job. I can 
remember growing up that Friday night trips to the bookstore were the best 
things to ever happen. I could not wait to get a new book.  
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I was such a voracious reader that in fifth grade my Dad bought me my first 
Stephen King book, It because it was over 1000 pages long and he hoped that it 
would last me two weeks to read it. My fifth grade teacher had a fit because I 
brought the book to school to read. She called my parents to determine if it was 
ok if I read such books. My dad told her that it must have been because he 
bought it for me. I guess that this incident right here is why I really don’t censor 
what my students read. I always figured that the more well read an individual is, 
the better equipped a person is to make judgments about the things that life 
throws at us.  

Most children sleep with stuffed animals. Mine sleep with books (and a 
flashlight). Funny. All of the years that I thought I was getting away with 
something because I would read my books by flashlight beneath the covers, it 
never occurred to me that Mother was the one that made sure the batteries 
never ran out (FLL 214-231).  

FLL 281-
286 

KDH suffered a major setback to her reading at the beginning of second grade; 
upon being required to read Accelerated Reader books at the pre-kindergarten 
level as a reading grade in class, she declared herself to be a non-reader despite 
having started second grade on a second grade, fifth month reading level. In her 
journal, KDH’s grandfather wrote a note to her that also seemed to have a lasting 
impression (FLL 281-286).  

FLL 298-
302 

Why is it that unschooled literacy may be more salient to our learners? How can 
we tap into this resource? I am very interested in how our own literacy 
experiences influence the literacy experiences of our children. I would also like to 
know how these experiences shape who we become. I would like to know if in 
practice unschooled literacy is more salient (FLL 298-302). 

FLL 307-
309 

[On the way home from her grandparents, to her sister and Pooh Bear.] You have to 
practice hard and do a good job (FLL 307-309) 

FLL 307-
329 

In reflecting upon my own experience, I know that my grandparents had a 
profound effect upon my own literacy experiences. The trend is also observed 
with my mother. Brice Heath (2004) focuses on the dyadic language often seen 
between children and their caregivers; the point that she seems to be making is 
that the dyad is not enough. Communication must extend to multiple 
interactions for children to learn the language of their cultures effectively. Of 
particular importance is the triad developed through children's interactions with 
their grandparents. (Brice Heath, 1983; FLL 307-329). 
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FLL 331-
340 

I should note that it is because of a promise that I made to my grandfather, my 
father’s father, that I continue to go to school for my Ph.D., despite the medical 
odds that are stacked against me. He is the person who most emphasized the 
value of education in my life. He is the person who drove me to Tech for the first 
time and showed the University to me. He is the person who helped me to 
believe that I could do anything and overcome anything through education. 
Because I promised him that I would get my Ph.D., I will get my degree no matter 
what odds I face. My favorite picture of him was taken about 1 month before his 
death. My daughter, then 6, was sitting in his lap reading to him (FLL 331-340).  

FLL 341-
349 

I can remember Me-Ma reading to me until she literally had no voice left. I would 
sit with her in her perpetually squeaky rocking chair (the one that squeaked no 
matter how much WD40 was applied to its springs) for hours on end. She read 
me Bible stories and a stack of Little Golden Books. (FLL 341-349). 

FLL 351-
359 

In thinking about the greatest influence upon my literacy, I guess it would be my 
grandmother [maternal grandmother] and mother reading me Bible stories. And 
Little Golden Books. The same ones that Me-Ma read to you. Mostly I remember 
my Grandmother reading me Bible stories. She had no formal education, but she 
learned to read from the Bible. That’s the way that she taught all of her kids to 
read. That’s the way that they learned to read back then. She read to us. I don’t 
know if Granny [paternal grandmother] even knew how to read. Grandpa C. 
[paternal grandfather] had a college education (FLL 351-359).  

FLL 360-
368 

Growing up we read Bible stories, Sunday school lessons. Bible stories were 
always read around our house. There were always books about the Bible, but 
that was about all there was. That was about all Mother read. Mother didn’t 
actually start reading other things until after she retired. All books in the house 
related to Bible study. Until Daddy got hurt. But magazines just weren’t readily 
available. Life magazine and some others. But they just weren’t available. Money 
was more tightly “clinged” to maybe. Trips to the library for me were, were I 
guess never really thought about. I’m sure that if I had asked to go, G. or M. 
*siblings+ would have taken me. It just wasn’t an available thing (FLL 360-368).  

FLL 369-
381 

I always remember Me-Ma having books about the Bible on the shelf in the 
dining room. I also remember that she had a complete set of encyclopedias at 
her house. Mother told me after I turned off the tape during an interview with 
her that she often read the encyclopedia’s and the Aesop’s fables in the back of 
them just so that she had something to read. Were books really not available? I 
often wonder if this phenomenon was localized to my mother’s family. They 
were very frugal, having lived through the Dust Bowl.  
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It’s amazing how things change with grandchildren. My grandmother made all 
the time in the world to read to me. My grandfather—pain riddled as he was—
got down into the floor to play with me (FLL 369-381). 

FLL 382-
388 

When it comes to my grandchildren, hopefully I’ve passed *literacy values+ on to 
my grandchildren [almost inaudible]. By finding crafts in books, by buying them 
many books, and also by telling the oldest one that it is so important for you to 
learn to read. I’m so proud of you. Again, you can go anywhere and do anything 
as long as you can read. And again, they see my books all over the house. And I 
like to buy books for them (FLL 382-388). 

FLL 390-
401 

I like the idea of the expert becoming the novice depending on the context of the 
learning situation. In this way could we say that we are all emergent readers and 
writers? The traditional classroom and traditional teaching methods are probably 
the biggest handicap for emerging writers. For our students to become better 
writers, we as parent-teachers or classroom educators need to overcome the 
“sage on the stage” mentality (FLL 390-401). 

FLL 403-
411 

The journal has been powerful for me to explore why I do the things that I do. 
However, it has been even more powerful in another aspect. KD and I have never 
had a strong communication link between us—not since the day of her birth. We 
have never been able to talk to each other. I feel that the journal has 
strengthened our communication patterns as both mother and daughter. She 
actually tells me what is going on in her head through the journal. I even  started 
acting as a scribe because she told me she could not keep up with her thoughts in 
order to get them down on the page fast enough (FLL 403-411). 

FLL 412-
425 

When it comes to my parents influencing my literacy, I think I influenced that 
instead of the other way around. [Mother] taught me to read the Bible stuff. And 
she taught me to read the books to learn to do something. Her and Daddy both 
did. That would be their influence on me that I can see.  

But to read for enjoyment, I introduced to them. Because I probably bought 
Daddy…I can remember mother reading the Zane Grey, The Purple Sage, and I 
can remember her talking about that. But to see them read for enjoyment, I can’t 
remember either one of them doing that. I started to by books for them and then 
they started reading. But it just wasn’t something that anybody ever had time to 
do at that time. It was after they retired.  

And again, they weren’t readily available. You went to the library. Books were 
hard backs. And quite expensive. Paperbacks were just starting to come 
out…paperbacks were just starting to be available. I can remember being excited 
to get the Weekly Reader and Scholastic where you could order books (FLL 412-
425).  
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FLL 458-
466 

Morrow & Paratore (1993) note that if we don't pay attention to the things that 
occur in the home related to literacy and culture, then anything we attempt at 
school is not going to be successful.  As a part of our respect for everyone's 
culture we need to ensure that we use an eclectic approach to literacy 
assessment.  Literacy is a part of the fabric of everyday life as illustrated through 
the lived literacy experience.  Unwin (1995) sums up the implications for family 
involvement with literacy best by stating that "family literacy is not an end-state 
of being...[it] is characterized by motion; it is a process of becoming, not a 
product that emerges when certain criteria are met" (p. 556)(FLL 458-466). 

First Steps to Educational Leadership 

CB 135-140 

As the results of my schooling, I still loved working with students and teaching 
them; however, I was not really that happy with how I was seeing schools 
(collectively) being ran (CB 135-140).  

CB 414-436 

The traffic circle that has converged over the past several years has caused me to 
totally reassess my life. For a while, I wasn’t sure what the future held. For the 
first time in my life, I did not have every single aspect and goal in my life planned 
out. I knew that there are things that could be done to help KD both physically 
and academically, and I knew that K and J were still developing their literacy at 
this stage in life. I knew that savoring every second with my children, helping 
them to develop, and capturing their development was very important to me. I 
knew that one of the most important aspects of our lived literacy experience is 
our family literacy experience, and I knew that I was instrumental in helping to 
form that experience for my children. I know that as a mother, as an educator, as 
an educational leader, I am not the same person that I was before coming to the 
crossroads. I know that I cannot look at the world through the same lenses 
through which I have viewed it before. I also know that I can never again 
approach teaching in the same way. For me, this experience has been about truly 
lived literacy—in more than just an academic sense. This experience has been 
about coming to terms with my own illness. It has been about learning to 
academically parent three totally different children—one with special needs, one 
middle of the road child, and one with advanced academic needs. It has been 
about learning to better serve other people’s children by using what I have 
learned through these experiences as both an educator and as an educational 
leader. It has been about using these experiences in such a way that others may 
benefit from them (CB414-436).  

Conclusions: Giving Voice to the Lived Literacy Experience 

REL 1-30 

By both unpacking my experiences and the experiences of the characters which 
have influenced my life into a lived literacy narrative and sharing it with others I 
have improved upon my pedagogical practices by examining and understanding 
how my experiences contribute to my practice.  At the same time, I have 
challenged archetypes embedded into traditional journey narratives while 
forging positive identities as educational leaders (REL 1-30).  
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Insights from This Perspective 

JA 138-152 

If literacy perspectives are the ever evolving acts of learning to read and learning 
to negotiate our identities and experiences in an ever-changing society, then this 
narrative illustrates that the approach to literacy development must evolve with 
both the needs of the individual and the needs of the society, because literacy is 
a forge for identity formation. In this tale, literacy is the voice of overlapping 
perspectives and experiences, and it is this voice to which individuals must listen 
as it cries out for the need to critically read the established narratives of women 
educator’s lived literacy journeys (JA 138-152).  
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APPENDIX C 

Methodological Reflection 
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Returning to the Life Characters 

 The most challenging aspect of composing this paper has not been in the writing 

of this text. The most challenging aspect of composing this paper has been in writing the 

text in such a way that it is a positive and beneficial text. For every one page of text 

which is included herein, I have cut three more pages. I feel like the myriad of drafts and 

redrafts, re-visions and re-re-visions which are a part of my researcher’s journal tell a 

more complete tale than this draft alone. While much of the analytical story of this tale 

can be told through my unique version of process coding, much more is told through the 

process of writing my life. Just as life is messy, so, too, is the narrative of a draft of one’s 

life. Constructing a narrative is in and of itself an analytical process. 

 In many ways, letting go of this paper has been more difficult than letting go of a 

child. I feel a tiny glimpse of what it will be like when my children are grown and they 

have left home. I am proud of the way that they have grown, but a little sad, too, 

because this chapter of my life is over. But, this ending also presents a new beginning. It 

has been through the returning of the story to my life’s characters that the glimmer of a 

new beginning is strongest. 

 The night after I sent the completed text to my parents for review, I received a 

phone call from them. Both of them had read the text in a single sitting. Both told me 

how proud they were of me. Both told me that my children should be proud of me as 

well. We discussed many topics we had not addressed before. Ultimately, all three of us 

decided that too often we do not share the things that really matter with the ones that 
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we love the most. This text has served as a powerful tool for negotiating those topics 

with each other. 

 


